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Talon Technology Inc.
When You Think Emulation Think Talon"

AT-Speed IBM
80286 Emulator

A true IBM PC "AT hardware
emulator for the Atari ST/STE
and Mega ST computers. Has
a Norton rating of 6.7 . Runs
Windows 3.0 in Protected
Mode. Supports VGA mono.
EGA mono, Hercules mono.

CGA 4 color and Tandy 1000 16 color graphics. Supports
most hard disks and floppy drives. Supports sound.
Compatible with MEGASCREEN. Some soldering may be
required. Call Talon for an installation center near you.

°n,y $399.95
PC-SPEED
PC-SPEED is an "XT" (8068) IBM PC emulator. PC-SPEED
uses a NEC V30 CPU and runs at a Norton rating of 4.0.

Supports most Atari hard drives and floppy Drives. Supports
Atari Mouse and CGA, TANDY 1000 16 color, Olivetti and
Hercules graphic modes. Supports Extended Memory and
Sound. Some Soldering may be required . Call Talon for an
installation center near you.

°"'y $1 99.95

Omniswitch
and ACER
Multisync
Monitor

OMNISWITCH
Omniswitch is a
3-in-ons switch box that

allows you to switch between two Atari monitors, two external

Disk Drives and hook up a MULTISYNC monitor like the

ACER. Also has VIDEO and AUDIO ports

°* $89.95
ACER Multisync Monitor
The ACER 7015 Multisync monitor allows you to view both

COLOR and MONOCHROME resolutions. The ACER has a

dot pitch of ,28mm. an 800 x 600 screen size and is

compatible with the Atari ST/STE/TT, AMIGA, IBM VGA and
MAC II computers.

Only $450.00

Supercharger
IBM "XT-
Emulator

Supercharger is a fully
compatible IBM hardware
emulator for the Atari ST/STE,
Mega ST/STE, TT and Stacy
computers. Special features
include the ablity to MULTITASK and use Superchargers
ram as a RAM DISK. Supports CGA and Hercules
monochrome graphics. Supports most Hard Disks and
Floppies. Has a Norton rating of 4.4 . No internal installation

is needed_

°nly $450.00
Supercharger 80286 "AT" Upgrade
Turn your Supercharger into an even more powerful "AT"
compatible IBM emulator. Full 80286 compatblility. Runs
Windows 3.0 in protected mode. Supports Extended
Memory. Simple plug in installation. Designed and built here
in America. Available soon call Talon for further information.

°nly 199.95

EMSPRO/TC-POWER
Allows Supercharger and AT/PC Speed users to use the

extra memory on-board the Atari as EMS (memory for

programs) for IBM programs that use EMS. Programs like

Windows 3.0, Lotus 1-2-3. Quatro, Symphony. AutoCAD and
Others.

Only $49.95

ACCESSORIES
MULTI-RES
Allows you to switch between Color and Monochrome
resolutions without re-booting $14.95
MONITOR CABLE
Atari 13 pin male-to-male wired for both color and
monochrome. Recomended for Omniswitch $14.95
FLOPPY CABLE $14.95
Supercharger POWER SUPPLY $24.95
MATH CO-PROCESSOR B087-2 for SuperCharger $1 49.95
AT / PC Speed Mega Bridge SCALL
MEGA SCREEN Makes your Atari screen larger . . . $CALL
V1 .4 Supercharger Software includes S & H $29.95

ASK ABOUT OUR NEW 8££n.£ #GUS£ FOR ATARI AND AMIGA
The Beetle Mouse has a 6' cable. 310 dpi resolution and is economically designed to fit your hand. Only JfcAQ Ql^

ATonce 286 PC Emulator For Atari and Amiga $349.95
ATonce supports most hard disk, floppy drives and sound. Supports CGA, Olivetti, Hercules and Toshiba 1000 graphics. Norton rating of 6.7

for Atari and 6.1 for Amiga. Works on all Atari ST and Amiga 500/2000 computers. Call Talon for details.

243 N. Hwy 101 Ste. #11, Solana Beach, California 92075

TEL: (61 9) 792-65 11 FAX: (6 1 9) 792-9023
Prices are subject to change without notice. Shipping and handling are extra. ** DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME



Gribnif Software Presents.

NeoDesk3
The Ultimate Desktop
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NeoDesk" 3 is a complete replacement
of the boring, built-in desktop that comes
with the Atari ST. Its advanced, yet intui-

tive, graphical interface will make your
computer both easier to use and much
more powerful.

It is the easiest and most affordable way
to realize your Atari's true potential. Many
have called it "the ultimate upgrade for the

Atari ST".

NeoDesk introduced the idea of placing

your commonly used programs directly on
the desktop while pioneering the concept of

assigning different custom icons for indivi-

dual files and folders.

Now NeoDesk 3 takes you a step further,

introducing several new and original con-

cepts which will make you want to scream
"1 want my NeoDesk 3!".

In addition to keeping commonly used
files and programs on the desktop, you can
now also keep folders on the desktop. And
not to limit your creativity, with NeoDesk
3 you can even write Desktop Notes'" right

on the desktop itself.

Only NeoDesk 3 allows you to look at

two different parts of the same window,

thanks to its amazing Split Window fea-

ture. Of course, each window can be set to

display text or icons, independently of any
other window. Each window can even have
its own sorting and text options.

NeoDesk is also smart, using all of its

available memory for file copying so that as

many files and folders that will fit into

memory are read in at once. No more use-

less disk swaps, even hard drives benefit

from its speed and efficiency.

Add some of the other NeoDesk 3 fea-

tures, such as a brand new Icon Editor, key-

board equivalents, desktop picture, file

templates, Active Icons, and Hot Keys (exe-

cute your favorite program with a single

key,:1

,
I hen you have more than enough rea-

sons to buy NeoDesk. But for those of you
who need a little more, read on.

NeoDesk 3 now offers a unique File Clip-

board'" which lets you temporarily hold

files and folders in memory while you are

busy doing other things. In a way, you can
think of it as an automatically expanding
and shrinking ramdisk.

You now also have the power of Macros,
with which you can automate any series of

desktop operations like opening windows,
copying files, running programs, etc. These
can also have Hot Keys assigned to them.

NeoDesk 3 even has special support for

5 1/4" floppy drives and formats all disks

with the correct information so they work
on most MS-DOS computers.

From low resolution to ultra high resolu-

tion, NeoDesk 3 supports up to 10 different

resolutions in each system.

Of course, these features would not he

useful unless they were easy to use. Rest
assured, NeoDesk 3 has been designed to

be "upwardly compalib'e". Use XoiiDosa

just like you used the original desktop, no
need to forget all that you have learned.

It doesn't stop there. The included He-

coueruble Trashcan lets you recover files de-

leted with it at any time in the future. It

was created using the NeoDesk Developer's

Kit. which opens a whole new world of pos-

sibilities. There's also the NeoDesk CLI
(both available separately), a complete win-

dow based command line interpreter which
a! Lows you to create pop-up menus, auto-

mate file operations, and much more.

No matter who you are, NeoDesk 3 has
something for you. From helpful search ca-

pabilities to a powerful file reorder func-

tion. Thanks to its ability to remove itself

from memory, it only needs about 35K of

memory. Of course, there's lots more,
which you can discover by ordering today!

NeoDesk 3 and the NeoDesk CLI are

available from your local dealer, or order

toll free by calling (800) 284-GRIB and get

FREE 2nd Day Air (US only). Call or write

for upgrade and other information.

GRIBNIF SOFTWARE
P.O. Box 350 • Hadley, MA 01035

Tel: (413) 584-7887 • F;,x: (-1 1 3) 584-2565
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Order Toll FreeOrder Toll Free X—ohipU.t(fti>lUtU
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Tech Support (414) 357-8181 PO Box 17882, Milwaukee, Wl 53217 FAX (414) 357-7814

Fast HARD DRIVE KIT
KILLER PRICES!

SINGLE 3.5" DRIVES
ST-138N-1 30MEG-28ms 559

ST-157N-1 49MEG-28ms 579

ST-177N 60 MEG 669
FEATURES: Bull! In lime clock with battery backup • Low-noise fan tor efficient cooling •

Under-monltor design requires no addltlonaldeak space provides a monitor stand lor ST

computers • Adjustable legs ad|ust the monitor & provide cable clerrai'^c Alows booting

directly from ttie hard drive - Handler provides error checking on the DMA bus

ALL HARD DRIVES ARE SEAGATE SCSI.

goldenIMAGE
Hand Scanner

£070 With Migraph Touch-Up
y^/7 Software

Opto-Mechanical
Mouse

$39

Fully Optical

Mouse

$59

Master 3S
External Floppy

Disk Drive

$125

Master 3S-D
External Floppy

Disk Drive

W/ LED Track Read-Out

$145

SupmDrive
/ Hard Disk system

Hard Drive Packages for Atari ST

40 MB $489

80 MB $729

105 MB $799

ATARI EXTRAS
3.5" FDD Cleaning Kit $6
6 Way Surge Protect ....$14

Color Comp Eyes $179

Discovery Cartridge ....$129

Drive Master $35

IMG Scanner $59

Migrapti Hand Scan.,.. $369

Monitor Master $35

Mouse Master $35

Omniswitch $77

Spectre GCR $219

ST Time $43

Supercharger $419

Turbo 16 Accel Bd $255

Tweety Board $35

Video Key $65

VidiST $149

ZRAM $119

JOYSTICKS
Gravis Joystick $31

Gravis Mousestik $65

Wico Bat Handle $17

Wico3Way $22

Wico Ergo Stick $18

Maze Master 1 button ....$9

A
ATARI

AUTHORIZED
DEALER
-COMPUTERS-

1040STE-TT030-520ST

MONITORS
C/~ 1 /I1C NewCol° r

OV_ I 4J0 Stereo Monitor!

• 1
4" diagonal screen > On/Off power control

• Convenient Volume Control Side

mounted speakers • Cables Included

Also -SM 124 MonochromeA
CALL FOR DETAILS! ATARI

upra 2400Modem omy
PACKAGE FOR THE ST

Flash 1 .6 Software

& Modem Cable $125
ORDER INFORMATION: pi

POiwskomB. C.O.D.chargsi-SJ.i
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Order Toll Free tlohxputrfi/bi/itj/ Order Toll Free

800-558-0003
Tech Support (414) 357-8181

tloniumet y-lectt.on.lc!>

PO Box 1 7882, Milwaukee, Wl 5321 7W^f^ tWntW*^
800-558-0003

FAX (414) 357-7814

40 MB $299
1MB $489

105 MB $499

170 MB $809
210 MB $939

200GX $169
GSX 140 $289

GSX 145 NEW
Color Kit $49

NX-1001 Multift S139

NX-1020 Rain $185

NX-2420 $289

NX-2420 Rainbow $309

LOW COST
LASERS!

OKI Laser 400 $659

Panasonic 4420 ....$779

Toshiba Laser 6 $789

Alterad Beast 31.95

ArcadaFevarAcllonPack.. 31.95

BAT 31.95

Salaries of Power:1 990 31.95

BalmantheMovfe-Eura... 27.95

30.95

Battle Command 31.95

Black Gold 24.95

BlockOul 25.95

30.95

25.95

Brfdgi5.0 21.95

134 95

'1-6 2415

Cluck Mate 34.95

Chaeimaiter 2000 26.95

Dark Cani

Dalu.eP;

Dragon ..

Dungeonmnetsr 2-1.95

Sings' b Caetls 42.95

F-19StwffliF1jJitsr 37.95

F-29R Ml'°< 31.95

Nrnri

Right

Golden

Gars .

Mghvra

H? I,i

31 95

.
..36.95

28.95

31.95

"mm""

Book/Games! or 2

Rad October

21.95

31.95

...31.85

. 2595
.. .. 2595

KILi-i] S-nrnn -

King's Quest 1

King's Outs-:
.'

id ot Faer;-

re Suit Lv,
re Suit Lii-y /

CALL FOR
THE LATEST

TITLES!

: :
'-.

30 9S
1' -.',

21 95

30.0!

37 95

24 95
37 95

25 95

.. 23.95

TIONAL SOFTW

Operntl: .-'ers^ke

Police Ojeei 30 95

Police Due;: :i 36B5
Populou- .. .. 31.95

»io Tar 2595
=ro|ecr> I 2595
'ufly'n s.,o; 23 9;

led Storm Rising 2995
3195
24 95

24 95

Shadow ol he Beas- ... 30 95

Shark AtUci 24 95

14 95

51m City 30 95

25 95

irxw.Que.11 or 2 30 95

3€95
Spel'rxmnJ 24 95

Sphericjl 2<S5
iui- Fleet 34 95

\U- FHfhl 3165
liar Ware 24.95

ilom Acnxe Eurotx
Slrip Soker I 24 95

itunlTrodrRocir 2S95
3: 9 !

24 95

T V Scoria Foolba'l 32.95

Theme Park Mye'e'y

V-il.vte CALL
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20
INTRODUCING BOB BRODIE

START Columnist Makes His Debut

by Bob Brodie

22
SIMCITYITIS SWEEPS
START STAFF

A Three-Part Homage
To The Game That

Enthralled The

Editors by Betty

DeMunn, James
Burton andjohnny L.

Wilson

improve your playi

smcitv cheat on disk!

30

52

TROUBLESHOOVHG

UTILITIES OH DISK!

ASK DR. TROUBLESH00TER

Ten Experts Dispense Good
Medicine For Your Sick ST

by William Busby, Greg

"Mat/clog" Knaitss, Dan Moore, Jim Pierson

Perry Dave Small and the START staff

THE TYPEFACE TRIALS

Third-Party Fonts Get An
Eagle-Eye Evaluation

by Dan Fruchey

JUDGE FOR

YOURSELF1

FONT SAMPLES
OH OISKI

Reviews
68 INTERACTIVE MUSIC EDUCATION Two Teaching

Programs Have Plenty To Offer Both Amateurs

And Pros by Larry A. Magnello

70 GENWAVE No-Nonsense Visual Sample Editing by

Andre Cynkin and Jan Paul Mnorhead

74 CARDFILE Indispensible Tool For The Paperless

Office by John Nagy

78 AT-SPEED Full-Speed IBM Compatibility by Gavin

Doughtic

On The Cover

Fix it yourself with START'S troubleshooting guide.

Cover model Rusty Russell courtesy of Roman Models

& Talent. Photograph}- by Chloe Atkins.

Departments
8 THE EDITOR'S DESKTOP

10 DIALOG BOX

14 PRODUCTS UPDATE

18 Z'NET NEWSWIRE

56 CYBER CORNER Camera Control: Simple Program

Adds Drama To Animations by Rick Miry

58 FOR THE FUN OF IT Of Canisters, Clowns, Collisions

And The (Suh)C.onscious

61 TELEFOCUS Dialing For Data: Who You Gonna
Call' by Christopher W. Roberts

63 YOUR WORD'S WORTH Overlooking The Obvious:

Word Processors Take The Routine Out Of The

Routine by Dun Fruchey

66 START BACK ISSUES

77 DISK INSTRUCTIONS 96 START CLASSIFIED

80 ANTIC 8-BIT SECTION 97 INDEX TO ADVERTISERS



Features On Disk
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ABSOLUTE ZERO The Quest

Nothingness by Terry

TROUBLESHOOTING TOOLS

Here's a folder full of utility programs

recommended by Dr. Trouble-shooter and his team of

10 experts. Inside you'll find Disk Doctor, a sector

editor and file fixer; Hazel, which makes it easy to

choose AUTO-folder programs and desk accessories at

boot up; Ram Plus, an excellent RAM disk and print

spooler; and many more copyrighted, shareware and

public-domain utilities.

FONT SAMPLES

FONT__ARC.FRG contains sample fonts from

Cherry Fonts, Computer Safari and ISD

Marketing. Read "The Typeface Trials,"

page 52, for more details.

Cardfile Demo

CARDFILE DEMO by GT Software

You've read the review, now try the program.

Look in the DEMO folder for the ARCed file

CARD_ARC.PRG. Read CARDDEMO.DOC for

information about the program.

THE CITY FEDERAL LOAN APPLICATION PROGRAM
byJames Burton

You'll find this SimCity cheat on your START
disk, in the ARCed file LOAN_ARC.PRG. Use

it every time your SimCity city is running

short of cash. See page 25 for more details.

CITY ICONS by Antic Software

Two archived demos from Antic Software's

new City Icon series for CAD-3D 2.0.

The first, NYCBGARC.FRG, will unARC

to reveal an accurately detailed 3D picture

of the Brooklyn Bridge. The second,

CITY_ARC.PRG, contains a Cyber

Faint animation of the famous bridge. Both

require 1MB of memory. NYCBGARC.PRG
requires CAD-3D 2.0.

ilMWn-.rn^T—

The City Federal Loan Application Program

City Icons
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THE EDITOR'S DESKTOP

START Goes Bimonthly

START wins the "Best Laid Plans" award for 1990. Despite earlier optimism

that START would actually get bigger, the complete opposite has happened.

Effective immediately, START will appear every other month rather than the

monthly schedule we've been accustomed to since October 1988.

The decision to go bimonthly wasn't an easy one. START has a very strong

subscriber base and its renewal rate is among

the best in the magazine business. But other

factors came into play: Atari has all but

abandoned the domestic market and

third-party developers have been scared away

by a lack of a viable user base for Atari

products. START constantly receives letters

from people who have moved onto other

computer platforms, so there is some evidence

that the user base continues to decline.

For START it's a simple equation: no

developers means no advertisers. Advertising is

what pays the production costs of a magazine.

The advertising pool for START has been shrinking for the past two years

and there is every indication that that decline will continue as well.

But cutting circulation doesn't mean cutting quality. START, and our

parent company Antic Publishing, have supported the Atari community for

almost 10 years. Our commitment to that community is as strong as ever.

You can expect some changes as we move to a bimonthly schedule. The

cut in the number of magazines you receive in a year means that START has

to put out a better magazine than ever. START will probably become more

technical, more applications specific. The lack of new product (and not just

upgrades) will mean less reviews and more tutorials.

With all that's going on in the world right now we realize we're not giving

you the best news. But to use the tired old sports line: it was a business

decision and nothing more; it should not be seen as an indication that

START'S circulation will be cut even more. Remember, START began as a

quarterly. When the ST market picked up, START went monthly. Now that

the market is slowing down, START is bimonthly. Perhaps things will change

with the new hardware recently released by Atari. We'll have to wait and see.

Special Notes

Because the new schedule came into place so quickly, editorially START is

still in a monthly mode. What was to be the February issue became February/

March; March became April/May. As a result, some of the more time-sensitive

material such as Z*Net and Products Update may appear dated. The first

all-new bimonthly issue will be June/July, on sale June 1.

Finally, if you subscribe to START, the number of issues you are to receive

will be adjusted to the new schedule according to what you originally signed

up for (one-year subscribers are now two-year subscribers and SO on).

TOM BYRON
START Editor

April/May 1991



RIO COMPUTERS
800-782-9110 'ORDERS ONLY

MON-SAT8AM-6PM
PACIFIC TIME

AUTHORIZED ATARI
DEALER /SERVICE

CENTER

CUST SERVICE
TECH SUPPORT
702-454-7700
TU-SA 10AM-6PM

FAX: 702-454-7700

Take Total Control Of

PHASE-4™ Solid Object Motion Control and Animation System
Opens a 4th dimension in which you actually cut, copy and paste time itself

View 3D objects in the past, present or future from any point in space/time, simultaneously

Do cyclic polymorphic transformations without point and face limitations

Fully mouse- and tablet- driven programming with keyboard support - Totally eliminates

program control codes

Supports all ST and TT resolutions

Outputs to P.l.X.A.R.'s Renderman RIB files

ROSETTA-3D Translator/Viewer - $89.95
-J Translate from one CAD, animation or rendering format into any other supporte
-I Translation file size limited only by mass storage device - not memory size

-I Translate entire folders using wildcards

LI Import individual objects from within a file

Quickly create and preview animations with simple "point-and-click" animation —
-I Unique 3D object marker enables design of animation storyboards in seconds not minuites or hours
U High speed wireframe and depth-cue wireframe modes
-J Amazingly fast depth-cue point cloud mode for real time playback of large objects

Several solid polygon modes - uses revolutionary new polygon drawing algorithm for lightning fast display

CHRONOS Key Frame Animator - $249.95
3 Create stunning and complicated 3D animations without programming a single line of code
Makes animation as simple as point-and-click... no complicated motion control language
Point-and-click object, camera and light manipulation provides very inuitive user interface

-I Spotlighting and shadow casting funtions built in

LI Unique ability to cut, copy and paste motion for repeating complex motion sequences

Data compatible with all Cyber series products

PRISM PAINT Drawing Program - $79.95
Runs in all ATARI™ resolutions plus 1024X768 4096 color mode

LI 24 bit true color mode with 16 million on screen colors

All the standard paint program functions (circle, box, elipse, fill,

cut, paste, copy, pixel editing etc.)

LI Supports the Cal-Comp graphics tablet in four resolutions

Create animations using the built-in slide show features

PRISM RENDER - $89.95
Turns wire frame creations into "photographic" quality images
Materials editor turns rendered surface into wood, chrome etc.

PRISM TABLET DRIVER - $49.95
PRISM TABLET w/driver - $224.95

Free CompuServe On-Line Support

SPECIAL PAK PRICES

Full PHASE-4 Pak - $369.95

l.Rosetta-3D

2. Chronos
3. Prism Paint

4. Prism Render
5. Prism Tablet Driver

6. Prism Utilities

Animation Pak - $269.95
l.Rosetta-3D

2. Chronos
3. Prism Render
4. Prism Utilities

Artist Pak - $349.95
1

.

Prism Paint

2. Prism Render
3. Prism Tablet

4. Prism Utilities

RIO COMPUTERS
3430 E. TROPICANA AVE. #65

LAS VEGAS, NV 89121

VISA/MC/Ctiecks/Mo-ey CM.
subjeel to a 20% rsstne^n!] :

(

pqi.al quality nnfl function lor il

IFIY COMPUTER MODEL WITH ORDER:
;e call tor return authorization number - returns
substitute products of different appearance but
::il:i|f.:rl 1c Ciange without notice.

800-782-9110
702-454-7700

IN NEVADA



DIALOG BOX

Just A Disagreement
1 read with interest the review of

Our product, Just Another War In

Space (January 1991). I would like to

respond to a number of points made

by the reviewer, Greg Knauss.

In the review, Knauss described

the interface as "horrible . . .

non-intuitive . . . text-based . - . .

Pseudo-GEM menus and buttons are

available, but they are a far stretch

from the real thing .... With a

GEM front end, I would easily rec-

ommend it . .

." The difficulty for

your reader is that Knauss fails to

offer even a brief description of the

interface he condemns; consequent-

ly one is left wondering exactly

how the interface fails to measure

up to his standards.

The user interface inJ.A.W.S. can

be summarized as follows: The play-

er commands various spacecraft by

using the mouse to click on "con-

trols," which are rectangular regions

on the screen that are labeled with

the name of the control. A control

typically has a white background

when it is "off and a gold hack-

ground when it is "on." For exam-

ple, to maneuver a spacecraft, click

on the thrust control to accelerate it

in the direction of its heading, or

click on one of the rotate controls

to change the spacecraft's heading,

(licking on one of these controls

when it is "on" toggles it "off" and

terminates the acceleration or rota-

tion.

By default, the player sees the

Main Control Display on the right

half of the screen. The player can

change this display (e.g., to show

more detailed information and addi-

tional controls regarding the repair,

force field, computer, maneuver

and other spacecraft subsystems) by

selecting a new display from one of

the pull-down menus on the upper

right part of the screen.

Knauss criticizes that this inter-

face is non-intuitive. How is it

non-intuitive? I might point out that

the thrust and rotate maneuver con-

trol system described above is simi-

lar to the one used in the famous,

old arcade game, Asteroids, except

that in Asteroids you press and re-

lease physical buttons instead of

clicking on "soft" buttons. Most

people consider that interface pretty

intuitive.

The next criticism is that the in-

terface is "actually text-based! You

could almost play this program on a

teletype and not notice any differ-

ence." The point Knauss seems to be

make is: If you arc programming on

a machine that is capable of doing

neat graphics, you should use neat

graphics wherever possible. This at-

titude is disparagingly referred to as

the "Wc-Used-A-Computcr-To-Build-

A-Duck" Syndrome in the seminal

work on data graphic theory The Vi-

sual Display ofQuantitative Infor-

mation by Edward R. Tufte.

The real issue in displaying infor-

mation is the use of an appropriate-

means of expression, depending on

the inherent characteristics of the in-

formation itself. This almost always

requires a mix of text and graphics.

J.AAV.S. uses such a mix. For exam-

ples, the reader can refer to the

screen shots ofJ.A.W.S. that accom-

pany the review and the Azcroth ad

in the January issue of START. I

suggest that the reader should de-

cide for him or herself if the style of

the displays is appropriate.

Knauss also suggests that the in-

terface isn't realistic. The whole-

point of the interface is that it repre-

sents computer screens on the

spacecraft that you are command-

ing. I suggest that if something is a

computer screen, then it looks ex-

actly like a computer screen. I low

much more realistic can you get?

Knauss' stated rationale for not

recommending this product is that it

does not have a GF.M front-end.

GFM was not used essentially to

make the product easily portable to

other computers. The menus and

buttons of theJ.A.W.S. interface

work in the same fundamental man-

ner as those of the GEM, Apple Mac-

intosh and Microsoft Windows

graphical user interfaces. Does

Knauss really believe that people

will wish to buy or not buy a prod-

uct simply because it has pull-down

(as opposed to drop-down) menus,

or because its buttons have rectangu-

lar (as opposed to rounded) corners?

The essence of Knauss' effort is

to exalt details of form over sub-

stance. His work fails as a piece of

criticism because he withholds from

your readers the type of factual in-

formation that would allow them to

make an informed choice of their

own.

Bob Parkin

Azcroth Publishing

Issaquah, Wash.

Greg Knauss replies:

The "We-Used-A-Computer-To-

Build-A-Duck" Syndrome is indeed

prevalent on the Atari, as it is on

all the higher-end machines, and
while Ifeel thatfantastic graphics

are in no way necessary to make a

fantastic program, many people

who use computers do. The first

question ST users often ask when

the subject ofa new game comes up

is, "What are the graphics like?"

Personal opinions aside, I must

take into account, what the average

START reader is looking for.

Asyou mentioned, a potential

buyer should indeed 'decidefor

him or herself if the style of the dis-

plays is appropriate." However, my
job as a reviewer is to render an

opinion, and to abandon that re-

sponsibility simply to avoid con-

flict is negligence at its iforst. If

every reviewer were tofollow your
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SUPERCHARGER VI.

4

BREAKS THROUGH THE BARRIER
Full MS-DOS Compatability With Real Time Multi-Tasking Plus EXPANDABILITY

NO INTERNAL
MODIFICATIONS

REQUIREDmm
, m

« ! w
il

1} ;* ^vr

SUPERCHARGER OPTIONS SOON TO BE RELEASED

SCplus/NET - Full networking board

Connect DOS and TOS programs or files under Novell'
M
etc.

Transfer rates of 2.5 Mbits/sec

Plugs into existing expansion connector with no soldering required.

SCplus/286 - Turns SuperCharger into a full 286 co-computer

Runs at 1 2 MHz on a pure AT chip set

Comes with 1 Meg of RAM expandable to 4 Meg - full EMS support

Contains true AT expasnsion slots - accepts ANY expansion card

Provision for an 80286 co-processor

Plugs into existing V30 socket with no soldering required.

SCplus/386 - Turns SuperCharger into a full 386 co-computer
Runs at 16 MHz on a pure 386 chip set

Comes with 1 Meg of RAM expandable to 4 Meg - full EMS support

Contains true expasnsion slots - accepts ANY expansion card

Provision for an 80386 co-processor

Plugs into existing V30 socket with no soldering required.

TRUE MULTI -TASKING
Connect several superchargers together to

run different programs concurrently

TOOLBOX
Programming interface to allow

programmers to develop their own
background tasks.

HOT KEY
Allows TOS/DOS switching without

rebooting.

LAUNCHER
Execute DOS programs directly from
your TOS window.

PLUGS DIRECTLY INTO THE
DMA PORT OF YOUR

COMPUTER

MS-DOS INCLUDED

• RUNS CGA AND HERCULES

• EQUIPPED WITH 1 MEG RAM

• USES EXISTING MOUSE AS DOS MOUSE

• SUPPORTS 5.25" OR 3.5" AS SECOND DRIVE

• PRINTS TO THE ATARI LASER FROM DOS

• SUPPORTS ALL HARD DISKS WITH AHDI
DRIVER

• SUPPORTS ALL PARALLEL PRINTERS

• USES ST SERIAL PORT UP TO 9600 BAUD

• ATARI 3.5" DISK READS/WRITES AS 720K
DOS

• SOCKET FOR 8087-2 CO-PROCESSOR

• USES SUPERCHARGER'S RAM AS 1 MEG
RAM DISK

• USES ST'S RAM AS RAM DISK IN DOS

• RUNS 286 AND 3.0 WINDOWS

• BUILT IN BUS FOR FUTURE EXPANSION

• SEPERATE 5V DC SUPPLY

• INSTALLATION MANUAL

• 12 MONTH WARRANTY

• SHIELDED ABS CASE (FCC CLASS A CERT.)

• ONLY 6.25 X 7.25 X 2.25 IN.

SuperCharger - Only

$450
VI.4 Upgrade Kit -$19.95



suggestion, program write-ups

would consist solely of the sentence

"Check it outfor yourself." The pur-

pose of reviews is to avoid that.

Additionally, I still believe that

the interface is non-intuitive. Refer-

ring to an enemy ship as

"GM(#2)-B " instead ofhighlighting

its shape on the screen is non-intui-

tive. Menu items that do not reverse

color as they are moved over is

mm- intuitive. Abbreviations such

as "f'PINT" are non-intuitive. Slow

button ami menu response is

non-intuitive. Two separate 2D
views of3D space is non-intuitive.

Long message histories without

scroll bar control is non- intuitive.

And to ignore the common,

easy-to-use, andfairlyfast GEM in-

terface simply to ease porting the

program to other computers isjust

plain lazy. Atari owners expect,

and deserve, all their computers

are capable of— not necessarily

GHM, per se, but something that is

at least its equal. Thef.A.W.S. inter-

face simply does not meet that re-

quirement. The shape of buttons

and the type ofmenus have noth-

ing to do with it.

I am sorryyou did not agree

with my opinions; however, Ifeel-

that all my criticisms are valid.

J.A.W.S., as my review concluded,

could have been a good game, rec-

ommendable to any tactics buff

But the interface is wanting, and I

believe that any objective person

would have come to the same con-

clusion. I do not prize "form over

substance," as you letter stated, but

functionality over programmer 's

convenience.

A Million Letters

Of great interest was your article on

Donald Thomas, the "ultimate Atari-

an" (December 1990).

However, there is something

wrong here. Although I support his

idea and admire his efforts, there is

still something wrong with the con-

ALERT BOX

The phone number for the A.P.E.

Newsletter, published in the Pro-

ducts Update section of the De-

cember 1990 issue, was wrong.

The correct number is (312)

227-2353. We regret the error.

Burner spending time and money to

advertise and promote a product for

fear of it being discontinued.

Perhaps, rather than gaining

Prime Time Livc's attention, we

should direct a letter a week at Atari

begging them to run television com-

mercials during prime time. I disa-

gree that "a million dollars won't

take you very far in a national TV
and newspaper publicity cam-

paign . . .
." On the other hand, a

million letters begging Sam Donald-

son to give air time to

"commercializing" Atari's product is

nonsense. Even they are going to

say, "Let Atari advertise their own
product." This only goes to prove

that Atari's public- relations and ad-

vertising agencies (if they exist) are

failing. Sam Tramiel is a computer

genius, but an advertising and busi-

ness failure.

1 suggest we support ISD Market-

ing (makers of DynaCADD and Cala-

mus) and WordPerfect Corporation

and send them #15.00 to advertise

their products using Atari computers

in their advertisements. They have

done more by producing serious,

professional software products than

anybody who has ever written a

game program and written an Atari

ST article.

Jay M. Crutchfield

Des Moines. Iowa

START welcomes letters from readers; how-

ever, due to the volume of mail, we can only

reply through Dialog Box. Please address

your letters to:

START Magazine Dialog Box

544 Second St.

San Francisco, CA 94107

We're not going to condemn or de-

fend anyone workingfor or on

behalf ofAtari . We are going to

add afewfacts to this debate. The

last financial report we sawfor
Atari explained that 82 percent of

their sales (and hence their prof-

its) camefrom overseas. And, ac-

cording to the Software

Publisher's Association, Atari

software accounts for less than 2

percent ofsoftware sales in the

United States.

We don't disagree with you

when you say that the ST needs se-

rious, professional software. We

don't disagree with you when you

say that the burden ofadvertising

should rest on the manufacturer,

not on the consumer. And we

don't disagree with software de-

velopers and computer manufac-

turers ivhen they say they need a

serious return on their invest-

ment. — START Ed.

Magazine Shuffle
I haven't heard anything from Atari

Explorer. I haven't read anything

about the demise of this publica-

tion and would appreciate any in-

formation you could provide with

regard to Atari Explorer and/or my
subscription.

Carl Schmitt

Eergus Falls, Minn.

The last time we talked to Bob

Brodie, Atari's manager of User

Group Services, Atari Explorer

was still alive and undergoing re-

organization. — START Ed.

Run It Again, Sam
Is it possible to get reprints of arti-

cles?

Daniel E. Gregory

Tujunga, Calif.

Yes. They cost S3. 00. Call (800)

234-7001 to order. Be sure to spec-

ify the issue and article title. —
START Ed.
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YOUR HIGH TECH SOURCE FOR ATARI BRAND AND ATARI COMPATIBLE PRODUCTS

MEGAFILE HARD DISK DRIVES
Syquest 44 Meg Removable

ONLY - $799
Call for prices on other drives

3.5" & 5.25" EXTERNAL DRIVES
3.5" - 'Slimline extra low profile unil

"Top quality drive mechanism'Fully
compatible - 1 meg unformatted
capacity'Can be formatted to 85 tracks

and 11 sectors- ONLY $159.95

5.25"- 'Operate in 40 or 80 track
rnode'Rear panel switches to configure

ALL combinations of computer model
and track modes'Perfect for use with

PC Ditto- ONLY $179.95

1 MEG INTEHNAL DRIVE UPGRADE
'Replace internal 500K drive with a
full 1 Meg unit'Top qualify drive

it- Easily fitted- Full
struct ions'Direct plug in

replacement'No special skills or

tools required'Minor modification

to enclosure is required'When
considering a drive replacement
remember that quality is most
important-ONLYS119.95

Twice the tracking speed of the Atari mouse!
Ultra smooth teflon glides

Snappier more positive clicking

Extra long 6 foot cord

German engineered using highest quality

components for long life and precise positioning

GENISCAN ST
"Easy to handle Scanner featuring 4 1/8" scanning width & 400dpi resolution

enables you to reproduce graphics a text on your computer screen 'Optical

Character Recognition Mode will capture text images trom the page & save
them in format ready for conversion to text file suitable for word processor
"Package include;- OS 4C00 ;.unns r

. 'Uc-rfacc S Scan Edit software 'Powerful

partner to Desk Top Publishing 'Printout for Epson compatibles 'Unmatched
range of edit/capture facilities simply not offered by other scanners at this

unbeatable price 'Adjustable switches for brightness & contrast "Cut 8 paste

editing of images 'Save images as IMG, Degas, Neo, etc - ONLY $299.95

OCR SOFTWARE -Teach your Man to read!

'Optical character recognition software converts scanned text to ascii'Use

converted text in your word processor'No more manual transcribing of text'Uses

special scanning mode of the Geniscan ST'Learn mode lets you teach your

computer any font - ONLY S89.95

ULTRA
MOUSE
NO MORE CURSOR DRIFT
Common with other brands of mice

$49.95
FREE MOUSE PAD

INCLUDED

CARTRIDGE PORT
EXPANDER

ADD AN EXTERNAL CARTRIDGE PORT BUS TO ANY ATARI

• NO MORE PLUGGING AND UNPLUGGING CARTIDGES
• CONNECT UP TO 3 DEVICES SIMULTANEOUSLY
• DAISY CHAIN EXPANDERS FOR EVEN MORE SLOTS

• SELECT THE ACTIVE SLOT WITH ONBOARD SWITCH
• OPTIONAL POWER SUPPLY FOR POWER HUNGRY DEVICES

ONLY $89.95
RIO Computers

3430 E. TROPICANA AVE. #65

AdflS5.00 shipprng/h;

C.O.D. orders add !

VISA/MC/Chscka/Mon
subject to a i>C% rcs:c

LAS VEGAS, NV 891 21 equal quality and fundi

idling in the conlinental U.S.: S8.00- PR, AK, HI, FPO. APO |1 M-Cansda/Mw QAA 7QO 01 1 fi.
3.50 to above charges: SPECIFIY COM = IITr.q MODEL WITH ORDER: OUU" I Ofc"57 I I \J
y Orders/C.O.D. Accepted: ; ' ease cal to return authorizatiwi numbei - returns yr\n a CA ~7~7C\C\
.king fee: We restive the r : c ; 1 1 1 is sublimit: LiiiiCuclr-; :' ri Tcrsnl r-:pp-;i ranee but ' U^-"'+0'+ _

/ / UU
n 'or i:cns i:c:y;:l aoivo. S-'ncc;; ^jujf.x:! tj dianc;!? w thout notice. IN NEVADA



PRODUCTS UPDATE

Luctisfilm Games'

The Secret of

Monkey Island

Antic Software's

City Icons

The Secret Of Monkey

Island $59.95

Lucasfilm Games
P.O. Box 10307

Son Rafael, CA 94912

(415) 721-3300

The Secret ofMonkey Island

i.s a comedy set in the "golden

age" of piracy in the Carib-

bean. The game's twisting

plot leads our hero, fresh

from the Old World, on a hi-

larious, complex, swashbuck-

ling search for the fabled se-

cret of Monkey Island, l.ike

other graphic adventures

from Lucasfilm (lames, The

Secret of Monkey Island fea-

tures cinematic storytelling,

high-resolution graphics and

a unique point-and-click in-

terface.

City Icons Design Disk

$39.95

Antic Software

544 Second St.

San Francisco, CA 94107

(800) 234-7001

Antic Software's latest 3D Ob-

ject Design Disk Series, City

Icons, unveils a new genera-

tion of animation realism that

pushes the ST/Mega/TT to its

limits.

City Icons, Volume 1: New
York City presents the Big

Apple's famous skyscrapers

and other landmarks with a

painstaking realism never he-

fore seen in the 3D universe.

Antic plans to release several

other major cities in the City

Icons series, including Lon-

don, Rome, Paris, Athens,

Moscow and the long-awaited

Taj Mahal in Agra, India. At

press time, designers were

busy reconstructing San Fran-

cisco, complete with the

Golden Gate bridge. TransAm

Pyramid and cable cars. Each

City Icons collection is com-

patible with the Cyber line

from Antic.

WATCH IT WORK!
CITr ICONS DEMO ON DISK!

SYSUTIl $39.95

Inland Specialty Products

3403 N.Molter Road

Otis Orchards, WA 99027

(509) 927-4677

With over 15 built-in utilities,

SYSUTIL is one of the most

complete systems-utility pro-

grams available for the ST

SYSUTIl. is GKM-based and

runs in either medium or

high resolution on a mini-

mum of 512K. The utilities

include the ability to restore

deleted files, view disk sec-

tors, and edit disk sectors

and either update the sector

with the changes or write

the changed sector to a tile.

Files can be printed in hex

or ASCII format. Files/disks

can be searched for specific

data patterns. Other fea-

tures include copy, move,

locate, delete, verify, re-

name, change attributes and

compare, and a graphic tree

of subdirectories.

Transport $24.95

Artisan Software

P.O. Box 849

Manteca, CA 94336

(209) 239-1552

Artisan recently released a

software system that lets

you transfer data between

the Portfolio, Atari's PC

palmtop, and the ST. Trans-

porT offers two levels of in-

teraction. The initial menu
appears on bootup and per-

mits efficient ASCII file

transfers to the Portfolio

and back to the ST without

special software on the

Portfolio. More advanced

users will be able 10 enter

two extended menus which

support Xmodem, non-AS-

CII character stripping, on-

line help and file viewing. A

serial interface and null-mo-

dem cable are required.

TransporT is Artisan's fifth

software release. Other ti-

tles include die WordQucst

series of word-search and

crossword-puzzle construc-

tion systems, and Graph

Maker.
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ARTISTS, DESIGNERS DON'T START FROM SCRATCH!

?m.
ANTIC SOFTWARE announces

the best idea in 3D graphics for your ST - ANTIC'S

3DVESIGtPLIBRARY'
THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE DESIGN LIBRARY OF 3D OBJECTS

Moke the most of your ST and save time and money while having fun

with the following Design Disks:

o«^

S3"
qS eo'

r

k OLD TIME FAVORITES NEWARRIVALS

J
Architectural Design Space Design City Icons Vol. 1

Future Design Woodlands Design (New York City)

Human Design Dinosaurs City Icons Vol. II

Microbot Design Vintage Aircraft Vol. 1 (San Francisco)

Interior Design (Early Aircraft)

Architectural Design

ESCHER TEMPLE

from the 3D Design Library

? Human Design

FEMALE SKELETON

from the 3D Design Library

Dinosaurs

STEGOSAURUS

from the 30 Design Library

Works with Antic's "CYBERSTUDIO" - CAD 3D 2.0

Order Toll Free! (800) 234-7001

YES! Rush my order ASAP !

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE/COUNTRY

ZIP CODE PHONE NO.

QUANTITY ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE EA. TOTAL

wllhoul nonce, as supplies alio*.
California resid »•"'•—

Met nod ot payment: Shipong 3.50
J MasterCard

J VISA Total

F.Diralio Dale

SEND TO: ANTIC SOFT WARE, 544 SECOND STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107

OR CALL TOLL FREE 800 234-7001

FOR FASTER SERVICE!
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• MAU.MERGE
-ON i!-: DISK IT

«"$49;
ONNRtTSTOANYl
MONITOR

op. dispi AY
print™ interface S79

The Bookeeper w/ Keypad

_

^1020
i roll paper

©£14.95
EXTRA PEN SETS

PAPER S3.95 ROLL color $3.98 black s.89

Light r§.i
jpeit " "*
h/ Atarigraphks,

S29.95

800
COMPUTER
48K MEMORY

I $49

FREE SOFTWARE
WITH PURCHAS E OK 810 OR 1050 DRIVE

ATARI 810* SSSD SM7<io
ATARI 1050* SSF.I) SI49.0II

AIARI \F55I I.SDI) SI99.IH)
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THE BEST
LIGHT GUN
FOR YOUR 800/XI ./XP.

m /» —'OR THE I'.CKACK

$35pS-$89K+/ ^ *^i III ASTER

HARDWARE &
ACCESSORIES
MONITOR l 'A M.I: (GOLD PIT) $4.95

PGWERPLA.YER JOYSTICK 19.95

EPYXSOQXJ JOYSTICK S9.95

ATARI SX212 MODEM $49.95

1(127 PRINTER RIBBON (MB
1(125 PRINTER KfliliON (4.93

4NK UPGRADE FOR Tl IK 400 $14.95

HOOKS
De Re ATARI BOOK $7.95

DOS 2.5 W/ MANUAL $4.95

Tlstll. REP. MANUAL S995

g||) FIELD SERVICE MANUAL $9.95

PILOT PROGRAMMING HOOK S9.95

CA40 Joystick

$4.95^

CARTRIDGES
FOR THE 800/XF/XE

SKY V
.11

J ATTACK ( 4011.1(01!)

P\C MANfnnlwj)
DONKEY KONG (no i.ov)

SMME- (400,800)
ci aim jumper
spaceinvadprs
deluxe, invaders
journey to the planet:
star raidf.ks
defender
umemaker
math encounter

(4.91

$4.95

(4.95
$4.95

$4.95

$4.95

$4.95

(4.95

$4.95

i oout'i rvn.
MEMORY MAN( Hi

KABOOMI
k I v 1 K PAID
PITEW.L
PITEAI I II

TENNIS
riNAI I EGACY
I '..; . is* .

_i no; i in \
MOON PATROl

batteezone
eoodfigiit
hardball
eight night
one on oni". i5a.ski thai i

[.lsiigiai (un
necromancer
rescue on tra( talus
bau.blazfj.
BLUE MAX
s:a!i raidersii
DAVID'S MIONK.il IT MAC I1C

ARCIION
KARATPKA
CIIOPI IFTRR
OAR)
ACE OE ACES
LOOP. RUNNER
BARNYARD III ASTIR (I U)
DARK CHAMBERS
SUMMER CAMPS
crossbow (i.c)

AIRBAL"
,1 ES N

lsC)

',:•

(19 9S
[19.95

$19.95

SI9.95
(19.95

(19.95

$19.95

(19.95

SLIvS

V:.-)i

(19.95

(19.95

$24.95
$24.95
$2-1.95

V'UJ'i

$29.95

$29.95

$19.95
$19.95

DISKS
FOR THE 800/XL/XE
TAXKABIIIll
MAI I I YUATRDJ
SPIDERMAN
IRYSTAI KAIDIRS
tlANDEES (48K 400,800)
DECISION IN THE DESERT
CRUSADE IN EUROPE
KENNEDY APPROACH
(_ONPI.ll.TIN VIETNAM
NATO COMMANDER
MISSION ASTr.ROID
SECRET MISSION

I AR STAR

$4.95

$4.95

(4.95

(4.95

(4.95

$4.95

MEN A IliUMI

il RIDLR

DIM-ATI IIRIDER I I I',

castie wo;rrNsriiN
IIEYDIDD! r mfjDI I

SPY VS SPY
TOP GUNNER IOI I rtTION

(1 GAMES)
NIN.IA

SILENT SERVICE
E-15 STRIKE. EAGLE
BOOKKEEPER (Software Only)

TRTRA (8-BIT TTTRtS") M.'

TIIENEWSKDOM(I050-..4K)
BOOKKEEPER

W/ Numeric Ken-ai

MICKEY IN Till: GREAT
OUTDOORS M

ATARI 800XL

• 256 CoL
•; loy,ti_.t Pons
Works With TV i

ki' CONDITIONED
'"$89

XE Game System
res

^ | ^JH||

S149"5

Pieces & Parts
Item
nooxi-C'ompu-cr Board

ISOOXLKtiyboard

65XF. Case (New)

65XR Keyboard (New)

H0f) Rom-Ram 1f.K-r.pu

Mil) Side Board

BIO Rear Board (Power)

KI0MPI Mcch(Mtw)

RFK icli i.ov

Bach Do/ Loi
Sv>.95 tsmca

8W.9S (H-flOoB

S9.9.i tt.Otka

$29.95 SIH.OOca

$9.95 SfUXtai

S14.9fi J9.95ca

SR95 S9.95ea

$9.95 S3.(Kha

S2.95 Sl.OOca
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Gulden Hulh" 99f Lira Quesl SM.9S (Urate $19.95

Tracker* $1.95 Universal Miliian ( alifbrnia Gam % $19.95

$4.95 Simulator $14.95 The Games (\V nlcr) $19.95

$4.95 Sub Battle $14.95 World Games $19.95

OujiIijI.ul lYEI-V 59.95 lower lopplcr $14.95 Buuldi-r Dash $19.95
Champion Wr Hubble Bobble fV»-H $19.95 Tcchno-Cop $19.95

$9.95 Akun WW $19.95 All & film Kir clor $19.95
$9.95 Renegade N£W $19.95 Carrier Comma d $19.95

Knight 0« $9.95 Aj-kanoids NEW $19.95 Mil l)isU4 Gam •St $19.95

Advanced Art Studio S9.9S Kambo III /Vf.tV $19.95 Goldrunnn II $19.95

Space Slallon StarHaj rVfc'IV $19.95 Paint Pro $19.95
Oblivion $9.95 Winter Games $19.95 iim Iricve $19.95

Opcralion Cli llyperdromc $19.95 1 s |i lieu) n lumps n $19.95
Streets $9.95 h.undalimis Waste $19.95 $19.95

1 hf Pa«n $9.95 Phantasm $19.95 Duwnhil] Chalk nee $19.95
Jinxter $9.95 Prime lime TV $19.95 Overlord $19.95
Senlrj S'J.'JS 1 l.udierus $19.95 Warsbin $19.95
Din Bomber $9.95 Death Sword $19.95 $19.95
Mdrncrnss $9.95 Mission Impossible $19.95 Dragons or Flame $19.95
Soccer SN.'IS Axe of Raw $19.95 QiKsiron n $19.95

FLAT RATE $5.00
SHIPPING
can's arc Sio.oo

OI\ ALL GROUND ORDERS IN I HE
continental i

:.s
"

FAX US YOUR ORDER!
FOR FASTER SERVICE PLEASE INC Ll'DE:

NAME-SIIIPTO COO/VISA MASTfTCARD
ADDRESS • PHONP n • ORDERS ONIY
ITEM(S1 Y(M.: WISH TO ;\kl> UJiWrSS MI 1ST

PURCHASE MATUiSIUPTOADORFSS

{4m

)

PC Board "jHTeTQ
Designer . u>» .»».,.,.

J) i|5J

BEST TRACK BALL
FEATURES ^. _ ,

L C A200 DPI Riling Tk ^ /I
lk'.".'.v X:l¥ fluitnr:- tiJ t 1 T

.: rest mouse W9

Power Supplies
Item Rach Doz Lo
XL/Xn(>;pll2G0XL.) SI 9.95 SH.OOca

BQO-12flOXL-4Q0-8t<H05 S9.95 $4.00ca

2600-5200 $4.95 S2.50ea

7800 S4.95 $3.00ea

520ST(xptFM) S 19.95 S19.00ea

8T354-SF3M 119.95 S9.00ca

1027 SI 2.95 S5.00ca
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Portfolio —

—

Built hi: Lotus Comp. 1 —
Spread Sheel, Appointment Lv^^rS ---"-"—"-

Calendar w/Alarms, Text Processor, Database

w/Dialer, Calculator, IBM Dos Compatible!

"r' Only $299
Also Available **

Srrial Interface

RsmCird hk
Dds Ulilitiies

(59.95 Z56K fiXf

OK
THE

«*

MM//;**
*\^.: $329

ST MONITORS
MONITOR NEW USED'
SM124 $169 $129
SC1224 $349 $279
MAGNAVOX (Stereo) $349

Limited Stock

.ST HARDWARE
JRI SIMM Upgrade l/2/4MeE $139.95

DVT Hard Drive Backup (For VCR) $99.95

Z-Keys IBM Keyboard Interface $99.95

ATARI
520SI "

^g^
& Software'ileal

520STFM & Software S379
1040STE 4 Software $695

Mega 2 STE 16Mhz & Soft $CALL
Mega 4 STE 16Mhz & Soft $CALL
Mega TT 32Mhz & Soft JCA1X
Stacy 1 w/ 20M HD & Soft S1795

Stacy 4 w/ 40M HD t Soft S2695

Included With Every ST Purchase!
S|.ai* Stali™ OffliviOII, HI Wiml. Sub nutlle. Death Swarci.

Rattle Shn>. Chain.. Wre.t]in& (>i« Boniher, Final Assault,

MetnicnjNi, Wnttd Game*. In^oiiibk; Mission, Tiwer

Iteohit Sentry, Slater. The Pawn. Advented An Sludii.

]
BLANK DISK

\ SPECIAL
3.5 BULK PACKS WITH LABELS

1 - $.99 25 - $24.75 1000 - $600.00

EMULATORS
FOR YOUR ST
AT SPEED $399.00

PC SPEED $199.00

SUPERCHARGER
1MEG $449.00

MAGIC SAC PLUS
w/Roms $49.95

SPECTRE OCR $299.95

MAC ROMS 128K $149.95

SAN JOSE COMPUTER
THE X\T/\RI SQUROZE

1278 ALMA COURT • SAN JOSE. CA 95112

STORE (408) 995-5080 • ORDERS ONLY (800) 726-8576

" SIIIITINC,:

P8MM VIEW! USF VISA, MANTrRCAKD. MONP.Y ORDF.R. CASIIIP.R'S t:l IP.CK OR PT.RSONAI. C11RCK.

PI-RSONAl. ClIP-CK MUST CLEAR PRIOR TO SII1PMF.NT. C .(>.!).: CASI I, CASHIER'S U IECK OR M.O.ONI.Y

WARRANTY: 90 DAY WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS. IA.V CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS ADFJ 725% SAI^STAX.

Price.- luhject lo change without notice.

: fJLL-:, if theii

an ATARI S1.MS04 PoilStTi]]! I
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Atari Corp., Commodore

Report Latest Earnings

Atari Corp. reported a

third-quarter (ending Sept.

30, 1990) net income of

barely over S3 million on

sales of $89 million, com-

pared to a loss of $5 million

on sales of $81 million for

the same period last year.

This year's income report-

edly would have shown a

S3 million-plus loss if not for

the offset of an over $6 mil-

lion gain from Atari repur-

chasing debentures at a fa-

vorable term. Net income

per share was 5 cents.

Meanwhile, Commodore

announced earnings of $7

million, or 22 cents per

share on sales of $200 mil-

lion for their first fiscal quar-

ter ending Sept. 30, 1990.

This compares with a loss

of $6.5 million on sales of

$165 million a year ago.

Net sales for the quarter in-

creased by 21 percent, at-

tributable to a 50-percent

growth in unit sales of the

Amiga product line and to

favorable exchange rates of

major European currencies.

Atari Releases Rights

To Hotz Box

Atari has reportedly giv-

en Jimmy Hotz the right to

market his full-sized Hotz

Midi Translator, also known

as the Hotz Box. The

$5,000-and-up unit is de-

signed for professional stu-

dio and tour use; it is ex-

pected that Hotz will be bet-

ter able to promote and sell

it on his own to fellow musi-

cians. Atari will retain mar-

keting rights to any consum-

er version of the device that

allows anyone, regardless of

musical background, to

free-style solo or accompa-

ny prerecorded music with

professional results. Hotz

was scheduled to join Atari

at last January's National

Association of Music Mer-

chandisers show in Anahe-

im, Calif.

MichTron Changes Hands

MichTron, longtime Atari

development and import

house, has been pur-

chased by Creative Com-

puter Corp. of Newark, Del.

CCC's president, James A.

Dorsman, has taken over

full operation of all techni-

cal support, development

and publishing for Mich-

Tron. Gordon Monnier, for-

mer president of MichTron,

will be retained by CCC as

a consultant. The new

MichTron management has

promised an "aggressive

and exciting new product

launch" and continued sup-

port of MichTron's existing

product line.

According to Dorsman,

the "new" MichTron intends

to continue distribution and

service for the overseas

publishers it has worked

with in the past, and to

seek out new products

from home and abroad.

This claim is made despite

the fact that the HiSoft line

was being shown at

Comdex by Goldleaf (Word-

flair) and that Talon Tech-

nologies is now distributing

PC-Speed and AT-Speed.

Further, Mirrorsoft, another

MichTron overseas connec-

tion, has announced that

FleetStreet Publisher is be-

ing pulled off the market

due to poor sales. As a re-

sult it is surmised that the

MichTron stable is left

somewhat vacant of hot

products.

Meanwhile, MicroDeal,

one of MichTron's main im-

port lines, has announced

Replay 8, replacing Re-

play 4 as an amateur musi-

cian's sound sampler and

editor. It will feature some of

the enhancements of Re-

play Professional. Availabili-

ty is not yet known.

MichTron Inc., 3201

Drummond Plaza, Newark,

DE 19711, (302) 454-7946.

TT, Mega STE Pass FCC

Atari's new Mega STE

has passed FCC testing as

a Type B (commercial /con-

sumer) product, and was

scheduled to begin domes-

tic distribution as early as

mid-January. This marks the

first time that any Atari prod-

uct has been approved for

consumer release within 30

days of the first product an-

nouncement.

The TT030 is presently

shipping to U.S. dealers as

a Type A (commercial use

only) device. The price for

the base unit (a 2MB RAM,

50MB hard-drive) is still

$2,995. Only value-added

resellers and "qualified deal-

ers" will be authorized to

sell the TT.
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From The Z*Net Newswire

• After a five-year-long

effort the Software Protec-

tion Association was pleas-

ed to see the passage of a

bill that makes software

rental (other than non-profit

library loans) illegal. The bill

prohibits companies from

renting software in a man-

ner that allows users to

copy and keep the program

then return the original

disks and documentation

for re-rental.

• Atari Canada announ-

ced it has begun a major

advertising campaign for

the Portfolio, the palmtop

computer.

• In late October, Atari

U.K. sponsored a public

computer exhibition on a

train, visiting key cities

around the United King-

dom, attracting some

20,000 visitors. The whis-

tle-stop tour was billed as a

"festival of computing ex-

pertise" and admission was

free.

* Atari Germany an-

nounced it has obtained

the contract for one of the

largest educational compu-

ter orders ever placed by

the Soviet Union, succeed-

ing against strong Asian

computer competition. The

Youth Computer Centre of

Eriwan is a free educational

facility where young Soviet

students are trained for fu-

ture computer- related pro-

fessions. The initial order is

for $65,000 worth of ST sys-

tems, Atari PC-compatibles

and peripherals.

• The word is out in

Germany that the last "reg-

ular" German Megas are

on the dealers shelves right

now. Although most of the

German public is not (yet)

aware of the new Mega
STE, displayed at last Fall

Comdex, the prices for the

older models are falling

drastically. At press time, no

official release date had

been slated for the Mega

STE at press time.

• Migraph's Hand Scan-

ner, Touch-Up and Easy

Draw are now a part of one

of the new STE bundles an-

nounced by Atari. (Touch-

Up, version 1 .6, now lets

you save a true grey-scale

image in TIFF format. How-

ever, the new features re-

quire the extended palette

of the STE or TT for full use.

Older ST units will not have

access to all the new fea-

tures of the upgraded

Touch-Up software.)

* Lake County Atari

Computer Enthusiasts (LC-

ACE) presented the Chica-

go AtariFest '90 on Sunday,

Nov, 11, 1990 for a success-

ful attendance of about 750

people in the suburb of

Gurnee. Attending vendors

and developers included

A.RE. Newsletter, CodeHead

Software, CompuServe, D.A.

Brumleve, DataQue Soft-

ware, GEnie, ICD, M-S De-

signs, Reeve Software, SK-

Ware One, Unicorn Publica

tions and WizWorks!.

Personnel Changes At Atari

Antonio Salerno — vice

president, applications for

Atari Corp. — resigned in

December 1990. Salerno

had been in charge of ef-

forts to persuade major soft-

ware companies to bring

their well-known products to

the Atari line, and had less

than dramatic success. He

is reportedly returning to

Stanford University to com-

plete a masters degree; Le-

onard Tramiel, head of Atar-

i's technical division, will

take over Salerno's duties

until a suitable replacement

can be found.

Michael Fulton, formerly

of Neocept, makers of the

popular WordUp document

processor, was hired into

Atari's customer and devel-

oper support division. (Ful-

ton's hiring fuels earlier

speculation that Atari may

eventually buy and support

WordUp as an Atari-brand

product.)

James Grunke, technical

guru for the Beach Boys,

left the band to replace

Frank Foster as Atari's mu-

sic industry representative

and MIDI promoter. (Foster

left Atari last September).

• An Atari emulator for

the Amiga computer con-

tinues to draw comment

and fire as it develops. Pur-

porting to be public do-

main, the file ATARI1 (now

in general BBS distribution

worldwide) includes illegal

copies of TOS and GEM.

Reports are that the emula-

tor actually works, at speeds

up to half of that of an Atari,

although desk accessories

do not work, and many pro-

grams do not operate.

Screen appearance is also

said to be very poor. Atari

Corp. maintains that distri-

bution of this file is a viola-

tion of copyrights retained

by Atari, and that distribu-

tion is strictly prohibited by

law.

• Users are closing in

on what triggers one of the

bugs in the new TOS 1.6.

Becoming known as the

SPC bug (for SHOW,
PRINT, CANCEL), it causes

an executable program to

occasionally be offered for

viewing as text rather than

loading when double click-

ed. The bug happens with

much predictability if the

entire pathname (without

drive specifier) totals exact-

ly 16 characters.

• According to a press

release from the public-rela-

tions firm of Marken Com-

munications, Atari Corp.

shipped several dozen

Lynx kiosks to American

servicepeople stationed in

Saudi Arabia shortly before

Christmas in a gesture of

good will.
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BY BOB BRODIE

w tio is Bob, anyway?

\nd what docs he

do? First and fore-

most, I'm an Atari user, just like

you. I've been an Atari user for

some six years now, starting with an

Atari 400, which 1 still have. My first

ST was a 10-lOST color system with

a 50MB hard disk. I'm presently

working on a Mega STE.

I've been involved with user

groups for almost the entire lime

that I've had an Atari computer. Af-

ter I bought an 800X1. and a 1050

disk drive, I started looking for a lo-

cal user group. I found a book enti-

tled HOW to Get Free Softwarefor

Your Atari Computer thai listed us-

er groups across the United Stales.

Thai list included the Atari Compu-

ter Association of Orange Count}',

the group that I ultimately joined.

Within a year I was the disk librari-

BOB BRODIE
START Columnist

Makes His Debut

an for our group, and the following

year I became the president. I was

starting mv third term as president

when I was hired by Atari Corp.

Working For Atari

In my role as manager of User

Croup Services, I travel extensively.

In 1990 I logged over 60,000 miles

visiting user groups and attending

shows. I am very active online on

GEnie, Atari's official online net-

work. I have just been assigned to

he the moderator on BIX for the

Atari ST conference, and I also

maintain an account on Com-

puServe. In fact, getting in contact

with me is best done via E-mail on

GEnie, My electronic mail addresses

are BOB-BRODIE on GEnie;

70007,3240 on CompuServe; and

BOB. BRODIE on BIX.

Some of the things I'll be doing

in my monthly column in START is

letting you know about some of the

things Atari is doing, squelching a

few rumors and answering your

questions. If you have anything

you'd like to ask me about, please

write me directly at Atari. My ad-

dress is: Atari Computer Corp., 1196

Borregas Ave., Sunnyvale, CA

94089; Attn: Bob Brodie, Manager

of User Croup Services.

While I can't respond to alt let-

ters, I will do the best that I can.

The ones that appear to be the most

interesting will be primed in START.

The First Letter

Our first letter comes from Joseph

M. Klein of New York. He asks

"Why do hard disks for the ST seem

to cost so much? A typical 20MB
hard disk costs around S2S0 for an

IBM compatible. The ones for the

ST seem to cost hundreds of dollars

more. What ever happened to 'Pow-

er without the Price'?"

Our friend from New York asks a

good question. However, if you

compare external bard-disk mecha-

nisms, you will find the ones for the

ST are still pretty competitive. The
real key is the fact that on the

520ST/1040ST7 10 lOSTE there is no

room for an internal hard disk to he

readily added. If you were to check

the pricing for external bard disks

on the Mac or the Amiga, you
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would find thai their pricing is typi-

cally more expensive than on the

Atari ST. Here's where the money

for an external hard drive is spent.

Usually, the box-style cases of the

IBM compatibles have a lot of room

inside for additional equipment,

like hard disks. Most of them come

with a power supply that can han-

dle the extra load of a hard disk, but

that will no doubt vary from case to

case. External hard drives have to

Supply their own power, hence the

added cost. Figure at least $75 for a

good-quality power supply.

Pricing on a case can run from

S50 on up, depending on the size

-mm.] type of the case. Pricing on a

case also depends a great deal on

how the case is configured. Do you

just want a "shoebox" type of case,

just enough to get by with? Or do

you want to go whole hog and re-

mount your entire system in a single

tower-style case? One of my friends

showed me a really neat tower case

at the last Southern California Atari

Faire. It would have let me remount

virtually my entire system inside-

it, It had mounting brackets for up

to four hard disks, two Syquest re-

movable hard drives and two floppy

drives, a spot to mount the mother-

board, a fan for cooling everything,

and a really big power supply. The

case alone was $275. If you don't

get fancy, figure $100 for the case.

Next, you will need a host adap-

tor to use the SCSI hard disks with

your ST. These devices are not sold

directly by Atari, as they consider

them to be an integral part of their

hard disks. However, at least two

other companies, Supra and ICD, do

sell them. Both companies include

their own hard-disk software, con-

sisting of formatting software, boot

software and other hard disk utili-

ties. Retail cost for these host adapt-

ers is typically in the SIOO range.

Don't Forget The Hard Disk

Then, of course, there is the ques-

tion of the hard-disk drive itself.

Hard disks come in a number of dif-

ferent types. There are units that re-

quire a hard-disk controller, others

that come with a controller built in

(SCSI embedded drives). Physically,

they come in full-height units,

half-height units, 5. 25-inch size and

3.5-inch size. Prices on bard disks

depend on these factors. In other

words, a physically ktrge, slow hard

disk with small storage capacity will

cost much less than a physically

small, high-storage, fast hard disk.

Assuming that the type of hard

drive is similar, the extra expense of

an external Atari hard drive versus

an internal IBM-compatible drive

comes from the external-drive com-

ponents: the case, power supply

and host adapter. These push up the

price about $275. However, this is

like comparing apples and oranges.

If you truly want to compare Atari

versus IBM prices, use the price for

an IBM-compatible external drive.

You'll find that Atari is competitive

with IBM.

Roll Your Own?

Of course, if you're familiar with

electronics, and know what you're

doing, you might want to put to-

gether your own hard-disk system.

Clearly, you can save some money

this way, plus have your system ex-

actly the way that you want it to be.

If you're not up to the task all by

yourself, there are alternatives.

Check with your local user group.

Quite often there will be someone

who can help you, or might do it

for a fee. User groups can also point

you to a reliable source that does

this type of hardware work.

There are also small, mom-and-

pop retailers that specialize in put-

ting together a hard-disk system to

your specific needs.

(meek with your dealer and see

what he suggests. He might not be

an advocate of homebrew hard

disks, but he might he able to direct

you to a good value in a ready-made

hard-disk system.

Anything Else I Should Know?

Not all Atari computers come with

the hard disk external to the compu-

ter. Some of the models of the Stacy

feature a built-in hard disk. For ex-

ample, the Stacy 4 ships with a

40MB Conner hard disk built in. If

40 MB isn't enough, then ii can be

replaced by a higher-capacity drive.

Note, though, that doing so will

void the warranty on the Stacy. One

of the members of my user group

installed a 100MB hard disk in his

Stacy. He felt the most difficult

thing was taking apart the Stacy's

case and then re-assembling ii.

ICD and Supra both have prod-

ucts that allow you to mount a hard

disk inside a Mega ST. Check with

ICD and Supra for pricing and avail-

ability of these products.

Also, the next generation of Atari

computers won't have the same lim-

itations as the original did. The new

TT computer, and the Mega STE,

both come with a hard disk in-

stalled. The TT uses the true SCSI

standard. If you want a bigger hard

disk installed, just Hip up the

hard-disk portion of the case and

put in the 3.5-inch SCSI drive of

your choice. The Mega STF is much

the same, except that it still has a

host adapter mounted internally.

You should still he able to replace

the built-in hard disk with just

about any SCSI 3-5-inch drive.

The Voice Of Experience

What do I use? Well, I have several

systems. I travel a lot as part of my
job for Atari. That means a Stacy for

demonstrations. I have found the

Stacy to be a terrific road warrior.

Mine has been knocked over a num-

ber of times at airport baggage

check-in counters and hasn't suf-

fered a fatal blow yet. At work, I just

got a TT030, so I am using the

built-in 50MB bard disk.
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SAN FRANCISCO - Short-

ly after its release last fall,

the Atari ST version of Sim-

City an addictive computer

simulation of a modern met-

ropolis, infected the editorial

staff of START Magazine.

Editors argued about who

would take the office copy of

the game home for the week-

end, shared tax tips and play-

ed for hours. "My Sims love

me.- said START Editor

Tom Byron, proud mayor ol

Byronsburg. "I have a 97 per-

cent approval rating."

Technical Editor James

Burton, mayor of Testvdle

caught such a severe ease of

SimCityitis that he wrote a

cheat, a "city federal loan

application" program which

solves a SimCity mayors

biggest obstacle to growth.

lack of funds.

Associate Editor Amy H.

Johnson attributes part of her

success at governing Amicus

to management
strategies she

learned from The SimCty

Planning Commission Hand-

book. "It explained some of

the theory behind the simula-

tion," she said, "and gave me

some ideas about how to bal-

ance the variables.'

Byron announced plans to

spread SimCityitis through

more of the Atari community

by publishing a special Sim-

City feature in the March

,991 issue of START. The

feature will include a rev>ew

of the game, Burton's cheat

and an excerpt from The Sun-

City Planning Commission

Handbook.

"We admit it," Editor By-

ron said cheerfully. "We're

addicted. Why shouldn't eve-

ryone be?"

WEICOME TO

SIMCITY
The Most Innovative Game In Years Causes OurReviewer To

Trade Her Role-Playing Sword For A Budgetary Ax

BY BETTY DEMUNN

Do you gripe and groan about your

city's government? Well, here's an

opportunity to put your money

where your mouse is. Award-winn-

ing SimCity, the City-building simulation, is fi-

nally here for the ST and it's a stunner.

Your goal as mayor/city planner is to de-

sign, manage and maintain a thriving commu-

nity. You start with a random terrain of earth,

water and forests. Decide where to locate

your residential, industrial and commercial

zones. Install a power plant and roads, and P~

This is the simulated neighborhood surrounding the

START offices in the San Francisco scenario.
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watch those prolific little citizens

(called Sims) move in. The yearly

budget pops up and you must set

tax rates, fund police, transportation

and fire departments, and avoid def-

icit spending.

Urban Jungle

As your Dream City grows so do

some ugly problems. Now you're

plagued with crime, pollution, traf-

fic jams and slums. More roads!

More rapid transit! More police!

More urban renewal! More parks!

More everything, including a stadi-

um, airport and seaport. The Sims

demand, and if you don't deliver

they move out and you're mayor of

a ghost town.

Random disasters, such as floods,

shipwrecks, fires, tornados and

monster attacks, can cause expen-

sive damage. Battling these unwel-

come surprises is half the fun, but

you can disable them if you're

chicken.

A God's Eye View

Looking down, the townscape is

moving, changing, evolving before

your eyes. Everything "works"; tiny

traffic signals, planes, drawbridges,

helicopters, minute fountains in the

park. Your city is alive thanks to

peerless graphic animation.

That's the basic play of SimCity,

but there are other choices at start-

up. Included are eight scenarios of

famous cities in various states of dis-

aster — the 1906 San Francisco

earthquake, Detroit's crime wave of

'72, Tokyo's monster attack in '57,

even a nuclear meltdown in Boston

in 2010. You have limited time and

money to correct or repair the prob-

lems. Win the key to the city or ride

out of town on a rail.

Play SimCity easy, medium or

hard. You're the policy maker. Call

up graphs to get a quick look at

your progress. Tweak your budget,

survey public opinion, check city

maps. The game is crammed with

Life is good, but expensive, in Stacyville.

countless options. To list them all

would take a 5 l-page manual. Lucki-

ly one comes with the game, and

deserves its own award for clarity

and completeness.

Being GEM-based, SimCity has a

familiar feel with icons and win-

dows and menus galore. A mouse

expedites gameplay, but the key-

board commands arc quite painless.

Uncharted Territory

As suggested in page 28 of the man-

ual, 1 tried to print the map ant!

sketch my city plan before bulldoz-

ing. Unfortunately, the Atari version

doesn't have a print option. The

person I talked to at Maxis said that

suggestion should have been delet-

AT A GLANCE
Game: SimCity

Type: Simulation

Company: Maxis Software

1042 Country Club Drive

Suite C

Moraga.CA 94556

(415) 376-6434

Price: S49.95

Requirements: 512K, color monitor

Summary; Unique and addictive; you

gotta have it!

Note: SimCity comes on a double-

sided disk. Contact Maxis for

instructions on how to ex-

change it for single-sided

disks.

ed from the Atari manual. Planning

before bulldozing is a good idea,

though, so I did some experiment-

ing.

There are two ways to print a

SimCity map. First, call up the Map
option, then press [AIt]-[Help| to

print a screen dump. Be sure to set

your control panel to 960 pixels/line

first. To get any detailing, you must

adjust the colors. Before printing,

use the control panel to color the

land blue, the forests red and the

water green. It's ugly to look at on

screen, but at least you can distin-

guish areas on the printout.

The other way is to use the Snap-

shot accessory to take a picture of

the screen. Again, call up the Map

Option so all the territory is visible.

Save yotir snapshot as a . PI 1 file,

then import it into DEGAS Elite. In

DEGAS you can cut out the map
portion and expand it to fill the

whole screen, then print it.

The Old Gray Mayor

In its unique way, SimCity is addic-

tive and infinitely replayable. After a

few sessions you'll have more com-

passion for those bumhlers in city

hall. Personally, this old gray mayor

ain't what she used to be.

Betty DeMunn is a stage actress

who has played many roles, but not

that ofmayor.
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THE CITY FEDERAL LOAN
APPLICATION PROGRAM, OR,

A SIMCITY CHEAT
BY JAMES BURTON

TECHNICAL EDITOR

You're mayor of Poorville.

You bulldozed your blight-

ed downtown to make

room for a massive rede-

velopment project that's going to

cause land values to skyrocket, but

you ran out of money before it

could be finished. Or, you're mayor

of Irwin Allenville. a city which has

suffered an earthquake, a flood and

several high-rise fires within the last

month. Your budget is drained and

you can't clean up the disasters.

What's a mayor to do? Do what the

big boys and girls do — ask

the federal government for

bailout money!

As a special service to

our readers (and because

the programmers at Maxis

saw fit to provide only a

measly "embezzlement"

option, and only as an in-

centive to send in your reg-

istration card!) START pre-

sents the City Federal Loan

Application Program on

this month's disk. The

CFLAP provides another

realistic detail to SimCity — deficit

spending.

Using your backup START disk,

follow the instructions in the file

READ_ME to un-ARC LOAN-

ARC.PRG. The program LOAN.ACC
will appear. Copy LOAN.ACC to your

boot disk, or rename it LOAN. PRO
and copy it onto your SimCity disk.

Reboot, then play SimCity. When
you decide you need more cash,

save your city, then select City Loan

from the desk-accessory menu. If

you renamed the program

rding t
ted to _
$20,006.

You' II have to wade through some red tape before you

get your money. What else is new?

LOAN.PRG, then double-click on

LOAN. PRO to run it. You'll sec some

instructions, then you'll be asked if

you want to log on to the Federal

Government Computer Network (us-

ing the Vapormodem which is built

into every Atari ST).

Once you're online, you'll be

asked for the name of your city, then

for the amount of money you want.

As dictated by federal law, you are

limited to a request of 820,000, and

your request plus the funds you al-

ready have may not total more than

$40,000. Smaller loans

have a better chance of be-

ing granted. When you

leave the loan program,

load your city back into

SimCity, then build that

new airport!

By the way, there's a ru-

mor that if you request a

certain amount of money
{somewhere in the mil-

lions), the government's

Vapornct program will

crash, leaving you with a

ridiculously huge amount

of money. . . .
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THE

9MCITY
PLANNING COMMISSION

HANDBOOK
BY JOHNNY L.WILSON

When the START staff first saw The SimCity Planning Commission Handbook we pounced on it. Here, at last, were all the hints and tips

that would keep us SimMayors from being booted out of office. Lacking any education or experience in city planning, we had, of course,

failed miserably at our first attempts at governing. Crime spiraled out of control, pollution blanketed the city, housing costs soared, we

spent wildly and quickly plunged into bankruptcy.

But then the Handbook arrived and gave us an inkling of how to manage the intricacies of city government. When we read the book

again, our cities improved some more. Each time we read this book we learned something, because it explains the theory behind the

game, and doesn't just list one-two-three hints (which would be difficult to do anyway).

The excerpt that follows is chapter 3 of The SimCity Planning Commission Handbook. It explains the model at the heart of the SimCi-

ty simulation: the relationship between the Sim population and the number and location of residential, commercial and industrial areas.

Chapter 3 The Population Bomb: Human Resources And Problems

A
Chinese proverb reads; "Of all things, people

are the most precious." Human resources are

a double-edged sword, however. A concen-

trated population can be an asset, enhancing

production and trade, or a liability, contributing to

crime, pollution, and excess consumption. It is estimat-

ed that the current world population is increasing by

over 200, 000 people per day. This means that by the

year 2000 an additional 2 billion people will have been

added to the global population, equivalent to adding

urban centers of approximately 5 million in population

every 20 days for the rest of the decade. Such unprece-

dented growth is placing equally unprecedented de-

mands on the world's resources. Alvin Toffler, in The

Third Wave, lias compared the consumption of 87

quadrillion BTUs (British Thermal Units) of energy in

the mid-1950s with the incredible figure of 260 quadril-

lion BTUs in 1980 as one example of the insatiable glo-

bal demand for resources.

This chapter will consider the double-edged sword

of human resources in the context of urban planning

and how it can be applied in SimCity. A brief discussion

of how urban planners model population growth, along

with some observations on how the SimCity model

handles population changes, should give you some

concrete ideas on what to do about population density,

crime, and the quality of life in your own urban simula-

tions.

Up With People: Population Growth Projections

Most urban planners begin with the realization that

changes in population result from birth, death, and mi-

gration. Perhaps the simplest way to represent popula-

tion trends is the residual method. In this method, the

planner takes the last census data for a city, tabulates

the actual births and deaths over enough time to estab-

lish a birth and mortality rate, projects an estimated

population based on birth and mortality, and subtracts

© Copyright 1990 by Osborne/McGraw-Hitl, 2600 Tenth St., Berkeley, CA 94710 SimCity is a registered trademark of Maxts Software.
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that estimate from the actual popu-

lation. The residual figure becomes

the estimated migration rate. Al-

though this method tends to un-

derestimate migration, it does

show population patterns very

quickly.

Another technique, the vital

rates method, correlates the birth

and mortality rates Of a larger area

(a county, state, or region) with the

local population in order to project

future growth. Again, it does not

estimate migration closely enough

to be anything more than a "quick and dirty
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Figure 3-1: Cohort-survival (hart

calcula-

A very useful technique, known as the cohort-sur-

vival method, is often used to make population projec-

tions in situations where migration is a limited factor. In

this approach, the population is divided into categories

by sex and age. Individuals belonging to the same statis-

tical category are known as cohorts. Age-specific birth

and mortality rates are applied, and a pyramid is devel-

oped that adds new births at the bottom as other co-

horts are aged upward. This enables planners to antici-

pate age-specific needs as regards housing, health care,

schooling, and so on (see Figure 3-1).

In SimCity, you have a much easier job than the typi-

cal urban planner. You do not have to worry about the

death rate, because the birth rate is always positive. That

leaves only the migration problem to consider. Because

your score depends on both how large and how effec-

tive your city is, you will need to be certain that you are

not losing population irresponsibly.

For The People: Managing Land Value

The fundamental factor in the way SimCity handles

population is called the rent/bid gradient. This principle

essentially asserts that the closer a plot of land is to the

center of urban development (represented on the SimCi-

ty map), the more valuable it is (see Figure 3-2). In real

life, this follows logically from the fact that people who
live close to where they work and shop have lower

transportation costs, hence more buying power and

lime.

In SimCity, you can observe this principle by means

of a simple experiment.

1. Bool the game and select the Start A New City op-

tion.

2. In one corner of the map, build a power plant and

zone for an industrial development.

3. Zone for two residential developments. One resi-

dential development should be in the extreme corner of

the Close-Up Map window, and the

other should he very close to the

projected industrial development.

4. Build power lines from the

power plant to within one space of

each of the residential zones, and

build roads from the industrial

zone to within one space of each

of the residential zones.

5. Connect the final road sec-

tions to both zones.

6. Connect the power to the res-

idential zone farthest from the in-

dustrial zone first, followed by the

one nearest the industrial zone.

Notice that the residential zone nearest the industrial

zone will grow faster than the zone farther away.

This is not always as simple in reality as it is in Sim-

City. The SimCity model posits an isotropic transport

plane. This means that distances are measured on an

ideal plane where everything is equally accessible. The

program simply checks for distance from the average ge-

ographical center of the population to determine land

value (which, in turn, determines whether the zone is

growing, stagnant, or declining through decay and mi-

gration).

In actuality, the accessibility of a given urban center

from a residential location is affected by terrain and

transportation factors (availability of transport, amount

of traffic or passenger density, commute time, and com-

mute cost). People do not create mental maps of their

urban areas to scale. Instead, they place landmarks on

their maps based on their perceptions of distance,

which are largely determined by their memory of the

difficulty in getting to each landmark. Because there are

so many variables involved in this process, SimCity sim-

plifies the problem by using the isotropic transport

plane.

In the quick experiment suggested as a test for the

rent/bid gradient, there were no commercial zones add-

ed to the mix of services for the economy. In terms of

game play, however, SimCity requires a balance between

the number of industrial, commercial, and residential

zones in order to maximize the availability of jobs. Eve-

ry month, in game time, the program evaluates each res-

idential zone in terms of land value, availability of jobs,

and a quality of life quotient that considers pollution,

crime, parks, and accessibility. An efficient, high-scoring

city will try to keep all of these factors in balance.

People Who Need People: Commercial Considerations

The rent/bid gradient is even steeper for commercial de-

velopments than it is for residential properties. In Sim- >
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City, as in real life, location is :i dominant Victor in de-

termining the viability of a commercial development.

The program evaluates commercial zones based on a

radius of influence. Each commercial zone is evaluated

according to the accessibility of customers (residential

zones), a hidden variable representing an internal mar-

ket shari' (not in the Commodore version), and the

overall balance between commercial, industrial, and

residential zones.

The necessity for balance reflects an authentic eco-

nomic principle known as the export multiplier effect.

A well-integrated manufacturing center not only pro-

duces income from the export of manufactured goods,

but its economy is stimulated as new imports return to

the manufacturing center. Some of these new imports

could be raw materials or machines to enhance produc-

tion in the exporting industry, but other imports will

enlarge the rest of the manufacturing center's economy

by becoming part of a local support industry's manu-

facturing chain (for example, machine parts for a local

mechanic to use in repairing the exporting manufactur-

er's machines or in building new machines) or by enter-

ing the wholesale and retail economy. In the case of the

former, the local economy will very likely be enlarged

when the local supplier decides to export his machin-

ery or expertise to another manufacturing center. Then

his exports generate new imports, which add further to

the local economy's growth momentum.

There is another multiplier effect, which takes place

when a local economy begins to manufacture items to

replace those items that the manufacturing center once

only imported. This is called the import replacing

multiplier effect. This principle states simply that when

an urban center begins to produce those items that it

once imported, it creates a larger economy by virtue of

establishing greater demand. For example, a city that

imports textiles begins to develop its own textile indus-

try. This creates an influx of textile workers who must,

in turn, purchase clothes made from some of the fab-

rics produced in the local economy. Hence, the internal

demand for textiles lias exceeded the amount that used

to be imported. Other factors, such as reduced trans-

portation costs and increased supply, reduce the basic

prices entered into this growth figure, but the point is

valid nonetheless.

In SimCity, you only need to manage the export mul-

tiplier effect. Here are a few guidelines for your consid-

eration. In actual city economies, a city that is primari-

ly a manufacturing center may use nearly 70 percent of

its industrial production for supplying external mar-

kets, and a city that is primarily a commercial center

may use nearly 60 percent of its commercial produc-

tion io support internal markets,

Because it is the support of the internal market thai

really makes a city take off economically, it should be

your goal to reach commercial center status at the earli-

est possible moment. In SimCity, the external/internal

market ratio starts out at 3:1 (the external market is

three times greater than the internal market). As the ci-

ty's size increases, the ratio is reduced to 2:1 and then

1:1 before it finally flip-flops to 1:2, and so forth. In cit-

ies in general, the multiplier generally gains momentum
at around 200,000 total population. In SimCity, the

multiplier usually kicks in earlier and really starts to ac-

celerate when the total population is between 200,000

and tOO, 000.

A city that produces more for its internal market

than it does for the external market is actually more

self-sufficient and, consequently, less vulnerable to ex-

ternal market conditions. SimCity simplifies matters by

arbitrarily deciding that all commercial production is

for the internal market and all industrial production for

the external market.

SimCity's documentation states that the ideal bal-

ance between zones is for the sum of commercial and

industrial zones to equal the total number of residential

zones. The preceding discussion indicates that you

should have more industrial zones than commercial

voiles during the early history of yourcitv and more

commercial zones than industrial zones when you

reach the metropolis stage.

Industrial Strength Planner: Industrial Considerations

The SimCity program evaluates industrial zones with

far less complex calculations than those related to com-

mercial and residential zones. When the industrial zone-

is evaluated, the program simply wants to know
whether the zone is connected to the power grid or not

and whether your "Sims" can get to work or not. The

zone is upgraded or downgraded on that basis and the

result of that function is looped back into the calcula-

tion for evaluating residential zones (which, in turn,

causes a ripple effect through the entire model). You

should also remember that there is a point in the game-

when you will need a seaport in order to support full

industrial development.

Industrial zones have several positive effects in the

SimCity model, but there is a negative effect that

should be emphasized. Because industrial zones con-

tribute to pollution, and pollution subsequently re-

duces land value, causing migration and reduced popu-

lation, il is a good idea to segregate the manufacturing

areas of your city from the residential areas.

Urban Jungle: Population Density

High levels of population density tend to signal increas-
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es in the crime rate, overcrowding,

and slum conditions. Many urban

planners insist that this does not

have to be the ease. Indeed, Tokyo

has a much higher population den-

sity than New York City with only

around ten percent of the crime.

Nevertheless, SimCity generalizes

this factor and posits a direct rela-

tionship between rising population

density and increasing crime. It is

possible, however, to apply some

of the lessons taught by urban

planners to your city and reduce
Figure 3-2: The

the negative effects of high population density.

Many people confuse a concentration of population

with overcrowding and poverty. As the visionary Le

Corbasier observed, concentration docs not have to

equal congestion. His perspective was that high-densi-

ty apartment buildings and office spaces would allow

for surrounding open spaces, which could enhance tin

quality of life.

If one can guarantee that open sp;tcc will be availa-

ble for public use as compensation for high-rise build-

ings, Le Corbusier is probably correct. In modern

America, however, territory that would ideally be allot-

ed for open space tends to be usurped by other urban

demands. In particular, housing that can support

roughly 400 persons per acre requires a parking struc-

ture large enough to devour space that could other-

wise be utilized for gardens, patios, and playgrounds.

An office building that holds 1,200 persons per acre

would require a three- or four-story parking garage-

where one would prefer a park. "The 'green' space to

which we aspire and which offers much promise," ob-

serve Gallion and Hisner, in The Urban Pattern: City

Planning and Design, "actually becomes a pavement

for the vehicles of transportation." Fortunately, the

SimCity player can be somewhat more successful in al-

ternating green belts with high concentrations of pop-

ulation than most urban planners. The SimCity model

docs not require you to build parking structures.

Therefore, you do not have to bulldoze any terrain

other than that which is needed to develop the resi-

dential zone itself. This means that you can conserve

an incredible amount of available forest and shoreline.

Because forests and shorelines add to land value and a

higher land value reduces crime, building residential

areas next to open spaces limits some of the negatives

created by high population density. Because planting

parks also adds to land value, an aggressive park build-

ing campaign can reduce some of the negative factors

associated with high-density population centers.

Another way to slow the

growth of the crime rate is to

strategically place new police de-

partments. Placing a police de-

partment in a high population

density area docs directly reduce

the crime rate, but it does not di-

rectly increase the land value and

cause a corresponding increase in

the amount of taxes collected. By

lowering the crime rate, it indi-

rectly raises land values and en-

hances the taxes collected. Gener-

ally speaking, however, new po-
rent/bid gradient

e precincts add to the expense side of the city ledg-

Alert SimCity players have also noted thai redevel-

opment does not work. When land value drops signifi-

cantly in one of your city's zones, the terrain tiles that

depict the buildings in that zone will begin to show
decay. My initial impression was that the buildings

simply needed demolishing so that new buildings

could be constructed. This doesn't work.

When buildings start to decay in SimCity, this is not

a function of the buildings themselves. It has nothing

to do with the type of buildings in the zone. It is a re-

sult of the land value function. This disctission brings

to mind the misguided warning posted on a BBS by a

novice player: "Watch out for low-valued churches!"

as though it were the church bringing the zone down.

Instead, it was the land value in the zone bringing the

church's value down (unintentionally representative of

vandalism, perhaps?).

Therefore, you must solve inner city decay by

working on the surrounding problems, rather than at-

tempting a simple, but ineffective, redevelopment pro-

gram. You must reduce pollution, crime, population

density, traffic, and economic stagnation if you wish

to revive the values of these zones. As in real life, gov-

ernment-subsidized housing will not accomplish

enough if the root cause of an area's problem is, for

example, unemployment.

Pop! Go the People!: Important Calculations

The final topic of this chapter concerns how the calcu-

lations related to population fit together with the

changes in your city. First, note that every zone on the

map is periodically updated as tne EvalPop (evaluate

population) function is called. Second, pay attention

to the spiral effect in which higher crime and higher

population density lead to lower hind value. When
these factors are updated, the lower land value can

cause further ripple effects in your city's economy.
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Like any complex machine, comput-
ers break. Some problems are easy to

fix — a broken cable, a misunders-

tanding — while some require an ex-

perienced technician. But which is

which? This troubleshooting guide

will tell you. Dr. Troubleshooter as-

sembled a team of 10 experts to ex-

plain the simple fixes and tell you
when you need that experienced help.

For ease of use, Dr. Troubleshooter

split the guide into 10 areas of func-

tionality. Happily, the 10 areas of func-

tionality coincide with the 10 experts'

areas of expertise. Each section is or-

ganized as follows: a statement or

question summarizing the problem;

its likely cause; a diagnosis, which is

either an explanation of what went
wrong or a way oi confirming the

cause; and a cure, a step-by-step fix

of the problem.

Dr. Troubleshooter regrets that this

guide is by no means comprehensive.

To do such a thorough job would re-

quire several books. Luckily, Ralph C.

Turner has written two books which
answer hundreds of questions about

the Atari ST, covering areas from be-

ginner's confusion about GEM to ex-

perienced user's tricks with complex
software. The Atari ST Book and Inter-

mediate And Advanced Atari ST Sub-

jects are available from Index Legalis

Publishing Company, P.O. Box 1822-3,

Fairfield, IA 52556 (515) 472-2293.

And last, but not least, at the ad-

vice of Mr. Lawyer, Dr. Troubleshooter

presents the following disclaimers

and caveats.

Number 1: Opening up hardware to

perform your own repairs may violate

your warranty. Check with the manu-
facturer before you remove the cover.

Number 2: Undertake any repairs

at your own risk. You, and you alone,

are responsible for the results, good
or bad, of any testing, tweaking, pok-

ing, soldering, reseating, replacing or

repairing that you perform. Dr. Trou-

bleshooter, the 10 ex- x

perts, the authors and
START magazine make no
warranties either express or

implied with respect to this trouble-

shooting guide, its quality, accuracy,

merchantability or fitness for any par-

ticular purpose.

Number 3: If you don't know what
you're doing, ask for help. Your Atari

dealer, product manufacturers, user

groups and the online services are ex-

cellent resources. Use them.

Numbei 4: There is no ongoing sup-

port for this troubleshooting guide.

Do not write or call with your particu-

lar problem. Dr. Troubleshooter, the

10 experts, the authors and START
magazine cannot and will not diag-

nose or attempt to fix your problem
over the telephone or through the

mail. If you can't figure out what's

wrong, call the manufacturer or take

the broken product to an authorized

Atari repair shop.

ASK DOCTOR

DESKTOP
Why, when I try to run a certain program, do I only get an

alert box that says "TOS Error #35"?

CAUSE The program you are trying to run is not exe-

cutable on the ST. "TOS Error #35" is the ST's way of

telling you that it doesn't understand what's contained

in the file.

DIAGNOSIS There can be a number of reasons for this.

If you downloaded the file from a bulletin board, it

could have either been corrupted during the transfer

or. more likely, wasn't meant for the ST. If the file has

been around for a while, on either a floppy or a hard

disk, there is a small chance that the disk has been

scrambled.

Also, maybe the disk and file are fine, and the file's

contents are not a program. Sometimes a random file

may accidentally be renamed as a program (.I'RG, .API',

TOS or .TTP files), and the ST will respond with "TOS

Frror #35" when you attempt to execute it.

CURE Unfortunately, if the file is corrupted, you've got

one shot at fixing it. Disk Doctor, from Antic Software,

has an option to try to fix a damaged file. It only works

on files whose "table of contents" is scrambled; if the

actual file data is corrupted, it cannot reconstruct it. If

the latter is the case, better bring out your backup. Disk

Doctor is in the TOOLS folder on your START disk, in

the ARCed file DSKDRARC.PRG.

In the case of the misnamed file, change its exten-

tion to TXT (use the Show Info... option under the File

menu) and double-click on it. If the contents appear as

normal, readable text, then it's a data file, not a pro-

gram file.

How come there are only six desk accessories available

when I use my ST, even through I have 15 or so in the root

folder of my boot disk?

CAUSE GEM, the ST's user interface, limits the number

of desk accessories available at any one time to six. Any

extras that are available on the hoot disk are ignored.

DIAGNOSIS AND CURE If you need more than six desk

accessories at one time, CodeHcad Software sells a pro-

gram called MultiDesk that loads a potentially infinite

number of DAs at one time, the amount of memory in

your computer being the only limiting factor.

If you would like to be able to choose which six DAs
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load up each time you use your computer, there are a

number of programs that allow you to do that, most in

the public domain. Desk Manager 2, HAZEL, and a host

Of other arc available from BBSs and users groups. HA-

ZEL is available on this month's START disk, in the

ARCcd file HAZELARC.PRG. in [he TOOLS folder.

Why does my computer always boot up in low resolution

with the default colors even though I changed the set-

tings the last time I used it?

CAUSE You didn't save the changes you made before

turning off the computer.

DIAGNOSIS AND CURE lb Save the changes

you have made to your desktop, you need

to use the Save Desktop entry in the Op-

tions menu. This will write your configu-

ration 10 disk, in a file named DESK-

TORIN1-, so it can be automatically reload-

ed the next time you boot up. Also, you

should remember that if you want the op-

tions you set in your Control Panel to be

restored (colors, double-click speed, etc.),

the Control Panel must be present. Even if

you saved changed colors, for instance,

they will be reloaded only if CON-
TROL.ACC is in your boot folder.

If you have an STE computer, you may

find that the computer boots in low reso-

lution even though you have saved the

Desktop in medium resolution. This a bug

with TOS 1.6. There is a patch program, STE_EIX.PRG,

that fixes this problem. STE. EIX.PRG is on your

START disk, in the ARCcd file STEEXARC.PRG. in the

TOOLS folder.

your AUTO folder, and that will often remove some

conflicts. A few programs need to be run before every-

thing else, or they will heedlessly trample over whatev-

er is in their way. Check the program's documentation.

The only way to determine a workable TSR order is

through trial and error. Delete everything from your

AUTO folder (copy it to another disk first!), then add

TSRs one at a lime, rebooting each time to test them. If

conflicts appear, reorganize them until they stop clash-

ing. Continue until you replace all your TSRs in the AU-

TO folder.

Some TSRs are sworn enemies; they will not work

with one another, no matter what. In that case, get

Desk Manager 2, HAZEL, or any other start-up file

chooser and simply remove the offending TSR each

time you are going to use its enemy.

Every time I try to run a certain program, the computer tells

me that I don't have enough memory.

CAUSE Either the program requires more memory than

you have available (for example, some START programs

will only run on a 1MB machine; you're out of kick if

you have an unmodified 520ST), or your desk accesso-

ries and TSRs are eating more memory than you realize.

DIAGNOSIS AND CURE Check your program's documen-

tation for the minimum amount of memory required to

run it. If you suspect your desk accessories and/or TSRs

are interfering, remove some or all of them and reboot

before using that program. By definition, DAs and TSRs

grab memory (sometime huge chunks, more than you

may realize) at boot time and keep it for their sole use

until you turn off your machine. If you are having

memory troubles often, however, the best solution is to

upgrade your RAM.

My
computer is acting oddly. Some programs that have

worked in the past don't anymore.

CAUSE There could be several reasons: you have a TSR

conflict, you have a corrupted file, or you have a virus.

DIAGNOSIS Dr. Desktop covers viruses and corrupted

files in other questions.

The most common reason for programs to stop

working is TSR conflicts. A TSR is a terminaie-and-stay-

resident program, designed to stay in memory and wait

for you to use it, like desk accessories and certain pro-

grams from your AUTO folder. If you started having

trouble after adding a new program to your start-up

disk, try removing that program and see if the situation

goes back to normal. If it does, then the new program

is the culprit.

CURE There are a number of things you can do to

avoid TSR conflicts. The CodeMead program Al -

TO_ORG.PRG reorganizes the order of tiie files in

What do those bombs that appear on the screen mean?

Is the computer broken?

CAUSE No. Bombs are just the computer's cute way of

telling you that it's had a crash that it couldn't recover

from, also known as a fatal error.

DIAGNOSIS Bombs usually result from garbled machine

language (a hug in a program, or your ST burping for

no apparent reason) or conflicting TSRs. The number

of bombs tells you what type of fatal error the problem

was — important information to the programmer, but

not much help to the user.

If bombs happen regularly at boot up, you may have-

conflicted TSRs, or possibly a bad chip.

CURE Rebooting the computer and starting over is, un-

fortunately, the only solution. If bombs happens regu-

larly at hoot up. try the cure for conflicting TSRs. If

that doesn't stop it, suspect a bad chip and lake your

computer to a repair shop.
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After using my computer for a while, I suddenly start to

get scrambled file listings. The problem goes away if I re-

boot. What's going on?

cause You have encountered the infamous 40-Folder

Bug.

DIAGNOSIS Because of a mistake in the early versions

of TOS, any time you try to access more than 40 folders

in one computing session, the computer will get con-

fused and start returning garbage in windows.

CURE The solution is simple. On this month's START

disk you'll find a public-domain AUTO program, called

FOLDRxxx.PRG, that will raise this limit to whatever

you wish — just substitute the number of additional

folders you want for the "xxx" in the filename. One

hundred is safe for the vast majority of people.

I

just accidentally deleted an important file.

CAUSE You weren't paying attention to the confirma-

tion box, or you don't have the Confirm Delete option

active.

DIAGNOSIS On the Desktop, under the Options menu,

choose the Set Preferences entry. Along with resolu-

tion, you're asked to choose whether you want a con-

firmation box to appear before the ST performs any file

overwrites, copying or deletions. The Yes option

should be highlighted.

CUBE II you want your preference for Confirm Delete

to be available the next time you hoot, highlight the Yes

choice, exit the menu and save your Desktop.

In order to recover the file you accidently deleted,

use the recover file option in Disk Doctor, which is on

your START disk in the TOOLS folder. It only works un-

der specific conditions. If you have written to the disk

since deleting the file, its contents have probably been

destroyed, leaving it unrecoverable. The best remedy

against accidental file deletion is a consistent back-up

schedule.

When I try to erase a certain file, the computer tells me,

"An item with this name already exists in the directory,

or this item is set to Read Only status."

CAUSE The file is write-protected, preventing it from

being deleted or changed.

DIAGNOSIS Click on the program to highlight it, then

choose Show Info... from the Pile menu. In the Show

Info dialog, you should sec that Read Only is highlight-

ed.

CURE Click on ReadWrite, [hen OK. The file can now

be modified or trashed.

What can I do to prevent a virus infection?

CAUSE Viruses live on the boot sector of a flop-

py disk. If you boot your computer from an infected

disk, the virus program is loaded into memory, then

run. The virus watches for any disk access, and if it

finds a disk that isn't write-protected, it copies itself

onto that disk. It stays active until the computer is

turned off. After a certain amount of time, a certain

amount of copies, or if a certain disk is placed in the

drive (a "key" disk), the virus is triggered to do it's irri-

tating, or even dangerous, dirty work.

DIAGNOSIS If your mouse suddenly changes direction,

if a strange message appears on your Desktop, if part of

your screen turns upside-down, you have a virus. Some

viruses are known to mimic a hardware problem, such

as a jittery screen, apparently trying to fool the user in-

to taking his machine to the repair shop. A worse case

scenario; the virus erases a disk, or formats your hard

drive.

CURE If you suspect that you've been infected by a

virus, use George Woodside's Vkiller program to test all

your disks. Vkiller, which detects viruses and erases

them, appeared in the May 1990 START. To get the latest

version, check with your user group, or download it

from CompuServe or Clinic.

PREVENTION Never boot your computer with an "un-

known" disk. Make a virus-free boot disk, and use it to

boot every time. To make a virus-free boot disk, turn

your computer off, and leave it off for at least 30 sec-

onds. This is important! It takes a while for memory to

be completely cleared, and you want to make sure that

any virtis in memory is erased. Now remove any disks

from your drives, and turn off your hard drive, if you

have one. Turn on your ST. Since there isn't a disk in

the drive, it will take a while for the system to boot.

When the Desktop finally appears, insert a new disk —
one fresh from the manufacturer — then format it.

From virus free disks, copy any AUTO folder programs

or accessories to the disk, then physically write-protect

the disk so that no other information, such as a virus,

can be written to it. Now, as long as you boot from this

disk, a virus cannot infect your ST and spread to other

disks. Also, if you forget and boot from another disk

and get infected, the virus cannot infect your boot disk

because it's write protected.

The protection scheme described above only works

if you have TOS in ROM. If you have TOS on disk, now

is a good time to upgrade. Talk to your Atari dealer

about buying TOS on ROM.

Once you're virus-free, use Vkiller to stay that way.

Test any questionable disk before you put it in your ma-

chine. By questionable Dr. Desktop means any disk

that's ever touched the lips of someone else's floppy

drive. Computer viruses, like human ones, strike indis-

criminately; you can get one from your best friend as

easily as from a stranger.
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ASK D O C T O

KEYBOARD
One specific key on my keyboard doesn't work.

CAUSE You've got either an up problem or a

down problem. The down problem is when the

plunger underneath the cap of the key, the thing thai is

pushed down to close the contact, breaks. The up prob-

lem is when the small rubber cup (on the

520 and l()40 keyboard) or the spring (on

the Megas) that pushes the plunger back

up shifts to where it can't do its job.

DIAGNOSIS If the key won't return after it

has been pressed, or won't go down in the

first place, you've got an up problem. If

the key falls off the keyboard, you have a

down problem.

CURE If you can salvage the pieces of the

plunger, gluing them back together will

solve the down problem. Salvaging the

pieces of the plunger means disassembling

the keyboard unit. This procedure, howev-

er, is not easy. It's not a problem to take

the cover off the computer. (Be sure to un-

screw only the screws near the edge of the

machine. There arc several screws near the

middle of the ST which hold the floppy-

drive in place.) The keyboard lifts out. Now you need

to unscrew the back cover of the keyboard unit; dozens

of springs, or cups, pop out. After you've ptit them

back in place, getting them to stay there while you re-

place the keyboard unit's cover is a pain.

If you have an up problem, you need to realign the

cup or spring that pushes up the key's plunger. Again,

with appropriate warnings given above, disassemble the

keyboard. Since every cup, or spring, will pop out, just

make sure you replace them correctly.

A service center can fix either problem, but they

may want to replace the entire keyboard, just to keep

the job simple. Ask what it will cost before handing

over your ST.

A whole section of my keyboard doesn't work.

CAUSE Computers that take a lot of abuse some-

times develop cracks in the circuit board's wiring.

DIAGNOSIS Since the keyboard's wiring is laid out like

a matrix, usually one wire will carry signals to and

from a group of keys. Make sure the non-functioning

keys are grouped together. If they're scattered about the

keyboard, you have multiple occurences of the problem

discussed above.

CURE The only solution, because the crack is in a lead

along a printed circuit, is to have the keyboard replaced.

My
whole keyboard is dead.

CAUSE One or both of the keyboard chips is bad.

DIAGNOSIS There is one chip on the keyboard unit

which sends signals to another chip on the ST mother-

board via a ribbon cable. To figure out which chip is

bad, borrow a friend's keyboard unit and plug it into

your motherboard. If your friend's keyboard works,

suspect the keyboard unit chip. The motherboard chip

also handles input from the mouse and joystick. If

these peripherals, as well as your keyboard, aren't

working, then suspect the motherboard chip.

CURE Keyboard chips arc custom made, so only Atari

and some Atari repair shops stock them. Once you get

one, it's easy to replace. The chip is socketed onto the

bottom of the keyboard unit; you don't need to open it

up and experience the flying caps or springs. Simply

pry out the bad one and plug in the new one.

It's not as easy to replace the keyboard chip on the

motherboard. The chip is a Motorola 6850, available at

well-stocked electronics stores. It is soldered to the

motherboard, and there are two of them. One 6850 re-

ceives keyboard signals; the other controls the MIDI

ports. You need to either read the ST's schematic or

trace the wiring to figure out which is the right 6850.

Then you must remove the bad chip and solder in the

new one. If you have no experience soldering, this isn't

the time to learn. Take your computer to a dealer.

ASK DOCTOR

FLOPPY DRIVE
I

keep getting the error message that my drive "is not re-

sponding." What's wrong?

CAUSE It could be anything. Specifically, it could be a

bad disk, a bad cable, a had drive, a bad power supply,

or a bad floppy-disk controller in your ST. You also

could be attempting to read a double-sided disk with a

single-sided floppy drive.

DIAGNOSIS First, make sure that the drive access light

comes on when you try to read the disk. If it doesn't,

make sure that the drive has power, and that it's turned

on. If all the connections are in place, your power sup-

ply may be dead.
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If the access light docs conic on, try reading another

disk. If it works, then your original disk is bad. If it

doesn't, try yet another disk (in case the second disk is

bad, too). If the drive refuses to read any disks, test the

cable which connects your drive to the ST. Make sure

it's plugged in! Try replacing the cable with a friend's

good cable. If the cable is OK, then the problem is with

the drive or the computer. Borrow a friend's drive and

connect it to your ST. If it works, your drive is broken.

If it doesn't work, suspect your ST.

Before you take your machine into a dealer for re-

pair, make sure you aren't trying to read a

double-sided disk with a single-sided

drive. During their first years of manufac-

ture (1985 and 1986), Atari sold both 520-

STs and KMOSTs with internal single-sided

drives. Megas have always carried double-

sided drives. Atari also sold an external

single-sided drive, called the SF354. To the

best of our knowledge, no third-party ven-

dors sold single-sided drives during that

period. Check what kind of drive you

own by trying to read a single-sided disk

(357,376 bytes) and a double-sided disk

(726,016 bytes). The Show Info... option

under the File menu will give you disk size.

CURE If it's a bad disk, hopefully you've

got a backup copy somewhere. For a bad

cable, buy another cable from your Atari

dealer. If the drive access tight refuses to

come on, and you can't hear the motor spin, then your

drive's power supply needs replacing, or the power

switch is broken. If the drive is still under warranty, fol-

low the warranty instructions. Otherwise, get your lo-

cal dealer to fix it. Many times, "fixing" a disk drive

simply involves replacing the broken drive mechanism

with a new one, so you end up with a new drive in an

old case. If your ST seems to be the culprit (or if you

have an internal disk drive that won't work), you'll also

need to see your authorized Aiari dealer.

If you're trying to read a double-sided disk with a

single-sided drive, you have two options. You can buy a

double-sided drive, or you can convert the double-sid-

ed disk to single-sided. Most manufacturers of commer-

cial disks will exchange double-sided ones for single-

sided. Alternately, you can get a friend with a double-

sided drive to copy the files onto two single-sided disks.

I've
tried chaining three disk drives to my ST. The first drive

works fine, but not the second or third.

CAUSE The ST can access only two floppy drives.

When you chain a third drive to your computer, il tries

to access it whenever you access the second drive, and

vice versa. Very confusing.

DIAGNOSIS AND CURE Remove the third drive; the sec-

ond drive should now work fine.

Sometimes 1 get "garbage" on the Desktop window when I

open a disk.

CAUSE Most likely, a worn-out disk. Another possibili-

ty is a dirty or worn read/write head.

DIAGNOSIS If it's just a certain disk that sometimes

gives you garbage characters, then the magnetic coating

on that disk may be wearing thin. If this seems to hap-

pen no matter what disk you use, the read/write head

on the drive is dirty or worn out, or a piece of hair or

other debris is interfering with the head.

CURE If it's a worn disk, you'd better copy it right

now! Eventually, the magnetic coating will fail altogeth-

er, and the information on that disk will be lost.

For a dirty read/write head, purchase a 3.5-inch

disk-drive cleaning kit and follow the instructions to

clean the drive. If the problem persists, then the head

may be worn out, and it will need to be replaced. Don't

try to replace it yourself unless you know — really

know — what you're doing. Drive heads need to be

precisely aligned in order to work correctly. If you sus-

pect a worn head, it's time for a trip to your Atari ser-

vice shop.

When I try to save something, I get a message that the

disk "is physically write protected."

CAUSE The disk is write-protected.

DIAGNOSIS Write protection prevents data on a disk

from being accidently erased or overwritten. If the slid-

ing lab on the upper-left corner is open, so that the

hole is uncovered, then the disk is write-protected and

cannot be written to or formatted.

CURE Slide the tab down so that the hole is covered.

The disk is now unprotected.

My
drive won't read disks from my friend's ST, yet it reads

my disks fine.

CAUSE Either your drive or your friend's drive is spin-

ning at the wrong speed. ST drives should spin at a rate

of 300 rpm. If a disk was formatted at a slower or faster

speed, a drive operating at the correct speed may not

read it, and vice versa.

DIAGNOSIS All commercial, mass-produced disks are

made at 300 rpm, so see if your drive has any problems

reading the original disks from one of your commercial

programs. If it reads the disk, then your drive is okay,

but your friend's isn't. Use the program SPEED.PRG to

test your drive. You'll find it on your START disk, in the

ARGed file SPF.FDARCPRG. in the FOOLS folder.

CURE The drive's speed can be adjusted by your dealer.
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ASK DOCTOR

HARD DRIVE
Editor's Note-. The following troubleshooting guide ad-

dresses some of the most common questions about

hard drives. Hard drives are, however, very delicate ma-

chines and require someone with the requisite knowl-

edge to fix any of the more complex — and potentially

dangerous — problems that may occur. Therefore, use

this information at your own risk, [f you have any

doubts about troubleshooting your hard drive, or want

information specific to your equipment, call the manu-

facturer. All of the major hard-drive manufacturers for

Atari computers have on-site technical support and ser-

vice. Their numhers are as follows:

Atari Corp.: (408) 745-2135

ICD: (815)968-2228

Supra: (503) 967-9075

Toad: (301) 544-6999

Carter Graphics & Computers: (801) 628-6111

Finally the following information applies equally to

fixed and removable hard drives.

My
hard drive won't turn on; nothing happens when I flip

the power switch.

CAUSE This usually means a problem witli the power

supply or that the power wiring has gone bad.

DIAGNOSIS Power supplies fail more than anything else

OD a hard drive. First, check all of your connections —
was the drive accidentally iinpliiggcd:j

The fuse should be your next suspect. If it's not the

fuse, there may be other problems. Sometimes a power

supply is getting electricity but isn't translating that en-

ergy to the drive. Make sure the power strip is "hot.'" A

quick meter check of the power strip by an authorized

servieepcrson might not hurt. If it's getting power and

still nothing is happening, the power supply may have

to be replaced.

As far as the wiring is concerned, you'd be amazed

at how many times the connector that brings power to

the ACSI-SCSI board on hard drives can come loose;

that'll paralyze the unit.

CURE If the drive is unplugged, plug it back in. If it's a

simple matter of the fuse, make sure the replacement

fuse has the same value on both ends (volts and amps)

as the old one. If power goes into the power supply and

nothing comes out, you've got a bad supply and it will

need to be replaced. Make sure it's tested with every-

thing connected to the power supply; an unloaded sup-

ply often shows no output at all.

If the problem turns out to be one of those outlined

above, you usually don't have to worry about data be-

ing lost. This is because the hard disk itself wasn't dam-
aged. If you find out that the actual hard-disk mecha-

nism is broken, then you may be stuck and you've

probably lost all of your data. There are shops that can

sometimes retrieve data off dead hard disks, but the

process tends to be very expensive.

If the wiring is causing the trouble, make sure all the

plugs are firmly seated. A loose plug can work for a

while, then oxidize and quit. Again, this may have to be

diagnosed and fixed by your local servieeperson.

My
hard drive's head spins but the drive and the computer

don't appear to be communicating with each other.

CAUSE Your first suspect should be a bad hard-drive ca-

ble. If this isn't the problem, then the ST's DMA chip

should be checked.

DIAGNOSIS DMA stands for direct memory access. Sim-

ply put, it's a way for the hard drive to access RAM di-

rectly rather than through the 68000 CPU, which

would slow down all processing because of the extra

load. Since all requests to read and write to the hard

drive must go through this chip, the hard drive is effec-

tively incommunicado when it fails.

CURE Swap your ST/hard-disk cable with a new one.

Throw away the bad cable — it can't be re-used.

A bad DMA chip is a littler trickier to fix and may re-

quire someone who is expert at such things to check it

out. Most of the time reseating the DMA chip cures the

problem. Reseating is simply pushing down on the chip

and wiggling it at the same time. What you're doing is

scraping off a tiny layer of oxide corrosion on the pins

and on the socket. You'll usually find the DMA chip in

front of the hard-disk port. Of course, antistatic precau-

tions are essential; if you don't know what they arc, get

help from someone who does.

If the cable or DMA chip fixes don't work, hook

your hard disk to another ST and see if it works. If your

hard drive runs, your ST may be bad — take it to a deal-

er to get it fixed.

When autobooting from the hard drive, my computer

bombs.

CAUSE One of your terniinate-and-stay-resident (TSR)

programs or desk accessories is incompatible with

something else in your system.

DIAGNOSIS As explained by Dr. Desktop, TSRs and

desk accessories sometimes don't work well together.

Perhaps you just bought the latest file selector. After

you installed it onto your hard drive, your computer

bombed, even after several reboots.

CURE first, you need to access your hard drive so that
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you can disable the offending auto-load program, or to

;it least experiment with different auto-load configura-

tions. Most manufacturers ship their hard drives with a

utilities disk. One of these utilities is usually labeled

BOOT.PRG or a variation thereof (for ICD drives, for

example, it's ICDBOOT.PRG).

Boot your computer with your utilities disk. Next,

turn on the hard drive. When the disk stops spinning,

double-click on your boot program. You should notice-

some hard-disk activity and a brief message flash on the

screen informing you that the boot program is installed.

At the Desktop, click once to highlight

the icon for cither drive A or B, then click

on Install Disk Drive from the Options

menu. Change the drive designator to

whichever partition your AUTO folder is

on. The new disk icon will appear; now
either disable the offending TSR or experi-

ment with different configurations until

your drive no longer crashes.

My
hard drive appears to be working, but

when I boot up only floppy icons appear.

CAUSE You turned the computer on too

soon, your hard-disk cable is bad or there's

:i problem in the autoboot sequence.

DIAGNOSIS It often takes several seconds

for the hard disk to spin up to speed.

Nothing can be read from the hard drive

(like the boot sequence) until it gets up to

speed. By default, your ST assumes the hard drive is ab-

sent from your system.

CURE Wait until the disk stops spinning before you

start up your computer (most hard drives include a

light — often red — that indicates that the head has

stopped spinning). Note that the STK and TT have a

built-in delay that lets the hard drive get up to speed so

that both the computer and drive can be turned on at

the same time. Refer to previous questions regarding

faulty cables and problems in the autoboot sequence.

The hard disk squeals unbearably all the time.

CAUSE The small copper "strap" where the head

spindle touches the hard-disk mechanism needs oil.

DIAGNOSIS AND CURE A small drop of oil here can cure

the squeal, but don't overdo it! Oil attracts dust and if

you apply too much, you'll really get a squeaky drive in

a few days. Also, very gently loosen the strap, just a lit-

tle bit, and sec if that helps.

My
hard drive is damaged beyond repair and the whole un-

it has to be replaced. Is there any way to retrieve the data

or is it gone for good? By the way, I didn't make a backup.

CAUSE Things break all the time and hard disks are no

exception. That your data is irretrievable may be due to

any number of reasons. It's possible you damaged a sec-

tor in one of your partitions. Suffice to say, if you dam-

age one partition sector, they're all lost to you.

DIAGNOSIS AND CURE Electronic data is very fragile.

Hard drives were never meant to protect your data from

unforeseen circumstances such as coffee spills or mag-

netic interference, but only as a way to store and access

large amounts of information.

Fortunately, there arc several ways to retrieve data

that seems irretrievable. When a hard drive "crashes,"

you often can restore the data through a partition-sec-

tor editor, which should be included on your hard-

drive utilities disk.

Restoring a partition sector is not as complicated as

it first sounds. If you took the time to write down all of

its specs, then you can use a utility such as Supra's Sl.I-

PEDIT and punch in the partition sector data. You'll

then he able to retrieve the data from your hard disk. If

you didn't write down the partition info and never

used Meg-A-iMinute Elite, which backs up the partition

sector, you can either reformat and lose all your data,

or try to restore the partition sector by hand. It's not

easy to restore a partition sector by hand. But try to re-

member exactly how many megabytes your partitions

were. Mostly, everyone uses even numbers: 5MB or

10MB. Try using these values for partition sizes:

1MB = 2,000 sectors

2MB = -1,000 sectors

5MB = 10,000 sectors

10MB = 20,000 sectors

15MB = 30,000 sectors

16MB = 32,000 sectors

Plug these values into the SUPEDIT partition-edit

utility, remembering to leave one-sector "slop" for

fencepost error. For example, let's assume you have a

strange disk layout of 1MB, 5MB, 10MB and 2MB parti-

tions in that order (C,D,E,F). Your partition table

should look like this when you're done with SUPEDIT

Starting Sector # Length

1-2001 1MB

2002-10002 5MB
12003-20003 10MB

32004-40004 2MB
You can see what we mean by "fencepost er-

ror"; 2,000 sectors takes us from sector 1 to sec-

tor 2001, so the next partition starts at sector 2002.

When finished, tell SUPEDIT to write this out as

your partition sector. After this, you won't be able to

boot from the hard disk, but you will from floppy; fol-

low the procedure outlined earlier for accessing a hard

drive through the boot utility.
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If the partition-editor fix doesn't work, then forget

it: the data's gone and you'll have to reformat your hard

drive and restore the data any way you can. And if you

didn't make a backup, well, you blew it.

PREVENTION There are a number of ways to back up

your hard drive. The most convenient but expensive is

the Tape B;ickup from 1CD. It backs up your hard drive

onto a cassette tape in a matter of minutes. The DVT
VCR backup from Seymor/Radix, does essentially the

same thing except to video tape.

The most basic and least costly way to back up your

hard drive is to floppies. You can either do a straight

copy of your hard drive contents, which can be very

time consuming, or you can use one of several flop-

py-disk backup systems. Data Innovation's Diamond

Back will back up your hard drive within minutes;

Meg-a-Minute HIite, from the November 1988 issue of

START, is republished on this month's START disk in the

TOOLS folder. Un-ARC the file MGAMNARC.PRG. The

public-domain Turtle also offers an effective solution.

ASK D O C T O

MONITOR
My

monitor screen stays black when I turn it on. Is there

anything I can do?

CAUSE A monitor screen that stays black often indicates

trouble with either the power supply or flyback trans-

former. It's also possible that your picture tube blew.

DIAGNOSIS Don't bother. Monitors are the one pe-

ripheral whose cover you should never remove.

CURE Take your monitor to an authorized Atari dealer

for repairs. Do not attempt to fix it yourself; you'll just

do more damage.

n:
j

o matter how much I fiddle with the volume/contrast/

! power control, nothing happens.

CAUSE There arc two possibilities: you have a loose

wire, or the control knob has a broken switch.

DIAGNOSIS See the answer above.
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CURE See Ehc answer above.

The picture on my color monitor rolls vertically (or skews

horizontally).

CAUSE Your monitor dropped out of alignment.

DIAGNOSIS It looks like your TV picture after some-

one's been fiddling with those obscure knobs below the

channel selector.

CURE On the back of your monitor are adjustments for

things like vertical hold, horizontal position and brightn

ness. The control knobs may stick out or they may be

inset SO that you need a screwdriver to reach them. Adj

just the knob that corresponds to the trouble you're

having. If the problem doesn't go away, see above.

ASK DOCTOR

MOUSE
My

mouse's movement is erratic; it's bumpy and jerks

when it should be rolling smoothly.

CAUSE Gunk has built up on the rollers.

DIAGNOSIS It's easy to check the rollers. Open the small

door on the bottom of the mouse, remove

the rubber ball, and look at the rollers while-

spinning them. If you see anything but

shiny metal you need to clean them.

CURE It's hard to reach the rollers through

the door on the bottom of your mouse, so

find a Q-Tip and rub the gunk off the rollers.

There are three of them. Often little dust

mice will gather between the roller and the

circuit board; you'll have to poke them out

with a toothpick.

w:hen I move the mouse one direction I don't

see any effect on the screen cursor.

,i CAUSE Probably a broken cable.

(*[s|/ DIAGNOSIS According to some reports, 60

percent of all mouse repairs involve broken

cables. Almost all breaks occur at the bend

in the cable where it attaches to the mouse.

Cine sign of a bad cable is intermittent operation. For

a while the mouse works fine, then something stops

working, but jiggling the cable gets it working again.

To confirm a bad cable, borrow one from a friend and

install it on your mouse. The cable is a self-contained

unit that plugs onto the mouse circuit board (you'll

have to open up the mouse) by a ribbon cable.

CURE Buy a new cable. Cables are easy to get through a

service center or mail order.

One of my mouse's buttons stopped working.

CAUSE Either your cable broke, short circuiting

the wire which transmits the button's signals, or the

switch inside your mouse broke.

DIAGNOSIS You can try the "test with a working cable"

trick. If that doesn't solve the problem, suspect the

switch.

CURE Buy a new cable, or open your mouse and

replace the switch. First, buy a switch from a well-

stocked electronics store or your Atari repair shop.

There is a difference between the right mouse- but-

ton switch and the left, so be sure to buy the correct

one. Remove the solder holding the defective switch,

pull it out, put in the new one and solder it down.

My
mouse is in for repairs. Now I'm stuck with a giant

paperweight until I get my mouse back to manipulate the

GEM point-and-click interface.

CAUSE You're obviously unaware of the mouse's key-

board equivalents.

DIAGNOSIS AND CURE [Alt|-[Arrow Kcy| moves the

mouse pointer eight pixels. |Alt|-|Shift|-[Arrow Key]

moves the mouse pointer one pixel. [Altj-jlnsert]-

|Arrow Key] emulates a drag movement. [Alt]-[Insert|

emulates the left button. [Alt]-[CIr Home) emulates the

right button.

My
mouse died and I don't get any response when I try the

keyboard equivalents given above.

CAUSE The 6850 chip on the motherboard, the one

that handles signals from the keyboard, and the mouse

and joystick ports, has failed.

DIAGNOSIS Nothing works — not the two mouse/

joystick ports, nor the keyboard.

CURE See Dr. Keyboard's answer to the dead keyboard

problem.

Just my mouse died; the keyboard and joystick work fine.

CAUSE It's either the chip inside your mouse, or the

optics.

DIAGNOSIS The controller chip handles all the mouse

signals. If it dies, so does your whole mouse. The

optics are tiny squares of plastic that transmit and

receive light. They're mounted on top of the circuit

board on both sides of two. small, movement wheels in
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a plastic housing. The rollers on these movement

wheels ace in contact with the mouse ball; moving the

mouse causes these rollers and movement wheels to

spin. The mouse works by sending light through the

movement wheels. The openings in the movement

wheel break the light into pulses. The pulses are

interpreted to provide the direction and speed of

movement.

You can't really diagnosis this problem without

replacing components; if your mouse works with new

parts, then you know the chip and/or optics broke.

CURE The first step is to open the mouse (remove the

screws holding the two pieces of casing together).

remove the mouse ball, disconnect

the cable and pop the circuit board

out of the mouse body.

See how small the chips and the

optics are? Sec how closely they're

crowded together? Don't you think

it's a good idea to put everything

back the way you found it and take

the mouse to an authorized repair

shop?

No? I was afraid you'd say that.

Proceed at your own risk.

Your next step is to buy new

components. The mouse chip is a

75339F. The optics come in pairs, a

transmitter and a receiver. You can

find the chip and the optics at an

Atari repair center or a well-stocked

electronics store. Next, haul out

your Phillips screwdriver, some

wire clippers, tweezers or sma"

needle-nose pliers, your soldering

iron and a vacuum desoldering

tool. Use rosin-core solder, not

acid-core.

Remove the bad optics. Looking

at the top of the circuit board, the

optics on the bottom right of the

mouse-ball hole control horizontal

movement, the optics on the upper

left control vertical movement.

There may be a small metal strip

around a pair of optics, or they may

be held in place with plastic.

Carefully remove whatever is

holding the optics in place. You

may also need to pop out the

movement wheels.

Use a vacuum desoldering toot to

remove the solder from the bottom

of the circuit board holding the optic leads in place.

Turn the board over and from the top, use the tweezers

to carefully pull the optic from its housing. This is the

time for finesse, not force. To reduce the possibility for

error, I recommend you remove and replace one optic

at a time.

Install a new optic. Remember, an optic consists of a

pair of plastic components. Look at the wires inside the

optic you just removed and find an identical optic.

Notice the bump on one side of the plastic of the optic.

The bump on the face of the optic should point

towards the movement wheel when installed. Slide the

leads of the new optic through the holes in the circuit
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board; again, don't force them. If they don't slide in

easily, check the holes for excess solder and remove it.

Using finger pressure, push the optic into the optic

housing. It should fit snugly and you must line it up

exactly like the optic you removed. Apply the solder to

the optic leads from the bottom of the circuit board.

Notice how close some of those traces are together —
don't solder a short circuit onto the board. Don't cut

the excess optic lead yet.

Check the connections. It should be pretty easy to

see where each trace leads. Clip a volt-ohm meter set to

the RX1 scale to an optic lead and follow the mice to

another point and check for continuity. Wait until both

leads are soldered and checked before clipping any

leads; that way if you have to redo anything you've still

got an optic to work with.

Repeat the above procedure until you've replaced all

the suspect optics. I don't recommend replacing optics

that aren't bad. That's just inviting trouble.

Replacing the mouse-controller is a little easier,

mainly because you have easy access to it. It's located

on the underside of the circuit board and is labeled

339- You need to clip the leads, gently pry it off, and

solder on the new one. Make sure you orient the chip

properly, or else you'll switch power pins and fry the

chip. This repair is not recommended for amateurs.

I

have a cordless mouse that stopped working. What's wrong?

CAUSE Dr. Mouse doesn't know. Dr. Mouse doesn't

want to know.

DIAGNOSIS AND CURE Dr. Mouse prefers to forget

Physics 5D, the semester spent studying light and

optics. Send the mouse back to the manufacturer for

repairs.

DOCTOR

PRINTER
When I try to use my new printer, nothing happens ex-

cept my ST freezes.

CAUSE Your printer isn't connected properly, isn't

turned on, )r isn't online. The ST takes a little while to

finally determine that the printer isn't go-

ing to work. It will eventually give up and

return to the Desktop.

DIAGNOSIS Make sure the printer has pow-

er, and is connected to the correct port on

your ST. Most printers connect to the par-

allel printer port; some connect to the se-

rial modem port. If you suspect a bad ca-

ble, borrow a cable and test it on your

computer. Make sure the printer is turned

on, and is online (check your printer man-

ual to see how to put your printer online).

CURE If all the connections are okay, see if

the printer works on another computer. If

it doesn't, then the printer is broken. If

the printer does work on another compu-

ter, the problem may be in your ST.

When I try to print the screen, only the left two-thirds of

the screen gets printed.

CAUSE Cnless you tell it differently, the ST assumes that

you have an Atari printer connected. Chances are you

actually have an Epson-compatible printer.

DIAGNOSIS You need to use the CONTROL.ACC pro-

gram that came with your ST. This program needs to be

in the root folder on your boot disk. Boot your com-

puter so that CONTROL.ACC is loaded and activated,

then choose Control Panel from the desk-accessory

menu (leftmost menu). (On older versions of the Con-

trol Panel, both Control Panel and Install Printer ap-

pear under the desk-accessory menu. If you see both,

choose Install Printer.) Click on Install Printer, and

look at the dialog box that appears. You will see an

item labeled PixclsU.ine. Note that it's set to 1280.

CURE The \2H0 setting needs to be changed to 960.

Click on 960, then OK, Now you need to save this in-

formation to your disk, so that the ST will remember

what kind of printer you have. Click on Save Desktop

from the Options menu, and a set-up file called DHSK-

TOP.INF is written to the boot disk. Now, as long as

you boot your computer from this disk, with has both

CONTROL,ACC and DESKTOP.1NE on it, your ST is set

up correctly for your printer.

When I print plain text, my printer is okay. But when I

print graphics or the screen, I get garbage characters.

CAUSE Your printer is not an Atari printer, or is not a

true Epson-compatible. If the program you're using re-

quires a printer driver, you may have the wrong one in-

stalled.

diagnosis The GEM Desktop and many other pro-

grams expect the printer to understand Atari or Epson

graphics-control codes, Epson being the dc facto stan-

dard. Most printers are Epson compatible, or they can

be made compatible by setting a certain DIP switch or

pressing a certain sequence of buttons on the printer's
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front panel.

Since programs must work with :i wide variety of

printers, many use printer-driver files that translate

graphics codes to a form a specific printer can unders-

tand. If you have the printer driver for the wrong

printer installed, the program will output garbage.

CURE Ask the program's manufacturer if it has a printer

driver for your particular printer. Read your program

manual to discover how to install your driver.

If there is no driver for your printer, or if the pro-

gram does not use drivers, cheek your printer manual

to see if the printer is switchable to Epson-compatible

mode, as outlined above. If so,

switch it, then configure your pro-

gram to use the Epson driver. Tor

example, if a program uses GDOS,

Atari's high-resolution printer pro-

gram, you can use the FX80.SYS

printer driver. (The FX80 is an Ep-

son printer.) If your printer isn't or

can't be made compatible, be care-

ful to buy programs that specifically

state that they work with your

printer!

My
printouts are getting lighter and

lighter. Putting in a new ribbon

doesn't help.

cause Your print head is worn out,

or die spacing between the head

and the platen needs to be adjusted.

DIAGNOSIS Look at your printer

manual and find where it describes

how to move the print head closer

to the platen. If the print is still

light after moving the head closer,

then the pins on the head may be

worn.

If your manual docs not describe

how to purchase and replace the

print head, call some computer re-

pair shops and ask if thev can help

you. Otherwise, you may have to

contact the manufacturer for ser-

vice.

tal white line appears on your printed text, the head is

damaged. If a white line appears when you print graph-

ics, but not when you print text, then the problem is

with your printer driver. If a random scattering of dots

or short horizontal lines are missing from your text,

then the ribbon is slack, causing it to get caught in the

print head.

CURE 'lb replace the print head, sec the previous an-

swer. If the problem is with a printer driver, see the

printing graphics problem above. If the ribbon is slack,

there is probably a knob that can tighten it. As usual,

consult your printer manual!

Some dots or a line of dots is miss-

ing from my printouts.

CAUSE A pin on the print head may

be damaged or worn, you ma}' have

the wrong printer driver installed,

or the ribbon may be slack.

DIAGNOSIS If a consistent horizon-
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DOCTOR

JOYSTICK
Every time I try to play that award-winning game, Brak The

Barbarian Versus The Yuppie Investment Banker, my joy-

stick stops working.

CAUSE Brak's programmer chose to read the joystick

from the mouse port (Port 0) instead of the more com-

monly used joystick port (Port 1).

DIAGNOSIS The joystick works fine with

every other program you own.

CURE The next time you use the that par-

ticular program, unplug your mouse and

stick the joystick in its place.

M y joystick won't work with any program.

DIAGNOSIS Usually one of two things on a

joystick breaks: the cord or the switch.

Using a screwdriver, take apart the joy-

stick. (With some joysticks, watch for

springs falling out. They're easily lost.)

Visually check the switch. The way the

less expensive joysticks (like Atari's) work

is by pushing a flat plastic circle, held per-

pendicular to the actual joystick, against

bubble contacts inside the base. If the

stick is used aggressively, this fairly fragile circle can

break. Inspect it for cracks.

If you have a more expensive stick (one that makes a

definite "click" sound when pushed), your joystick uses

microswitehes to send signals. Push the joystick in eve-

ry direction and listen carefully for the telltale click. Al-

so make sure the joystick rebounds into the neutral po-

sition.

If the switch is intact, check the cord. Using a resis-

tenee meter, measure the resistence along the length of

the cord, from the computer plug to the joystick

switch. Visually cheek the exposed wiring for fraying

or breaking.

CURE The easiest thing to do is just buy a new joystick.

But, if you insist...

If your joystick uses Atari's bubble-contact arrange-

ment, slide the plastic circle out of the rubber housing

and glue it back together.

If your joystick uses microswitehes, take it to an

electronics store and try to find a replacement switch.

Look for the same brand, if possible. You may not be

able to find a replacement or substitute for every mi-

croswitch. If you do find one, you'll need to solder it

into place.

If the exposed wiring within the base is frayed or

broken, you can trim the damaged ends and solder a

bridge between them. If the problem is in the long, in-

sulated cord, you're stuck with buying a new joystick.

When I play that award-winning game, Son Of Brak The

Barbarian Versus The S&L Loan Officer, I can only

move Brak in certain directions, but the manual says he can

move in any direction.

CAUSE Definitely a broken joystick switch.

DIAGNOSIS See the answer above.

CURE See the answer above.

ASK DOCTOR

MODEM
i amiss. It could be a bad cableMy

modem won't work.

CAUSE Something';

or a broken modem.

DIAGNOSIS Make sure the modem has power, and that

it's connected to the ST. Most modems have a row of

lights labeled HS, AA, CD, OH, RD, SD, TR and MR.

When they're lit, they represent activity on some of the

modem's data lines. When you turn your modem on,

you should see that TR and MR are lit up. TR means

Terminal Ready; it indicates that your ST is communi-

cating with the modem. If it doesn't light up, you might

have a bad cable; borrow another cable and see if the

modem works with that. MR means Modem Ready. If

it's not lit, then something is wrong with the modem.

Finally, make sure that the cord connecting the modem
to the phone jack is okay. Plug a phone into it and see if

you get a dial tone, and if you can dial a number.

CURE If the cable is bad, be sure that you purchase the

correct kind of replacement cable! Bring the bad one

with you so that you can compare the connectors. Be

careful not to buy a null-modem cable or adaptor. A

null-modem is used to connect your ST directly to an-

other computer; it isn't designed to talk to a modem.
Unfortunately, there isn't much you can do to fix a
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broken modem, unless it's a burned-out fuse. See if

your manual tells you how to replaee a fuse. If it does,

do it. if not, you might went to take the modem apart

to see if it has a fuse, and replaee it if necessary — but

only if it's no longer under warranty. If the fuse looks

fine, then one of the chips may be bad. You'll have to

send it back to the manufacturer for repairs.

If the phone cord is bad, try replacing it. If it's still

bad, then there's a problem with the outside line, and

you should report it to your phone company.

When I'm connected to some BBSs, the stuff that I type

doesn't show up on the screen. On other BBSs, every-

thing I type appears twice, Miikkee tthhiiss.. What's wrong?

CAUSE Your terminal is set at the wrong duplex (also

known as echo mode).

DIAGNOSIS Duplex refers to whether or not your termi-

nal echoes what you type on the screen. Some BBSs

send what you type back to your terminal, other BBSs

expect you to provide your own echo.

CURE Somewhere in your communications program

there should be a way to switch the duplex. If you can't

see what you type, turn your echo on by selecting half

duplex (local echo). If you see two characters for every

one you type, switch to full duplex (no echo).

A lot of garbage characters appear on my terminal screen

when I am connected to a BBS. I*5t looH@12s s &m-

thing MKe NM'&is.sd

CAUSE Line noise caused by electrical interference.

DIAGNOSIS AND CURE Line noise can be difficult to

track down, especially if it's intermittent. If the noise

only occurs when you call a certain BBS, tell the sysop

of that BBS about the problem. If it seems to strike at

random, make sure that your modem and phone cord

are placed at least six inches away from your monitor,

or any other electrical equipment which might be a

source of interference. The further away, the better. If

that doesn't help, turn off your computer, plug a phone

into your phone line, and listen for a loud crackling or

popping sound. If you hear some, report the noise to

your phone company.

If you live in an area with a large concentration of

TVs and stereos (an apartment complex or a college

dorm), or if you live close to a TV or radio station, you

should buy and use a shielded modem cable. Make sure

your equipment is plugged into a grounded three-plug

wall socket. This not only reduces line noise, but may

also protect your system from a chip-searing jolt! You

can never eliminate line noise, but this should bring it

down to an acceptable level.

EE!E!I
BAR CODE + PLUS!

CRICIT is an integrated Cash Register &. Inventory

Control package. For the price of a cash register,

own the complete Bar Code Ready CRICIT BAR
PLUS! System!

• Complete Cash Register Functions

• Flexible Inventory Control for 65,500 Products

• Daily. Period and Yearly Reporting

• Price/Product Labels Printed with Bar Code
• Reads Bar (ode Directly from Packaging

• Coupon Issue and Redemption(fixed or % of sale)

• Self-Customized Receipts, Inventory, Reporting

• Purchase Orders with Auto-Re-Order Calculation

• Commission Calculation for 15 Sales Clerks

• Mailing Lists in List and Label Formats
• l.ay-Anays, Auto-Discounts, Stock Searches

• Categories, Departments, Non-Stock Items

• Between-Store Reporting via Modem
• Easier to Use Than a Cash Register

• Network up to Six Registers

aasB^^ Va7 ready

"INVENTORY CONTROL .

at CASH REGISTER PRICES!"

Bar Code + Plus! Software

Terminal 2 Software

Terminals 3-7 Softwarefeac

Full Feature Demo Disk

Bar Code Reader

Electronic Cash Drawer

Lantech Network Interface

NEW TERMINALS 2 through 7 SOFTWARE
Terminal 2 software allows you to tie a second ST/MEGA to your master

BAR CODE + PLUS! system by simply connecting a MIDI cable. This

second register allows sales types of transactions to take place while sales,

adding stock, editing, reporting, etc. is taking place on the master system. Up
to 6 registers can be connected using the LANTECH local area network.

Nice & Software
103 Queen Street S.

Kitchener, Ontario

Canada N2G 1W1

(519) 744-7380
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ASK DOCTOR

MIDI
The software is sending MIDI data but I'm not getting any

response from my instruments.

CAUSE Ether the software is sending non-note data,

the MIDI cables are not connected properly, or your

MIDI channels are not matched.

DIAGNOSIS AND CURE Just because the

software shows it is sending MIDI data

doesn't mean you will hear sounds. It is

possible the program is just sending con-

troller or system information and not any

notes. Double check that there really is a

problem before troubleshooting it.

If you're satisfied that the program is

sending notes, check the MIDI cable con-

nections. For a simple setup, one cable

should run from the Atari MIDI Out to the

instrument MIDI In and a second cable

should run from the instrument MIDI Out

to the Atari MIDI In. If your instruments

are chained from one to another, the ca-

bles run from the MIDI Thru of the first

instrument to the MIDI In of the second

instrument, then from the .MIDI Thru of

the second instrument, to the MIDI In of

the third instrument, etc. For complex setups with a

MIDI patch bay, be sure that the MIDI In and Out con-

nections are plugged in correctly and that the expected

patch program is in use. Incoming MIDI data may con-

tain program changes that trigger a MIDI patch bay to

inadvertently reroute your system connections.

If your cables are correct, then check that your in-

struments are set to receive on the MIDI channel on

which your software is sending. If you don't know
which channel that is, vary the instrument receiving

channel while the software runs and you should even-

tually hit it. For a fast check, putting the instrument in-

to Omni mode (if it is capable) makes it respond to any

incoming MIDI data, regardless of channel. If there is

still no sound even in Omni mode, the problem comes

from other cause(s).

The instruments are playing but the results are garbled.

CAUSE You're using non-standard MIDI cables.

DIAGNOSIS The Atari MIDI-Out port incorporates ac-

tive MIDI-Thru connections (violating the normal MIDI

specification). Standard MIDI cables will not pick up

this extraneous MIDI-Thru signal, causing your music to

play correctly. Other cables may look like MIDI cables

but are designed for other uses and have internal con-

nections that can pass corrupted MIDI data. Unfortu-

nately, there's no way to tell visually how a cable is

wired internally.

CURE Make sure you buy regulation MIDI cables. Don't

just buy a cable which has a five-pin DIN plug; buy one

designed for MIDI data.

My
friend and I want to play two keyboards at once into

my sequencer. I tried to connect them with a Y-cable

and feed it into the Atari MIDI In, but the result is garbled.

CAUSE Incompatible MIDI data stream.

DIAGNOSIS A single MIDI command, such as turning on

a note, is actually made up of several separate data bytes

in series. A Y-cable would let the merged data streams

cut into and interfere with each other in strange and

ugly fashions. That's why your music sounds garhled.

CURE What you need is a dedicated MIDI merge unii

that intelligently recognizes individual messages com-

ing in and splices them together in a single coherent

stream. Such devices are available as stand-alone units

or incorporated into some keyboards and third-party

Atari MIDI interfaces.

I

downloaded a Macintosh sample data file that should be

compatible with my sample-editor program, but it could not

be read.

CAUSE The MaeBinary file header was not deleted.

DIAGNOSIS Some types of MIDI data files are compati-

ble across computers (e.g. samples, patch banks, stan-

dard MIDI format sequences). While Atari and IBM files

are readily swapped, many downloaded Macintosh files

contain an extraneous 128 byte header (Macliinary

header).

CURE You can use any binary-editor program to delete

this header (try Byte Mechanic from START Special Is-

sue Four) and resave the file. Loading it into vour word

processor for editing is not recommended.

When I record into a sequencer, I hear only half the notes

that the instrument is supposed to be able to play.

CAUSE MIDI Local Control is still on.

DIAGNOSIS Keyboard instruments have two parts: the

keyboard controller and the synth sound generator.

Normally, you want the two linked so that pressing a

key produces a sound. When the instrument is hooked

into a sequencer, however, notes are played twice: first,

as you press the key, and again as it echoes through the

sequencer. Faeh note is using two MIDI channels, in-

stead of one. As a result, you only hear half as many
notes as your keyboard could produce.

CURE Within the MIDI specification is a Local Control
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MIDI command which breaks the controller/generator

link. Not all MIDI instruments implement it. If yours

does, switch Local Control to off. Now pressing a key

sends the signal straight into the sequencer without

making a sound. The sound generator only responds to

MIDI data sent back from the sequencer.

I

have trouble sending new patch banks into a synthesizer.

CAUSE Again, there are several possible causes: synth

memory protect is on, you need two-way MIDI com-

munications, or you've chosen the wrong patch-file

format.

DIAGNOSIS AND CURE Synth memory protect may be-

on by default, because some synths start in this mode
when they are turned on. If memory protection is ac-

tive the synth will not accept new patch data. There is

usually some sort of front-panel control {sec your synth

manual) which you must set to turn off protection.

While most synths only need one-way MIDI link-

age (Atari MIDI Out to synth MIDI In) to receive new
patch data, some demand two-way communications

(Atari MIDI Out to synth MIDI In and synth MIDI Out

to Atari MIDI In). The Casio CZ-101 series is a notorious

example. To be on the safe side, always try to keep a

two-way communications link.

If you suspect the patch-file format, you have good
cause. Patch-editor programs tend to use proprietary

file formats to store patch data. In general, patch files

created by one program cannot be used in another pro-

gram even though both arc working with the same tar-

get instrument. Similarly, you cannot use patch files

created for one instrument with another (e.g. send

CZ-101 patch file into a DX7). If you run into this prob-

lem, you're out of luck. You can't use the patch.

When playing a sequence, the drum part uses the wrong

sounds, like whistles instead of the expected hi-hats.

CAUSE The original drum part was recorded with a dif-

ferent instrument.

DIAGNOSIS MIDI instruments have different drum
sounds mapped to individual keys. For example, C2
plays snare on one instrument, but D2 plays it on an-

other. If a sequence was recorded using a Yamaha RX-I1

drum machine and you play it through a Roland R-8,

the drum part will sound quite different from the origi-

nal.

CURE Many sequencers provide some form of a drum-

map editor, which changes the drum sound to note as-

signment. The alternative is to change the map within

your drum machine.

PDC, Dept. STA, 4320 - 196th SW Suite B-140, Lynnwood, WA 98036-6721 / (206) 745-5980
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Absolute Zero
The Quest For Nothingness

BY TERRY FERGUSSON

What is the sound of one hand clapping? If a tree falls in the woods and no one is there,

is there a sound? Can you play Absolute Zero and win? Ponder these mysteries

while you play one of the most frustrating puzzle games you'll ever see.

r
f"* oilow the disk

X instructions to

nn-ARC the file ZE-

RO_ARC.PRG from

your hack-up

START disk onto

a play disk. Make

sure the files

ZERO.PRG and ZE-

RO.MBK arc in the

same directory, then

double-click on ZE-

RO.PRG. Absolute

Zero runs on color

systems only, and is

not compatible with the STT

This is the Absolute Zero play field. It will take you at least 100

moves to bring all the numbers to absolute zero.

The Object Of The Game

Alter you set the level of difficulty,

the computer scrambles the playing

field by the number of moves you

specified. It is your task to make all

the numbers identical. This will

normally mean returning all the

numbers to zero, but you will win

as long as all the numbers have

the same value. Every puzzle is

guaranteed 10 be solvable; all you

have to do is backtrack the com-

puter's scrambling moves. How-
ever, it is possible to win without

following the exact path back-

wards.

The Rules

You can click on any of the 25

squares that make up the board.

Clicking with the left mouse button

adds one to the square and clicking

the right mouse button subtracts

one. The irritating catch is, all the

squares immediately surrounding

the square you click on will do the

AT A GLANCE
Program:

Type:

Requirements:

Arcfile:

Files:

Absolute Zero

Puzzle game

512K, low rez.TOS 1.0-1.4

ZER0_ARC.PRG

ZERO.MFJK ZERO.PRG

opposite. That is, if

you add one to a

square, every square

surrounding it will

have one subtracted; if

you subtract one from

a square, every square

surrounding it will

have one added.

Start Simple

I suggest starting out

with very small levels

of difficulty (like one,

perhaps?) and gradual-

ly building your skills. By clicking

on ?? when you set your level of dif-

ficulty, you are able to put in any

number you wish. 1 can solve a 10,

and find 25 a consistent challenge,

lb win on the more difficult lev-

els, this game requires absolute con-

centration and a deep understand-

ing of spatial relationships and

cause and effect. Or, of course, you

can just click away madly until your

fingers gel sore, like mine. Ouch.

When he's not controlling the air-

space around Winnipeg, Manitoba,

Terry Fcrgnsson enjoys using and
programming his SI] This is bis first

appearance in START.
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BRE Software
Order Lines/Catalog Requests: (800) 347-6760 '

Order Line Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8:00 AM-6:00 PM, Sat. 10:00 AM-5:00 PM Pacific Time

Customer Service/Order Status/Inquiries/Canada Orders: (209) 432-3072

Public Domain Software

Public Domain Library
|

We have been compil no. c- Pink iJc-nar Disk Librae lor

an 4 years. We currently have over 1,100 ST Public I

Di-is iilloc win Ul ihes. Games, Applications,

. ,) Publishing tiles and more. The listing below is |ust I

Order Line Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8:00 AM-6:00 PM, Sat. 10:00 AM-5:00 PM Pacific Time I
a sampling irom our library, but you can receive our free
Catalog by calling orwriling. i

Atari ST Book
ol Tips, Instru km. Secrets an

Mega ST begi

Cwns'i r.'r-nu;

step by slep

s where the Ata

lef! oil pro 1

; din

Games
#583 - Pac Man, Hangman (Color Only)

#596 - Quick Draw V1.0 - Pictionary type

drawing game
st Reverse V1.0- Very Good
Othello type game (Color)

ih'SH Suae- B'ea.icut (Mono Only)

1/835 - Adventure Game Toolkit

Shareware package that a.ic-ws you

to ccato your own top quality

adventure games tor Color or

complete catalog for 24 different

games created with AGT. (DBL)
#957 - Mystic Mirror: Adv. Game Similar to

Dungeon Master. 2 F aye- (Color:

#960- Wheel of Fortune V3.0 (Color)

Stellar Starfighter - Shoot'em Up
#962 - Space War V1.0 - I he Classic

Space Shoot'em Up for 2 Players

(Color Only)

#963 - Go Up V1.0: Lode Runner Clone

w/Editor (Monochrome)
#900 - Tetriside - Tetris typo came for

1 or 2 players (Color)

Va que Squared - Sequel to a Tetris

it you from all four
' - i. (Colorsides of the 27 x

#993 Monochrome Games
Man Pac- Pac Man Clone
Columns- Tetris Clone

#1073 - Deep Space Drifter, Ditch Day
Drifter - Excellent text adventures

#1040 - Sorry V1.8 - Just like the board

game. For 2-4 players. (Color Only)

Valgus V2.0 - Tetris clone for 1 or 2

players simultaneously. (Color Only)

#1050-1053 - Bloodwych Maps (4 Disks)

#1070 Pile Up V3.0 - Tetris Clone, now
with keyboard control (Color Only)

#1079- Xenomorph Maps
#1147 Columns clone, Saddam Shoot

Sad Man - Who's Sane - Take
your aggressions on our favorite

Middle East leader

#1164 - Taipan II V1.14 Trading Game,
make as much money as oossiolc

in 15 countries (Color Only)

For Dungeon Master
Is 1-7

and Character Set on

the level above Chaos with the

best equipment selection.

#590 - Game Disk Organizer

Saved game file of characters with

a Firestaff weapon.
#720- Maps for Levels 8- 14

For Chaos Strikes Back

#699 - Walk thru of opening level. Dragon
Lair portraits. 5 Fantasy and 3 Sci Fi

c.iaractrj' po-trnits. Prison List.

Spells and Potions List and morel

#997/996 - Maps for Levels 5 S 3

Over 1100 Disks Available for the Atari ST
Utilities, Games, MIDI, Applications, Music,

Graphics, Educational, Clip Art, and much more

Call for FREE Catalog
#1015 - Cartographer Demo

\

Maps out or Edit your Dungeon t

Master or Chaos Strikes Back Saved #1057 - The V;

Games. Demo fully functional on Desigr.

levels 1 & 2. (1 Meg RAM) progra

Atari ST Subjects
Topics covered include; Hard V>< vos.

; vjn-inq !FJU Software. D.sk Si rue::. re.

File Recovery, Connecting a 5 1/4" Diet

Drive, Assembling your own Hi

Sector S : "
lo ErJhhg E -iary. Hsc'LIer; nai

Codes, ASCII Files Problems. Escape

|
Codes and much more!

$16.95

Utilities

#399 - Degas/Degas Elite Printer Drivers

#400/600 - 3 1/2" Disk Labeling Programs
#438 Vanterm V3.0 - Shareware Terminal
#443 - Intersect RAM Baby, Amortization

#514 - Monochrome Emulator V3.0 - Run

#686/666 - H.P. Deskjet /Laserjet Utilities

#768/938 - NeoDesk Icons

#80 Lfiku! Priming Programs
Cassette Label Maker, Label and

#868 - Atari ST Subjects (Book) Programs
#938 - NeoDesk Icons. Recoverable

Trashcan V1.2. Quick NeoDesk INF
Loader, NeoDesk Canvas 0.55 Beta

#940/941 - LaserBrain V1.31 - Epson
Emulator tor Atari SLM8C4 Lasc
Printer. (Mono Only/DBL)
Additional Fonts on #1001-1003

#950 24 Pin Printer Emulator - Written

for printers without a letter quality

Deskjet Disk Labeling Program
Menu Master - Set up menus to

automatically load programs on

#951 - DC Show It V1.1. Head Stan V1.1,

Little Green Item Selector V1.6C

#952 - Address Labeler V2.0 - Create,

Print and Store address abels

DCopy V3.4 Multifunction ,ili ilv

ARC, DeARC, Copy S more. Shell

program included tor mouse control

#988 Fast Copy 111, NX- 1000 Set Up
H.P. Deskjet Print Utility V 1.4

#991 - Label Printing for H.P. Deskjet and
Avery 5260 Labels, Desktop
Formatter, Disk Sector Editor

#1008 - Icondesk - Set up different looking

79 ie

o-rl Hack I .'.Coco Tii

#1030 • Diamond Format V2.0 The
same custom formatter included

with Diamond Back II. Formats
1.44/1.6 Meg Drives, also A.F.E.

format compatible with Mac It's

BitMaster Track Editor V1.05

CAT3 - Disk Cataloging Program
Screen Dump for 24 Pin Printers

#1036 - DCOPY V3.6 - Multifunction Utility

ARC, DeARC, Copy Smote. Shell

program included fcr mouse ttim.lrol.

Little Green Selector V1.7

Looklt & Poplt V1.0 Demo
System Tester - Displays TOS

#1038/1039 - DC Desktop Icons
#1041 - ST Data Handler V3.0 - Simple,

mouse dvjen database program.

Pack V2.0 - Reduces file size of

a on a hard disk

irom loss. Automates and speeds

#1060 - Two Cassette Labeling programs.
Print-A-Matic V1.D Provides an
oasy way to control your printer,

."'urqui V'.D Permanently erases
all of the fiies on a floppy disk fast

#1061 - Diamond Find V1.0 - File find utility.

Program a-d Accessory versions

ij.-'.o'.'i.'- C:;i! s F.:i.:no^s Disk L'O.'ff.'
;'('

Shareware Disk Cataloging Prg.

Megaform V2.1 - Multiple copy,

fast disk copies and saeciai copies.

#1165 - NeoDesk Icons. .NIC File Chopper
#1169 - PrintMaster Plus Utilities

#1'70 - ST VIRUS KILLER V3.18: Detect

and eliminate 15 different Viruses.

Guards against future spreading

Bible on Disk
King James Version

Double Sided Pkg (8 Disks) $24.95

#1092 - Spiritware Concordance Program
New Testament. King James
Version. (1 Meg/Double Sided)

Desktop Publishing
#500/600 - Publishing Partner Fonts
#599/870 - PageStream Fonts
#737 - Calamus V1.09 Demo - Fully

functional except for Save
(Mono/1 Meg RAM/DBL)

#758/759/994/995/1050 - Calamus Fonts

#895 - PageStream VLB Demo - Fully

functional except for Save (DBL)
#935 Desktop Publishing Utilities

Convert to .IMG V1.20 - Converts
DiMjas, riecahrome Spectrum. Art

' —
,
Mac Paint and TNY pics

to .IMG fc

Domes : rom Wiz Works

included: Improved Postscript

Screen Fonts: Book, Chancery,
New Century Schoolbook, Palatini

#1044 - PageStream Fonts
Adverse iiain.ri Bu-:iny.ori

Oblique, Calligraphy 2. Celtic,

Chancery, Chicago, Dingbat, Flas

Harloe, Qlympia, Souvenir Mediun
SoLvu-m Medium Italic

#1094 - PageStream Fonts

Applications
#810 - SHEET V2.5P Very well polish

Shareware Spreadsheet.
#811 - Document at in- anr: sample files

Sheet V2.5

#907 - Wordflair V1.01 Demo (DBL)
#965 - Checkbook V1.C9. Almanac (Cc

#989 - Paperless Accountant
#999 - ST Writer V3.8 - Simple easy

use word processor v

documentation on disk.

Spell V2.8 - Stand Alone Spelling

Checker. H.P. Deskjet Driver

#1004 • TV Title - Vicec Titling Ut I '.y

Wedding Imitation Dn-ig--c:

Helps with correct wording tor

your wedding invitations.

#1026 B/STAT V2.36 - Powerful graphics
and statistics program. (DBL)

#'.063 - -Address Database Vi.45 (Color)

A dedicated address book prg for

keep ng names and numbers.
Banking Comomison Snooper '/':.

:

#1109 - Art ST V2.3 - Powerful drawing
program tor all resolutions

Co or Burst M ST/STE V1.3 - 3200
colors out of 29791 on an ST E

#1131 Deluxe Paint Demo
#1132 - Graphics Library Editor V1.30

#1133 - Gramslam Grammer Checker V2.3

Children's Programs

#551 - Kid Shapes
Graphics design program patterned

after a magnetic set. For ages 2-6

#552 - Kid Shapes Plus

Larger number of choices lor more
complex pictures. For ages 8 8 up.

#667 - Benjamin's ABC's
Teaches young children the letters

oMi'.r; alchatei W'T" digitized

speech. (DBL)
#699 - Kid Adder - Uses pictures to teach

Kid Color - Learning game for 3-7

year olds. Uses the mouse to

Kid Story V1.4 - A silly version of

the L f'.'u Red Riding Hood. Allows

children to create a story.

#920 - Simply Math, Picture Puzzler

#982 - Body Shop: Human Anatomy Tutor

MIDI
15 Voice- M 01#967 - Cosh Sequen

Recorder V2.1. From fcurope. I

#1155 - MIDI Mus :: Make- Plays nume-
music formats ibZ T'rac*. Muse
3:jdi0. etc) Also

File Format File



\hoose any 5
of these programs
or games for $49.95

Plus this bonus:
Choose any five from
the list - then pick any
three games for only

$15. 00 more!!

ANTIC BEST SELLER

MAPS & LEGENDS - (STO202) Accurately

plot Earth kind masses using one of eleven

map perspectives. Design your own maps, or

use DATAMAPS overlays. ($34.95)

DISK DOCTOR - (ST0211 I One small error

and your disk is damaged? No more. Repair

damaged disks with ease. Also allows you to

edit your disks. ($24.95)

CAD-3D 1.0 - (ST0214) The original

computer graphics program for the ST, eon-

tains many of the features of Cad -2.0 for only

512K. ($29.95)

STAR STRUCK - (ST0222) follow your lucky

stars with this program that instantly creates

charts using formulas for the nine most popu-
lar historical house systems ($19.95)

3D FONTS I - (ST022 1) Design your own
3D greeting cards, signs, logos, and letter-

heads with over 250K of serif and sans-serif

letters ($29.95)

3D PLOTTER AND PRINTER DRIVER
(ST0225) Supports HP pen plotters (and

compatibles) plus screen clump drivers

forOkidata. IBM. NEC. Epson, many
more ($24.95)

KF.RMIT & REMOTE CONTROL - (ST0226)
Instant Kermil protocol within Flash with this

custom desk accesory. Remote control turns

Flash into a mini-BBS, ($24.95)

DATAMAPS I - (ST0227) BOUNDARIES OF
THE WORLD overlays for Maps and Legends.

All of the major countries plus bonus histori-

cal maps. (52-1.951

G.I. SOUND TOOL - (ST0233) Save time,

money, and frustration by creating your own
sounds fast and easily through a GEM-easy
interface. Sound library incl. ($19.95)

GENESIS - (ST0239) The 3D Molecular Module
Create the basic elements, load and display

amino acids, hydrocarbons, create your own
molecules, much more. ($69.95)

3D DEVELOPER'S DISK - (ST0244) You can

use this program (and a working knowledge o

C) to unlock the deepest secrets of CYBER
STUDIO. ($29,951

THE NAVIGATOR - (ST0245) Pilots, navigator!

both ocean and air - can use this amazing pro-

gram to ereat accurate, detailed flight and sailii

plans. ($49,951

BASE TWO - (ST0246) GFM based data based
program that is a powerful and easy to use way
to organize. Too many features to list. (S59.95

QUICKTRAN - (ST0247) Your 1200-baud mode
can now transfer files at over 2000 baud. 2400
baud now flies al (000 baud. And it's totally

legal. ($34.95)

SPECTRUM 512 - With this one program you c

give your Atari ST a palette of 512 colors, and s

simulated palette of over 24,000 colors. Easy to

use. ($69,951

3D FONTS II - (ST0254) Spectacular new fonts

plus a potpourri of 3D clip art. Also includes

face masks, comer pieces, stars, etc. ($29.95)

CARTOON DESIGN DISK - (ST0256) With this

program you get not only a collection of 3D
comic characters, but specially designed pro-

grams to animate them. ($29.95)

DATA MAPS II - (ST0258) The world's rivers,

great highway, Great Wall. Alaskan Pipeline,

Trans Siberian Railroad, and The Orient Expres

($24.95)
SHADOW - (ST0259) Run any program while

downloading or uploading through any GEM
terminal program with this transparent back-

ground file. ($29.95)



im
MACKOMOUSE - (ST0260) Use this program to

record all button clicks and keyboard presses

you use 10 create a sequence, then ask it to re-

create them in realtime. C$34.95)

VIDEO TITLING DESIGN - (ST0261 I Add that

professional touch to your videos with spec-

tacular animated titles. Lots of effects and fonts.

( $29.95)

GAMES. GAMES and MORE GAMES

SHOOT THE MOON - (ST0252) A colorful,

high-speed shoot cm up in the classic arcade

tradition - with fabulous animation, and original

sounds. ($19.95)

3-D BREAK-THRU - (Sit) 253) Hang awa) til

the walls of this labrynth in Stereo with this first

rate ga me ol poinl-ol- view handball (S 19.93)

ALL ABOARD - (ST0402) Return to the days

when the best toy imaginable was a train set lor

you to set up and run. Fun for till age ($24.95)

STARQUAKE - (STO 103) Try to repair the

fabric ol' our mm crsc while lighting the the

many unknown and dangerous creatures ol this

unstable planet. ($29.95)

FOUNDATIONS WASTE - (TH5001 ) - Join

agent Einholts through a possible loophole

to the Galaxy Perimeter and escape the

horror of The Waste. ($29.95)

PHANTASM - (TH501 1 ) - I'hanlasizc to keep

ahead of the POLL TAX collector, and be , .

w hisked away to a future you could never Q«™>
dream! ($29.95!

HYPERDOMF. - (111

controls of a federal

the final lest ol a pill

for death. ($29.95)

I LUDICRUS - (TH5031 ) -Join our little hero

as he lights the worst bad guys the Romans

could come up w ith. Ourteckies love this

one! (S29.93)

SPACE SCHOOL - (TH5041 ) - A rookie pilot

has melted most of 6] Cycnus, and the

Academy has come up with a new, horrifying

final for the elite corps. ($29.95)

TRANSPUTOR - (TH505I I - latter the com-

puter ofyour dreams and work through the

32 screens and 32 enemy blocks - 3D action.

digitized sound. ($29.95)

^BETTER DEAD THAN ALIEN (III 1(10 I) -

pare to do battle as you and galactic hero

Brad Zoom face the most revolting life forms

ever to pollute the universe. (S 2-1.93)

021) - Sil al the

an fighterand take

t'sskills- for glory

NEW GAMES FROM CINEMAWAREV.

DEFENDER OE THE CROWN (TH7001 ) King
Richard has been murdered, and you tire leading

the Saxon Knights against the hated Normans. If

you succeed . England is yours. ($49.95)

DARK SIDE (TH7002) The awesome doomsday
device of an alien race is moment's away, you, a

mercenary of (he future, must infiltrate and
destroy. (S 19.95)

TOTAL ECLIPSE (Tl 1700.3) An impending
eel ipse is about to trigger an ancient Egyptian

curse, 'file earth will be annihilated unless you
can penetrate the pyramid's shrine. ($49.95)

THE KING OF CHICAGO (TH700 t) Capone is

in jail, the Windy City is up for grabs, and you

want the power and wealth. Are you lough

enough? (49.95)

Contains adult language!!

S.D.I Two star crossed lovers hold the key to

survival oft he hunt an race. He's an American.

she's a Russian, and the KGB is still as dangerous

and well armed as ever. ($49.95)

SHOOT THE MOON - A colorful,

high-speed shoot-em up in the artaide

tradition. (ST0232) ($39.95)

LCS WANDERER - Transports you through

galactic space sectors, black holes, and enemy
aircraft. tsren>t>te/i reqittml) <sto>38i $39.95

ZYNAPS - (TH7005) Avoid disaster in litis alien

infested planetary system full of menacing space

craft ami cosmic debris. Big time shoot 'cm up.

($29.95)

Call Toll Free

(800) 234-7001

_ STATE COUNTY

_

_ PHONE NO

Mail Order- To order by mail,

and return with payment to:

nplete order to

QUANTITY ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE EACH TOTAL

Game Bonus Order cmt**v#)*M»ni7v,«iK*t

(S4.50 per ontei)

Total

,rab Hat; >'* Second Sinei Sun Francisco, C,\ 'Ml

n-m h, check money order, MasicrCanl.vis.v or

-ican Express Ptymett must accompany all mail i

nil- -.liipniilu, mid litindliilfj charges of Si. 1?!! per n

Total
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TYPEFACE

Third-Party Fonts Get An Eagle-Eye Evaluation

BYDANFRUCHEY
Word Processing/Desktop Publishing Editor

T-l
1 onts are kind of the DNA of

li desktop publishing — they're

^ the basic building blocks

upon which to create a document.

Without fonts, there is no text, and

where would computer publishing

be without text?

But unlike DNA, fonts can be

copyrighted. Most DTP packages in-

clude a set of public-domain fonts

SO that you can get started on a doc-

ument right away — usually the

Swiss and Times Roman families (a

family refers to variations of a font:

italic, bold, light, etc.). DTP pack-

ages also often include fonts that

companies develop themselves.

Higher-level DTP gives you access

to whole font families. ISD Market-

ing, for instance, has licensed literal-

ly hundreds of fonts from the Com-

pugraphic family for their Calamus

product.

Several third-party developers

have created font packages for the

Atari desktop publisher. While all

offer essentially the same thing —
fonts — the packages vary in quality

and quantity. (Editor's Note: To help

you with the selection process the

developers of the fonts reviewed

here have granted START permission

to place samples on our monthly

disk. From your backup,

double-click on FONT_ARC.PRG,

choose Extract, then choose a desti-

nation disk from the item selector

that appears. You should then see

the following files:

CH_STEMS.CFN, EXPORT.CFN,

SOUVMEDE.CFN, CHFRRY.TXT,

CH_STEMS.TXT, ISDFONTS.TXT,

SAFARI.TXT.)

Before we begin the actual com-

parison, let's take a quick look at

some of the differences in font

structure and then provide some

pointers on how to select the right

fonts for your particular needs.

Outline Fonts: The New Standard

Although a few word-processing

and DTP programs still use

bit-mapped fonts for printer output,

their numbers are shrinking. Virtual-

ly every DTP program released in

the last three years uses outline

fonts. The latest word processors,

Script and PKS Write, follow this

trend and even Atari Corp. has con-

verted GDOS to use outline font

formats.

The shift toward outline fonts
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makes sense. They consume less

memory and disk space, they are

more versatile than bit-mapped

fonts and, in general, they are rela-

tively inexpensive. An outline font

can be easily rendered in different

sizes, weights and styles from a sin-

gle file. With the right software

there is virtually no end to the ma-

nipulations you can perform on an

outline font.

There are literally hundreds of

outline fonts available and, accord-

ing to font developers, many new

offerings will be published soon.

Virtually any font available on a PC

or Mac computer is available for the

ST.

Perhaps the only problem for the

DTP industry to solve

now is determining

which outline format

will dominate [he

Atari market. Four

formats are currently

available for the ST:

Calamus, PageStream,

Ultrascript and

Postscript. All are

similar in nature,

though none of them

are compatible.

Font Selection

There are many fac-

tors you should con-

sider when purchas-

ing fonts. Questions

about price, format

and availability only

scratch the surface.

To help you make the

best selections possi-

ble ask yourself the

following questions:

Completeness-,

Does your font make use of the en-

tire Atari character set or just the

symbols available from the key-

board? Are there both uppercase

and lowercase characters in the

font? Can you access less commonly

used characters such as a copyright

symbol or bullet?

Clarity: Are characters easy to

recognize or are they difficult to

identify? Docs the character style

slow reading? Is the character style

distinct enough to be read at arms

length or do you need to hold the

page close to your face to decipher

text?

Uniformity. Do letter curves

flow smoothly and evenly or do

they appear irregular? Do character

strokes line up correctly with other

components or do the letters appear

unbalanced? Docs each character

appear evenly designed, consistent

with the entire font and similar

characters in the set? Compared to

other characters in the font set do

Garamond
Max Bold

Souvenir Medium

ZapJ Chancery

actcr drop-out)? When you enlarge

the letters are there noticeable flaws

in design?

Versatility: Can the font be used

on a daily basis or is it a specialty

design that has limited application?

If it is a font you plan on using in

the body of your documents are-

there bold, italic and bold-italic

variations available? If you change

the font to bold, skewed, or any

other style is the font still usable?

Does the font set include stylistic

variations of an individual character

that help give the font a unique fla-

vor?

All three font publishers re-

viewed here stood up to these tests

remarkably well. Any apparent

flaws found in the

character sets were a

matter of design or

interpretation, not

omission. In many in-

stances the designer

had excelled, adding

additional touches

that made a font more

usable than a nearly

identical version of-

fered by a competitor.

Bookman
WILD WEST

Shown here are some of the font samples

included on your START disk.

some letters appear too bold or too

thin?

Size: What is the smallest point

size you will be using with this font?

Are the characters clearly distin-

guishable in that size? Are portions

of letters missing in small sizes (ehar-

The Fonts

It's a little difficult to

prepare an individual

review of each font

offered. ISD Market-

ing alone offers hun-

dreds of fonts and a

recent acquisition

doubles the size of

their font library. To

give you the best as-

sessment possible I'm

providing an over-

view of the quality of

fonts each manufacturer markets,

not individual reviews. I've also in-

eluded comments on distinctive

features that mark the brands, and

recommendations on some body

and display fonts I found particular-

ly pleasing. *
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EXCLUSIVE

PROGRAMS

ON DISK!

If you bought this issue

of START without the

disk, you're missing out!

Order the companion

disk full of great,

enjoyable programs from

fop ST experts.

Why not order a START

subscription? You'll get

this month's disk FREE!

(See "FREE Disk!" ad in

this issue.) To order this

month's disk, or your

START subscription call:

Toll-Free:

1-800-234-7001

7am-6pm PST
Visa, MC, American
Express orders only

Each disk is $10.95 plus $2.00

handling & mailing.

TYPEFACE TRIALS

Cherry Fonts

This British Columbia-based compa-

ny takes a practical approach to font

development. They place a strong

emphasis on classic styles which

have wide appeal and meet the

needs of most users. Renditions of

classic fonts such as Times Roman

and Garamond contain all the detail

and subtlety found in the more ex-

pensive fonts available from 1SD

Marketing. Characters are well bal-

anced and easy to read. Font sets

support extended European charac-

ters, symbols and bullets, along with

a few distinctive dingbats no other

fonts possess.

Cherry Fonts currently sells five

different font packs which each

contain at least four full fonts (some

font packs contain more). While

their current selection is limited,

Cherry's Todd Johnson tells me
there are many more font packs cur-

rently under production. I look for-

ward to their release with the glee

that only a font junkie can muster.

Cherry Fonts are only produced in

Calamus' font format. Unlike the

fonts available from ISD Marketing,

these fonts can be converted for use

in PageStream and other programs

via MegaType's Fontvcrter.

t highly recommend their Times

Roman (FontPak #4) as an alterna-

tive to the version packaged with

Calamus, which is improperly sized

and lacks bold and true italic ver-

sions. For a distinctive font for body

text and titles try Cherry Gara-

mond (FontPak #2). Examples of

Cherry Fonts are in the file

CH_STF.MS.CFN.

Computer Safari

Jay Pierslorff, designer of many
popular fonts sold under the Soft-

I.ogik label, now offers collections

of fonts through his own Atari deal-

ership, Computer Safari. Safari spe-

cializes in display fonts useful for

headlines, titles and captions. The

collection includes an impressive ar-

ray of distinctive fonts. Several body

fonts arc also available though not

all of the standard variations are in-

cluded (i.e., bold, italic, bold-italic).

The only drawback with Safari

Fonts is the occasional absence of a

lowercase alphabet in a character set

intended for display use (14-point or

greater). While you may not even

need the lowercase characters in a

title, they're simply not available

and typing them on screen pro-

duces no visible result. When I im-

ported text using one of these fonts,

it appeared as if entire portions of

words were missing. Knowing die

reason for the lettering gaps I was

able to change to uppercase letters

or switch fonts. Still, something

should be defined in the key posi-

tions for lowercase letters, if only to

let you know what's happening.

Three fonts are included in each

Safari pack. Outside of their versa-

tility, perhaps one of their greatest

selling points is their compatibility.

Each pack includes versions of the

fonts that will work with Calamus,

PageStream and Postscript. Why
spend time converting fonts when
you don't need to? When running

tests to compare publishing pro-

grams I produce identical pages

Products Mentioned

Cherry Fonts, FontPaks 1-5:

$42.95 each (U.S.); $49.95 each

(Canada; B.C. residents add 6 per-

cent sales tax); add $2 S/H. Cherry

Fonts, 2250 Tyner St., Unit A, Port

Coquitlam, British Columbia

V3C 2Z1 (604] 944-2923

Font Packs, $29.95 each (call for

selection). Computer Safari, 606

W. Cross St., Woodland, CA 95695

(916)6664813

Fonts, call for price and availabili-

ty. ISD Marketing Inc., 2651 John

St., Unit 3, Morkham, Ontario

L3R2W5 (416) 479-1880
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with each product using fonts from

the Safari collection. This allows mc
a greater number of parallel options

and, when it's necessary to switch

programs while producing a single

document, no one is able to notice a

difference in output. There isn't

any.

1 especially recommend Compu-
ter Safari's Bookman (font pack #5)

for body text and Micrographic

(font pack #4) for some interesting

titling effects. Hxamples of Safari

Fonts arc in the file I-XPORT.CFN.

ISD Marketing

The distributors of Calamus and

Calamus Outline also sell commer-

cial
-

fonts for their programs. These

fonts have been purchased from the

CompUgraphiC, Linotype and URW
libraries.

To put it bluntly, these are the

finest fonts currently available for

the ST. You can choose from a wide-

range of styles using the most popu-

lar display and body-text designs.

Catl't find the font you want? For a

fee ISD will convert any existing

Compugraphic font for use with

Calamus. I'm unaware of any other

company that offers such a policy.

All font sets are complete, including

the extended European character set

and a standard selection of symbols

and bullets.

While ISD's fonts are the best,

there are also several drawbacks that

accompany your purchase. Fonts arc

only available to registered Calamus/

Outline owners and each one is

"locked" for exclusive use with a

specific copy of the program. Also,

forget converting the fonts for use

with other programs. None of the

existing conversion programs will

work. Initially included as an an-

tipiracy measure, the serial number

lock (a measure which was consum-

er tested and abandoned on PCs)

could hamper sales to individuals

who own other programs and want

to use the same fonts with each

product.

Fonts must be purchased directly

from ISD. Delivery of your encoded

fonts normally takes a week to 10

days; you can't simply walk into

your local Atari dealer and make a

purchase.

I recommend ITC Souvenir as an

easy-to-read, body-text font and Fu-

tura II as a bold choice for captions

and headings. Fxamples of ISD fonts

are in the file SOUVMEDEXFN.

Last Words...?

There's something for everybody in

this fine collection of outline fonts.

Whatever you choose, you'll find a

font that gives new flavor to your

documents and adds a little fun to

the page-layout process. There's nev-

er really a last word on fonts, only

an end to the most recent article.

>

D&PComputer
P.O. BOX 811- Elytia. Ohio 44036

800-535-4290
Tech, Info & Fax 216-926-3842

9AM- 9PM EST

noJL....

No surcharge for credit cards. COD add $3.50 Restocking fee $10
.Ohio rBaid.flnla_add..5^5%JttalQlax

Shipping Info: Free shipping on Orders over $100, In the
continental USA.We ship UPS.
International: Actual freight. V/SA
Call for catalog

We alsocmymemory upgrades, computers and other hardware

The only enclosures we know of

thai has the on/off switch up front,

where it belongs, and a removable
power cord, the others don't! To
make a good thing better we even
made the front sivitcn illuminated.

Dual monitor hold dual 5.25" or

3.5" Tri monitor holds 3 - 3.5"

all cases $124.95

;-lBl ! iV!3«li. I

"I!
.~**JilLfc--v'-

:

.*£iL-';" ' jit;;.-:* S&*.«- M'HlMii l
' r ,

4K.'U!iiii-. ^hj. ,i!it!iL. .iiiisi ishiih;

errrrtir-
-

i P Dual Ha

Your choice of above enclosure. Complete assembled unit, using ICD Advantage Plus host(w/clock) and software, Seagate drive,

SCSI cable, and fan! Ready to plug in and use. . All units have a one year warranty. (Syquest drives 2 Years). Available without

clock for $10 less. This enclosure is of the highest quality, buy ours & buy theirs, if you don't agree, we will take ours back!!!

20 MEG 40MS- $470
20 MEG 28MS- $494
30MEG40MS-$500
30 MEG 28MS- $524
* 50 MEG 40MS- $534
*50MEG28MS-$560
* 65 MEG 28MS- $564

» 85 MEG 28MS- $584
* 85 MEG 24 MS - $624
* 105 MEG 19 MS - $782
* 168 MEG 15MS-$1015
•210 MEG 15MS-$ 1087

SYQUEST 44MEG REMOVABLE-S779
* Current Notes PD ST library on your

:. HP* »40megs-S40» 1

quest 44 c

50 MEG 28 MS & 44 Cart - $1 104
85 MEG 24 MS & 44 Cart - $1178
105 MEG 19MS & 44 Cart - $1366
168 MEG 15MS St. 44 Cart - $1600
210MEG15MS St 44 Cart -$1672
Dual 44meg removable - $ 1375

Other combinations available Call!

!
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CYBER CORNER

CAMERA CONTROL
Simple Program Adds Drama To Animations

BY RICK MAY

Creating an exciting and dra-

matic 3D animation is not

always the easiest thing to

do. In addition to the

movement of objects, the

animator needs to pay close atten-

tion to the movement of the viewer,

or the "camera." I have focused on

creating complicated camera effects

for quite a while now, and my expe-

rience teaches me that camera

movements can make or break an

animation. Moving the camera the

wrong direction at the wrong time

lessens an object's sense of move-

ment. But the right camera move-

ment combined with the right ob-

ject movement creates an exciting

feeling.

To create a dramatic camera

movement via Cyber Studio's Cyber

Control takes a lot of time, trial and

AT A GLANCE
Program. Camera Control

Type: Animation utility

Requirements: 1MB, medium or high rez,

CAD-3D2.0, Cyber Control

Arcfile: CAMC_ARC.PRG

Files: CAMCNTRLCTL

EXAMPLE.3D2

STARTUP.CTL
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This is the example picture EXAMPLE.3D2. The small tubes define the spline of

movement through this universe occupied by a sphere and a wedge.

error. So to help with this problem,

I have written two short programs

in the Cyber Control language.

CAMCNTRLCTL, along with

CAD-3D 2.0, allows you to edit a

spline based on five control points,

which the camera follows during

your animation. It also allows you

to set these control points so that all

objects are totally within your view-

ing area and nothing is cut out. The

second file, STARTUP.CTL is to he-

inserted in front of your animation

script, setting up the spline and

camera for your own animations.

Getting Started

You'll need to extract the file

CAMC_ARCPRG, which is on your

START disk. Then boot up your disk

containing Cyber Control and

CAD-3D 2.0. Load EXAMPLL.3D2
into CAD. Take a look at these ob-

jects from each viewing window.

You will notice five cubes named cl,

c2, c3, c4 and c5- These points will I



define ;i spline that your camera will

follow. There are also two objects

labelled "object!" and "object2," the

first being the sphere. Switch over

to Cyber Control and load up CAM-

CNTRL.CTL. Click on the run op-

tion and follow along.

Action

After starting CAMCNTRL and click-

ing on OK in the alert box, the pro-

gram will take a few seconds to ini-

tialize itself. The five control points

from CAD-3D are turned into a

spline. The spline starts at cl, curves

through c2, c3 and c4, and ends at

c5. You will be asked to give the

number of points on the spline and

the type of spline. Larger numbers

give you a smoother curve but a

slower animation, since the camera

steps from one point to the next.

See your Cyber Control manual for

a description of the types of splines.

For this first time we will use a

50-point linear spline, so enter 50.

After the spline is created you will

be given a four-item menu. Let's go

over each option.

Lens Edit: This option lets you

change the current camera settings,

which are heading, 200m, and per-

spective. Let's use 0, 25 and 999 re-

spectively.

View. We can view the objects

from any point on the spline by typ-

ing any number from to 49 (since

we created a 50-point spline, is

the first point and 49 is the last).

You also need to decide whether to

view the objects as a wireframe or a

solid. The program then asks

whether you wish to look at the

center of the universe, or at object 1.

Print. All information needed to

set up the view, including camera

location, zoom, heading and per-

spective, are printed out. This is

very important, because after you

have found a zoom and perspective

you like, you must enter these num-

bers each time you use CAD-3D. (If

you have no printer, you'll have to

write down all numbers for later in-

put.)

Move-. Here is an easy way to xlatc

or rotate objectl. If there is any ob-

ject movement in your animation,

you want to make sure that the ob-

ject will be visible, and this is a nice

way to test it. If you have modelled

an object or group of objects that

will be animated, you may wish to

modify CAMCNTRL so that the Move

option will move your own models,

and not just objectl.

Startup

STARTUP.CTL is for you to use for

the beginning of your animation

script file. It sets up the spline from

the five control points and then eras-

es them to keep them out of the cam-

era's way. Remember to input the

same number of points in this pro-

gram as you did in CAMCNTRL.CTL.

Some Pointers

EXAMPLE.3D2 was provided for just

that purpose, an example. The idea is

for you to place five control points

and an objectl in your already

modelled universe.

Remember you must always have a

object named objectl in CAD-3D.

CAMCNTRL.CTL looks for this object

when it runs. Also, keep flipping be-

tween CAMCNTRL and CAD-3D until

you get the control points in just the

right place.

Simple But Effective

Yes, these programs are very simple,

but they solve many problems and

make camera animation much faster

without as much trial and error. Play-

around with it, and make changes to

suit your own animation. Maybe-

even add a second spline for object

movement to coincide with camera

movement!

Rick May operates Rick May Produc-

tions, a computer graphics and ani-

mation studio in Florissant, Mo.

This is his firstprogram for START.

DAMAGED

DISK?

Subscribers:

simply call our distributor at

(815) 734-6309 and ask for a

new disk.

Newsstand buyers:

send your damaged disk to

START Customer Service

544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107

We'll mail you a new one.

Allow three weeksfor arrival.

Let's discuss

the Issues!
Your Subscription expiration

date is clearly printed on your

mailing label. The issue

indicated at the top of your

mailing label will be the last

issue of your,subscription.

MAR 90

!
94107RDR544SCOOU SART05 5

I J. READER STA
544 SECON'D STREET BRF

\SAN FRANCISCO CA 94107,

If your records disagree

with ours, please call

START customer service

(815) 734-6309 ro correct the

mistake. Remember, often

our correspondence crosses in

the mail, so please allow 6-8

weeks for renewals and

changes.
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FOR THE FUN OF T

OF CANISTERS, CLOWNS, COLLISIONS

AND THE (SUB)CONSCIOUS

In Which Perez Has One Life To Live

And Knauss Has Three Games To Review

Anarchy
BY GREG PEREZ
Put simply, Anarchy is Defender

with an attitude. Anarchy is a fast-

paced shoot-cm-up with dazzling

graphics and intense gamcplay.

Geared mostly to accomplished

game players, Anarchy truly serves

as one of the hottest arcade chal-

lenges around.

Your mission as a futuristic fight-

Medalist's Weird Dreams

er pilot is to destroy the Anarchists

who have taken control of the plan-

et and to protect the life-support

canisters which hover above the

planet's surface. You are armed with

a single-shot laser, but as the game

progresses, you may be equipped

with a myriad of offensive weapons.

Defend The Canisters

The game field consists of a four-

level, parallax-scrolling, horizontal

landscape which smoothly zips by

at a breakneck pace. Along the bot-

tom of the screen reside the 10 can-

isters which you must defend. As

the game opens, several Anarchist

ships beam into position and start

their attack.

If you don't keep close watch

over your canisters a Stealer will

slowly descend to snatch one up
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and row it to the top of the screen.

Only by shooting the Stealer can

your recover the canister, and if the

canister falls from too high an alti-

tude, it will explode on contact.

Survival Tips

Adding extra weaponry is essential

to surviving in Anarchy. When you

destroy certain enemies they release

tokens which fail to the surface. By

collecting these tokens, your ship

can wield more firepower. Double-

laser fire and cannon outriders are

some of the extra armaments, but

one of the more important firepow-

er tokens is the boost token. Boost

tokens add 100 boost points a pop,

giving all on-board weapons repeat-

fire capability. The Nackem power

gives your ship all weapons and a

bonus 500 boost shots to boot!

One Life To Live

In Anarchy you are given only one

life, but a powerful force field sucks

tip most of the damage sustained

during your mission. After your

force shield is depleted, your ship is

blown to kingdom come. If you are

running low on shields, a top-up to-

ken refills your force shield.

Undoubtedly, Anarchy is one of

the most high-energy games I've

played. It brings back the old chal-

lenge of the Defender days, while

offering an array of enemies and

weapons. The frantic action that en-

sues is superior to any shoot-em-up

game out there.

AT A GLANCE
Game: Anarchy

Type: Arcade action

Company:

Price:

Psygnasis

29 St. Mary's Court

Brookfine, MA 02146

(617) 731-3553

$39.99

Requirements: 512K, color monitor

Summary: Frantic action makes

tor a high-energy

shoot-em-up.

Digitek's Clown-O-Mania

Clown-O-Mania
BY GREG KNAUSS
In Clown-O-Mania, the player con-

trols Beppo, a little clown, who
has set off into a huge multi-level

maze to collect valuable crystals.

Throughout the maze, there are-

several different enemies that try to

slop Beppo and many things he-

can pick up to aid his quest.

If all this sounds slightly famil-

iar, it's because Clown-O-Mania is

essentially an enhanced l
Jac-Man.

While the game is enjoyable

enough, its lack of originality

keeps it from being memorable,

even with all the things added to

disguise its relation to the original

maze game.

Clown-O-Mania's greatest diver-

gence from the Pac-Man standard is

the fact that the maze is viewed at a

three-fourths angle, and is more

than one level vertically. While this

effect makes Clown-O-Mania more

interesting visually, it also gives the

game its biggest negative: Beppo is

hard to control. To move the clown

northeast on the screen you push

the joystick up, but to move him

northwest you push the joystick left.

The manual lamely offers "Only

practice will make perfect..." as ad-

vice.

Clown-O-Mania's other main

change is the addition of strategy to

the collect-tbe-dots scheme. One-

way tiles, moveable barriers, colored

tiles and a limited number of

"jumps" make each level a challenge

for your planning skills as well as

your hand-eye coordination. It's a >

Accolade's Harmony
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small addition, and don't believe

for ;i moment that this is a thinking

game, yet it's the biggest tweak on

the formula that the game has to

offer, and a nice touch at that.

Again, Clown-O-Mania is noth-

ing new. It offers a dash of strategy

to the generic maze scenario and in

doing so creates a fun but for-

gctablc game. Clown-O-Mania is the

computer equivalent of cotton can-

dy — something to enjoy that

quickly dissolves to nothing.

The Game of Harmony
BY GREG KNAUSS
Some programs just don't have any

luck. Take The Game of Harmony,

for instance. It's billed as a "New

Age Challenge" in which you create

"synergy" by "harmonizing spher-

icules." The full explanation given

by the manual is, "Whenever you

unify two like-colored spheres,

they heave a grateful, musical sigh

. . . then dissipate into a state of

blissful synergy." I can't think of a

less appealing way to describe what

turns out to be a pretty fair little

game.

The manual would better serve

the game by stating, "Balls disap-

pear when they collide." The player

uses the joystick to gently steer

globes around the screen, crashing

like-colored spheres into each

other, causing them both to disap-

pear. If two different-colored balls

collide, a third one is created be-

tween them. Some globes are con-

AT A GLANCE
Game: Clown-O-Mania

Type: Arcade action

Company: Digitek Software

708 W.Buffalo Ave. #200

Tampa, FL 33603

(813) 222-0006

Price: $29.95

Requirements: 512K, color monitor

Summary: Strategy twist saves this

Pac-Man clone from being

truly forgettable.

AT A GLANCE
Game: The Game of Harmony

Type: Strategy

Company: Accolade Inc.

550 S. Winchester Blvd.

Suite 200

San Jose, CA 95128

(800) 245-7744

Price: $44.95

Requirements: 512K, color monitor

Summary: Tetrisfun packaged

in spheres.

nected by rubberbands so that mov-

ing one drags another along with it.

changing your strategy. If you strip

away all of Harmony's fancy talk,

you're left with more of an offbeat

puzzle than a game.

Perhaps Harmony's biggest prob-

lem is that it's incredibly frustrat-

ing . . . but in a good way. The game

is like Tetris: interesting and addic-

tive, but not as simple as it first

looks. You'll either enjoy the pre-

ciseness of the program or be driven

out of your mind. To collide

spheres, it takes a steady hand and

careful aiming, but if you take too

much time setting up your moves,

the time limit runs out and the

game's over.

Harmony, if nothing else, is origi-

nal. It's a fun little game; no master-

piece, but an interesting diversion.

You might want to give it a try be-

fore buying, just to see if it's too ag-

gravating for you.

Weird Dreams
BY GREG KNAUSS

In Weird Dreams you play a man
fighting against strange objects in

his subconscious. You grab fish

from the sky, you stab man-eating

flowers, you even battle a ferocious

plucked chicken. Weird Dreams has

to be one of the most original and

interesting games ever created, but,

unfortunately, its uniqueness is

overshadowed by completely frus-

trating joystick control.

The graphics are detailed and

perfectly strange. The programmers,

however, seemed so concerned with

making the game an intriguing visual

experience that playability suffered

badly. Because your on-screen surro-

gate is so well animated, he's slow to

respond to joystick moves. If you

want bim to duck under the spin-

ning bar in the Cotton Candy Ma-

chine, you need to push the stick

down before the bar is even close to

him, or he won't make it to his

knees in time. Weird Dreams is a

game that requires precise timing in

almost all of its scenes and having

such slow response is so frustrating

that it makes this otherwise excel-

lent game almost unplayable.

Interestingly enough, the package

includes a well-written and enter-

taining 64-page novella instead of an

instruction manual, and a clue book

that explains some of the stranger as-

pects of the game if you have trou-

ble.

Weird Dreams is, initially, hard to

dislike. The novella is funny and

worth reading on its own, the graph-

ics are original and interesting, the

game's premise is unique and clever.

But after trying the same scenes over

and over, you get frustrated battling

the slow joystick response. Without

that to bog down the gameplav,

Weird Dreams would be a winner.

Greg Perez isfast becoming a spe-

cialist at Psygnosis games. Greg

Knauss is the Chuck Yeager of

STARTgame programmers.

AT A GLANCE
\

Game: Weird Dreams

Type: Graphic adventure

Company: Medalist International

180 Lakefront Drive

Hunt Valley, MD 21030

(301)771-1151

Price: S39 95

Requirements: 512K, color monitor

Summary: If the joystick didn't

move like molasses,

this would be a winner.
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DIALING FOR DATA

Who You Gonna Call?

BY CHRISTOPHER W. ROBERTS
Telecommunications Editor

common
misconcep-

Ation by the

first-time

modem user

is that to be compati-

ble, a bulletin-board

system (BBS) must run

on the same brand of

computer that you

own. Not true. I once

ran a BBS on an Atari

130X1* (with 1088K of

RAM) and had IBM.

Macintosh, ST and

C64 users among die

Atari 8-bitters.

Another common misconception

is that you must have a like machine-

in order to successfully receive

downloads. Also not true. If your

telecommunications program sup-

ports X-modem file-transfer proto-

col you can use the upload/down-

load sections of 99 percent of the

private BBSs in the world. Of

course, this doesn't mean that you

can use an Atari XE program on

your ST, it just means that you can

get a copy of it on your disk. It also

means you can send copies of share-

ware and public-domain programs

to the BBS for other ST users.

How To Find A BBS

Both GEnic and CompuServe main-

tain listings of local BBS numbers

by state. Magazines like Micro

'limes (in California) and Computer

Shopper also carry BBS listings.

Your local user group more than

likely maintains its own BBS, And

BBSs often list phone numbers for

other BBSs.

What You Need

To Go Online

Calling a BBS or an online service

requires a few simple items.

(Editor's Note; See "Telecommuni-

cations" in the May 1990 issue of

START for more in-

formation on

modems and

telecommunications

programs for the ST.)

1) A modem and

connecting cable.

The word modem
comes from two

words: Modulator

and DEModulator.

This is just a fancy

way of saying what a

modem does, which

is to convert electri-

cal ones and zeros to

audible tones and back again.

Modems commonly use five

tones. The first tone is called a carri-

er. The carrier tone tells the receiv-

ing modem "I'm a data modem, let's

talk." (Fax modems have different

carrier tones.) The other four tones

are the send/receive data tones. Two
tones are used for the binary num-

ber one and two for the binary

number zero. Since two modems are

always connected, both cannot use

the same set of tones to send infor-

mation. One set of two tones is

used to send data from the modem
that is initiating the call, while the

other modem uses the other set of >
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tones to send data buck to the first,

The ST requires an RS232 mo-

dem cable which, depending on

the manufacturer, may or may not

be included in the modem packag-

ing- Radio Shack carries them for

around S20. Make sure it has a

25-pin, female connector.

2) A phone line. Get touch-tone

service even though it usually cost

more. Touch-tone quality is far su-

perior to rotary service, signif-

icantly reducing data errors.

3) A telecommunications

program. There are many for

the ST, differing in features

and complexity of use.

All telecommunications pro-

grams do some basic operations the

same way. They convert data typed

on the keyboard into data that the

modem can transmit. They also in-

terpret data coming from the com-

puter you called and send it to the

screen.

Most, but not all, telecommuni-

cations programs can send pro-

grams and other disk files over the

modem and receive files in return.

There are several standard formats,

called file-transfer protocols, that

assure that the computers on either

end of the phone line speak the

same language. The most common
file-transfer protocol is X-modcm.

Because disk files, if damaged,

will not function, there needs to be

a way to verify that nothing was

lost or added to the file while trav-

eling over the phone line. X-mo-

dem divides the file into small

pieces called blocks. Each block re-

ceived is quickly checked for er-

rors, using a mathematical formula.

If errors are found, the sending sys-

tem tells the receiving system to

forget the had block and then re-

sends the same block.

Hayes Compatibility

The modem you own or plan to

buy should be Hayes compatible.

Hayes is to modems what Epson is

to printers. Hayes set the command
standard, which is a way of telling

the modem what you want it to do.

The commands that the average

user needs to know are plain and

easy to learn and remember. The let-

ters AT (for ATtcntion) begin all

commands. The following is a list of

basic Hayes modem commands.

ATDT1234567890: Using a

touch-tone line, dial the phone

The standards for 9600 baud

modems have not been

completely worked out yet.

number (123) 456-7890 and wait for

a carrier tone.

ATDP1234567890: Using a rotary

(pulse) line, dial the phone num-

ber (123) 456-7890 and wait for a

carrier tone.

ATH: Hang up the phone.

ATX4: Print modem results on

the screen.

ATVI: Return word result codes,

not numbers, ("CONNECT" not "1";

"NO CARRIER" not "3")

ATE1: Echo the commands typed

(also known as full duplex).

AT Are you there modem? The

modem will respond "OK" or "0."

Baud Rates

The baud rate is the speed at which

a modem transfers information. For-

tunately, you'll never have to tell the

modem what baud rate to use.

Modems are usually "smart" and

will automatically adjust the speed.

The baud rate of the BUS is

nonetheless important to know lie-

fore you call because you must set

your telecommunications program

to match the highest baud rate that

the BBS and your modem can sup-

port. If the BBS you call runs at

2400 baud and you only have a

1200-baud modem, set the terminal

program's baud rate to 1200 before

you call. If you were calling the

same BBS with a 9600-baud modem

you would set the terminal to 2400

baud before you call.

Most BBSs list their baud rate

with their phone number. The baud

rate that the BBS lists is likely the

highest one the BBS will support. If

a BBS is listed as 9600 baud, it prob-

ably also handles 300, 1200 and

2400 baud.

If you don't own a modem yet, I

strongly urge you to get at least a

1200-baud Hayes-compatible

modem. Steer clear of

9600-baud modems for now.

The standards for this rate have

not been completely worked

out yet. Many of these

high-speed modems are unable to

communicate with other 9600-baud

modems made by different manu-

facturers. Also avoid 300-baucl

modems, which are very slow and

are not recommended for serious

telecomputing.

Logging On

When you call a BBS for the first

time you'll be asked a series of ques-

tions: phone number, address, age,

etc. On some BBSs the system will

ask for a "handle." This is a nick-

name that some users go by. Don't

be intimidated by all this, it is just

the systems operator's (sysop) way

of gctiing to know you and survey

the users of the BBS.

When you're lost or don't know

what to do in a BBS type [?]. In

most cases this means "Help!" and

you'll usually get a menu of choices.

Also, the first time you call a BBS

don't be surprised if you can't go

many places or do much in the sys-

tem. BBS sysops must authorize you

to access the system fully.

When you leave the BBS for the

first time you'll be given your pass-

word. Write it down — you'll need

it to log back on the BBS under

your account. Many BBS programs

do not save your password if you

don't log off normally, so never

hang up on a BBS.
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YOUR WORD'S WORTH

OVERLOOKING THE OBVIOUS

Word Processors Take The Routine Out Of The Routine

BY DAN FRUCHEY
Word Processing/Desktop Publishing Editor

Word processors have

replaced typewriters

in many homes and

businesses. They're

quick, easy to use

and provide relatively stress-free op-

eration. No more liquid paper to

gum up rollers, no more carriage re-

turns at the end of each line, no

more individually typed copies. The

benefits arc almost innumerable.

Less time is spent composing and

editing documents, text is retained

in a usable format, and documents

are uniform and easier to read.

Despite these advantages many

people still perceive the word pro-

cessor as merely an advanced type-

writer. Because of this, the system is

used inadequately and many hours

are wasted manually performing

tasks that the software was designed

to perform. We often wind up fight-

ing a program that was designed to

make our lives easier.

Fully Automated

With the right software just about

-.my repetitive word-processing task

can be 'automated. Page breaks, mar-

gins, headers and footers, page

numbering, line spacing, justifica-

tion, hyphenation and many other

3ly streSHss^.-" free operations. No more
, no ;.cai-PMfie' rr.'l.urn 1

- ,-V.

1. - r
Wjord proccessorws HHB have replaced typewriters in UXH
many homes . They are quick, eMx Easy to use, and pro-

vide relativ

liquid paper to gum-up rolle
the end o^f each XXKW line, no more individuals typed
copies . the benif its^ ar'e.i enumerable . Less time is SJ6K

spent composing ^and editig papers, text is KSfSK

retained in a MSXK MMK usable format, and documents
are uniformed and easier to read.

Despite these SXKKXKMXXXMX advantages many^eople
still percie've the word processor as merely an advanced

parameters can all be managed by

your program. If you find yourself

repetitively performing a task (be-

sides typing), check your manual

for ways to automatically control

the process.

Does It Really Work?

Most of us perceive word processors

as parity products. That is, one

word processor performs essentially

the same job as the next. They all

cut and paste, they all search and re-

place, and they all wrap text auto-

matically.

On the surface this is true, but

the intricacies of a particular prod-

uct can leave the competition far

behind. Not all developers interpret

consumer needs in the same way

and appearances can be extremely

deceiving.

I know of six word processors

that produce multiple text columns.

Only five of them produce more

than two columns. Only three of

them show an actual representation

of the fonts and page format used in

output. Only two of them show you

all of the text columns on screen at

once and only one of the programs

can do all of these simultaneously.

Yet each manufacturer boasts of

their product's ability to produce

multicolumn text.

Some options can make a critical

difference in your ability to use a

product and they should be exam-

ined carefully before you purchase a

word processor. Consider the fol-

lowing options carefully:

Multicolumn Layout: How many*-
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columns can the program produce?

Can you see and edit the columns

on screen? Do you get actual page

and font representations on screen,

or just Atari's built-in system fonts?

Can you see all the columns at once

or do you need to page through to

view each column separately?

Text Importation: Without

exception, alJ word processors

let you import text from Other

sources; it's the form in which

each accepts the text that varies

from one to the other.

The ability to import text is inval-

uable. Have you ever tried to load

an ST Writer document Into Word-

Perfect? It may cause a few chuckles

when you see the words "Do Do
Run Run ST Writer" but the laughter

quickly dies as you peruse the docu-

ment and notice the strange charac-

ters and odd formatting throughout.

There are several ways to get

around this problem. You can go

through the document and change-

each character and fix each hard

carriage return, one by one. But this

is a major waste of time. There are

alternatives.

First, if you know that you're go-

ing to export your document into

another word processor, save the

document in ASCII text format. This

strips away all of the codes peculiar

to that word processor, so that

you're left with straight text.

When you enter your new word

processor and load the ASCII text,

you may still have to do some fid-

dling around with the hard carriage

returns. The easiest way around this

is to first do a search and replace for

all double returns with something

like [PARA] or any new-paragraph

designator. Then search and replace-

all hard carriage returns and replace

with a space. Now go back and do a

search and replace for all the

[PARA|s, replace with double re-

turns and you're set.

Of course, in many cases you

don't have to do the above. Word-

Perfect includes a utility that con-

verts ST Writer and Word Writer

documents to WordPerfect format.

Also, the May 1989 issue of START

included a program called SIFT that

converts ST Writer documents to

WordPerfect and Word Writer for-

mats. However, these utilities are

We often wind up fighting a

program that was designed

to make our lives easier.

not perfect — it's wise to check the

document for any irregularities in

the format after it's been converted.

Graphics Importation: All of the

programs that import graphics use

pictures saved in image (.IMG) for-

mat. Some include a separate utility

thai translates a graphic to image

format.

The most versatile programs im-

port graphics in many formats in-

cluding NEOchromc (.NEO), DEGAS
(.PI 1-3, .PC1-3) and Metafile (.GEM)

without resorting to a separate con-

version utility. While this may use

additional RAM and disk space, it

saves time and keeps you from us-

ing a separate program each time

you decide a graphic is needed in a

document.

SjK'll Checker: I've made this

point before but it hears repeating.

A spell checker is a must for stu-

dents, writers and professionals

who produce written communica-

tions in a competitive atmosphere.

While friends and relatives arc likely

to overlook misspelled words, a cli-

ent or professor is simply not as for-

r \
Products Mentioned

CodeKeys, $39.95. CodeHead

Software, P.O. Box 74090, Los Ange-

les, CA 90004 (213) 386-5735

NeoDesk 3, S69.95. Gribnif Soft-

ware, P.O. Box 350, Hadley, MA
01035(413)584-7887

giving.

Try to use a spell checker that di-

vides words phonetically and

suggests possible replacements

when a word is misspelled. This is

especially important for those of us

who have poor spelling skills and

those with learning disabilities such

as dyslexia. Phonetic

speli-cheeking takes about twice

as long as other forms, but the

result is worth the wait.

Programs that do not per-

form phonetic spell cheeking

are usually less complete, with

smaller dictionaries and an inability

to suggest more than one alternate

spelling. If your word processor on-

ly has a non-phonetic dictionary,

keep a conventional dictionary

nearby,

A built-in dictionary that recog-

nizes contractions, possessives, plu-

rals, compound words, and prefix

and suffix forms is also a valuable-

asset. The software spends less time

searching for words and gains a sig-

nificant increase in speed and accu-

racy.

The phonetic spell checkers rec-

ognize most of these variations and

editing proceeds smoothly. At times

non-phonetic spell checkers simply

ignore contractions, possessives and

misspelled words when they cannot

identify them. In repeated tests,

careful checking took up to four

times longer, especially in technical

documents.

You can overcome some short-

comings by adding words to a us-

er-defined supplemental dictionary.

The number of words you can add

is limited and searches will general-

ly take longer.

Hyphenation: Hyphenation di-

vides words by syllables and word

elements. It is probably one of the

most confusing options supplied

with any word processor. The rules

of hyphenation are as complex as

the Imglish language itself. Rules

and exclusions are based on con-
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text, syllables, word length and even

the country of origin.

Hyphenation utilities are general-

ly brought into play when produc-

ing text that is fully justified across a

column to give it an even appear-

ance. This is especially important in

muItiCOlumn layouts for periodicals

such as newsletters and magazines.

A good hyphenation utility

should recognize two types of hy-

phens: hard and soft. A hard hy-

phen is placed between words that

should be joined cither as a matter

of convention or to make the mean-

ing more clear (such as state-of-the-

art or high-tech). When a hard hy-

phen is used, the program attempts

to keep these words joined together.

If a hyphen is required, the only

place a word would be wrapped to

another line is at the hard hyphen,

not within one of the words. Imag-

ine how disconcerting it would be

to read "sta-tc-of-the- ar-t." Soft hy-

phens are inserted when the hy-

phenation utility breaks words

apart. Although they appear identi-

cal to hard hyphens on screen, the

software should automatically add

or remove soft hyphens if word

wrap changes during editing. The

software should change hyphena-

tion in individual words as needed.

Manually placing and deleting

hyphens is a painstaking process. If

your software can't tell the differ-

ence, hyphenation is definitely not

worth the trouble.

Footnoting: A footnoting option

places references and comments at

the end of each page. Layout should

be adjusted automatically according

to the length of the footnote. Some
word processors let you select a dif-

ferent font size or style to differenti-

ate footnotes from body text. Oth-

ers also assign footnote symbols,

numbers and letters automatically

according to the format you have

established.

Footnotes differ from endnotes,

which are only placed at the end of

a document. Endnotes are excellent

for bibliographies and author refer-

ences but they simply cannot re-

place footnotes. Make sure of what

you're getting; some software pub-

lishers seem to use these terms in-

terchangeably.

Macros: A macro is simply a set

of commands rolled into one. If you

have several routine tasks that re-

quire many steps to implement, you

can bundle them all together in a

macro. One example of the effective

use of a macro is for the screenwrit-

er who absolutely must have the

document in the proper form before

presenting a script. A macro set up

beforehand will save hours of manu-

al formatting.

Of course, only some word pro-

cessors have macro-making ability.

WordPerfect immediately comes to

mind. Gribnif's NeoDesk 3 and

CodeHead's Codekeys offer third-

party macro-making.

Endnotes ...

If you already own a word processor

you can save yourself time and mon-

ey by learning it well and testing its

capacities to their limits. Doing so

may extend the life of your current

program and fend off the unneces-

sary purchase of other products such

as page-layout programs and addi-

tional word processors. If you're in

the market for a word processor, re-

member that the product that claims

to be "the same as" may not be, and

the options it offers should be exam-

ined carefully for completeness be-

fore purchase.

A quick word of thanks to those

of you who have taken time to write

or call with suggestions. As word-

processing and desktop-publishing

platforms, Atari computers excel like

few others and this column is an at-

tempt to shed the proper light on

these extraordinary capabilities.

Keep your comments coming.

ST Turns Into Player Piano

We've seamed lWs of historic

paper piano rolls for your enjoy-

ment Receive one disk of exciting

$9.95

music witn graphic display (from

ragtime to pop) for $9.95 (plus

S&H) & get our FREE CATALOG of

Music Disks of Gospel Classics,

Country, Pop, Rock, Oldies, Rag-

time, Jazz, and Blues (from

^Requires el

/nfCf"0~lnr Order Mcm-M 10-5 EST
O/strtout/ng Inc. (201)-838-9027

NO MIDI SEQUENCER NEEDED
St C^a.t>l«s
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COMPLETEYOUR new

START LIBRARY C0MPLETE

LIBRARY

SALEGet^four Back Issues Now
You'll want to have every issue handy for quick reference. The START library.,

it's there when you need it!

WINTER 86
Features: JackTramiel Interview, Buyer's Guide.

On Disk: Noise Doodling; Address Bonk; Auto
Dialer; Label Fnnter;Sl; Writer Secrets.

Reviewed; Mark Williams C. ; Menu+,

SUMMER 87
On Disk: The aSTronomer: Text Compression
and Huffman Coding with Personal Pascal:

Flicker Animation Program; MIDISAVE.
RiTi'mW: Word Writer ST; Data Manager ST;

Swi/tcalc ST; Five BASICs compared

SPECIAL ISSUE #2
Failures: Drawing and Painting Programs
Overview Desktop Video; How to Set Up Your
own MIDI Studio; Rock' n

:

Roll with Atari;

Shopping List of Music Hardware.

On Disk: The Cartoonist; MIDI View; Far Trainer.

Reviewed: Synth-DroicTrXsyn Patch Editors;

Music Studio and Music Construction Set.

SPRING 88
features: Earthquake; Upgrading Your ST; Dave
Mason Interview.

On Disit; Home Budgeting; Exploring Prolog;

1937 Tax Template; Battle for the Throne.

Reviewed: Personal Finance Programs; Desk
Accessories Compared.

SPECIAL ISSUE #3
Features: The ABCs of Desktop Publishing; The
ST in Business; business Graphics; Database

On Disk: Card* STack Database; START Selector;

Play the Market.

Reviewed: WordPerfect; P-15 Strike Eagle

SUMMER 88
Features: Three Years with the ST; Mick
Fleetwood Interview,

On Disk: Planning Traveler; Writing Your Own
Help Files; Fractal Landscape Generator;

Klondike Solitaire.

Reviewed: Microsoft Write

SPECIAL ISSUE #4
Features: Games and Entertainment

On Disk: Naval Battle; World Discovery; Guitar

Simulator; Byte Mechanic, ReSTART.
Reviewed: Dungeon Master, Chessbase; Four
Sonic Flight Patch Editors; Quantum Paint 1,2.

OCTOBER 88

Microscope,

Reviewed: Desktop Publisher ST; SMPrE Track;

Softsynlh; C Language
Overview.

NOVEMBER 88
Features: The ST and MIDI.

Oh Disfc; AVS; Sciplot; Appuintn

JANUARY 89

red: LDW Power; MIDI Powi

al.

t Calender
; Superb, is

Professio

DECEMBER 88
Fralnri's: Hardware
On Disk: Wombats II; Santa BBS; Discovery

Construction Set; Five Sort Routines,

Revieived: Moniterm's Viking Monitor;

DynaCaDD; Five Hard Drives Compared; Ricoh

PC Laser 6000.

FOR ORDERS ONLY CALL TOLL-FREE
1-800-234-7001 7am-5pm PST

MasterCard, VISA & AmEx
Or send your check to: START BACK ISSUES,

544 Second Street San Francisco, CA 94107

California residents add 7.25% sales tax.

; Editor's Choice.

On Disk: GFA BASIC 2.0; Spanish Mastery,

STARTKey Revisited; Slither.

Reviewed: GFA BASIC 3,0; Creator and Notator,

FEBRUARY 89
Features: Thanks for all the Fish; ST; 1999.

On Disfc Dah-Ditter; Moon Calendar; Kamikazee
Chess, Killer Chess; VCR Organizer.

Reviewed: Atari's Planetarium; Robtek's Skyplot;

Mirage Sample Editor's.

MARCH 89
Features: Three Artists Who Use the ST; Software

Rental.

On Disk Seurat Draw and Paint Program;

Assembled Saucers; ST Coloring Book.

Revieived: Graphics and Animation Programs
Compared; Digi^i-am's Big Band; Overview of Six

CAD Programs,

APRIL 89
Features: jimmy Hotz's MIDI Magic; Dr. T
Inteview; The New TOS ROM Error Codes.

On Disk: ST Writer Elite 3.0; Poker Solitaire; RAM
Baby.

Reviewed: Utilities; R/C Aerochopper; MIDI
Draw.

MAY 89
Features: CompuServe's Sports Forum;
Atari Goes to College.

On Disk: Space Wars 2400; GFA Object;

1988 Tax Template; SIFT (START'S Instant

File Tranlator

Reviewed: Buyer's Guide to Telecommuni-
cations Programs; Calamus.

JUNE 89
Features: Do Anything Business Computer;
Arcade Addiction.

Oil Disk: GFA Vector, Match Quiz St;

Screenwriting with WordPerfect; ST
Pinochle; F\ploring Spreadsheets; Traveling

Mattes.

Reviewed: Juggler II; Switch/Back;
Revolver; Graphics Tool from Migraph;

MIDI Drummer.



JULY 89
: MIDI in the Future Titw.'; Making

MIDI Affordable

On Disk: Babel; CFA Object; The ST Theremin;

START Arcade

Reoktaed: Sound Digitizers; EZ-Score Pius;

Pagestream; Turbo STI.4; Hi Soft BASIC and

Hi Soft BASIC Professional.

AUGUST 89
Tortures: Secrets of a Good User Interface; Tools

of the Trade

On Disk: POGO; File Search; Splines on Splines;

Stumbling Blocks

Reviewed: Ultrascript; DevpacST; dBMAN V;

After-Market Floppy Disk Drives; MIDI Magic

SEPTEMBER 89
Fi res: Sam Tramiel Interview; Computer Game
V. nee
0'- isk: Avecta 1; Hbora: The Seven Skulls;

f" speed; Slither Screen Editor; Cinko
Bed: Eight Games; Fleet Street Publisher 3.0;

, Sl'OS ami l'a!eSpi:i; \rewScore

t, TOBER89
Ft res: STACY and Portfolio Preview

C . fefc CAD-3D-to-DynaCADD Converter;
'"

iule Maker; ST Softguide; WordPerfect

N os; Boingo

F ved: DynaCADD 1.56; Hotwire, NeoDesk 2.0

a /DOS ProQueue; Lmtrv- Level Sequencers;

puter Guide to the Solar System

WEMBER 89
.res: The Trans p. iter ( a jn section; Atari and

lelion; Donnv Osmond Interview; The
RT Disk's New Look

. )isk: RezRender; JULIA; Final

\. roach Controller

iCEMBER89
ures: The Future ol Atari Cnmputinj;; A Small

1

r of UNIX, Pt. I; Elmtech's ParSec Graphic

Disk: GFA Companion; Attack!; Word Puzzle

.'iewed: Accelerator Boards; Beat Box; Mice

JANUARY 90 JUNE 90
Features: A Small Tour of UNIX, Pt. II;

CD-ROM; Battle of Britain

On Disk: CAD-3D tp DXF Conversion; Mystic

Realm; Laserdisc Remote Control; Score ST
Reviewed: Supercharger & Spectre GCR;
Diamond Back & Hard Drive Turbo Kit; ST

Pictascan; BetaCad

FEBRUARY 90
Features; A Small Tour of UNIX, pt. Ill; TT-/

TOS Secrets

On Disk: Chaos on your ST; Crunch Time

Football; X-10 Controller; Al Doctor

Reviewed: Finex V; Final Cut; The

Cuckoo's Egg

MARCH 90
Features: Robert Williams Interview; A Small

Tour of UNIX, Pt. IV

On Disk: CAD-3D 1.0 Mountain Solitaire;

Spinwheel

Reviewed; Clip-Art Overview; Rmovable Hard
Disks; BeckerCAD

APRIL 90
Feature; Word Processorr Comparison;

PHASAR Tips

On Disk: ST Writer Elite 3.6 PHAJAR 3.0;89

Tax Templates; Super Jackpot Slots

Reviewed: Desktop Publishers Overview:

PC Speed

MAY 90
Features: Telecommunications; Sound

Designer Scott Gershin Interview

On Disk: InfoBase ST; ST; Styzor's Contest;

Computer Viruses

Reviewed: Critical Path; Dr. T's T-BAS1C;

VIDIST; WordUp 2.0; FAST Tape

Backup; Protext

Features: Alexev ra/h:.:n>y Interview: Wayne
Gretzky Hockey; Sexist Software Perpective

On Disk: Bugs!; Crossword Creator; Wordle;

Warrior STI Fun Pages

Reviewed: For the Fun of It (11 Gamesl;

WORDFLAIR

JULY 90
Features: Midi Pros Go ST; Multitasking

on the ST; Computer Hazards

On disk: Alter Tune; Midi Master Drummer;
Midi Programming Tips; Sampsyn
Reviewed: PC-Ditto II; Videotex,; For the

AUGUST 90
Features: Playing the Developer's Came;
Blitter Basics

On Disk: CardMaster; Metamorph; SBLIT

Reviewed: Deskset II; Cubase; For the Fun of It;

DC Utilities

Antic offers you the

complete START library

with disk for only $99.95.

All ofSTART'S great

articles and reviews, plus

dozens offree programs and
games. Hurry, because the

supplies are limited.

START LIBRARY ORDER FORM
ISSUE MAG. W/DISK

_
_
_
_
_ D
_
_

MAG. ONLY
D

1

J
]

QTY: _*s $4.00

DISK ONLY

L

$1095

Payment Enclosed Check Visa Q MasterCard AmEx

Complete Library w/Disk £99.95 (Shipping and Handling ijs.ooj

Stal Zip

Quantities are limited and we cannot guarantee that all back issues arc available

Send to: START BACK ISSUES, 544 Second Street, San Francisco, CA 94107

dollar amt.

ordered $_

shipping

handling _

Foreign (add

$1 per iteml _

California

residents add

7% sales tax _

loial amount

enclosed US
funds only $_



INTERACTIVE MUSIC EDUCATION

Two Teaching Programs Have Plenty To Offer

Both Amateurs and Pros

BY LARRY A. MAGNELLO

Educational applications are a

growing field for the Atari

ST. This is particularly true

in the music field, where de-

velopers can capitalize on

the ST's inherent ease of use, graph-

ics capabilities and built-in MIDI

ports. One such developer is the Al-

fred Publishing Comany, which sells

the Practical Music Theory course

and its associated Music Achieve-

ment Series. Author Sandy Feldstein

offers a course for the absolute be-

ginner who has never read music

before. It can be used for home
study or as part of a music class-

room.

What You Get

Practical Music Theory is a six-disk,

self-instructional, music- theory

course, covering the basics from

drawing a staff through composing

simple melodies. The Music

Achievement Series package is a

flexible test series on three program

disks, designed to evaluate knowl-

edge of music fundamentals. The

packages come with instruction

manuals, review worksheets,

manuscript paper and answers (to

guarantee proper learning, even

without a teacher).

C D E12 3
* *

In a nsjor key, the triads on the 2nd,
3rd, and 6th scale degrees are ninor.

Press RETURN to continue.

A typical lesson screen from the Practical Music Theory music-education package.

Tor this review, I ran Practical

Music Theory and the Music

Achievement Series on a 520 ST, a

1040 ST, a Mega 2 and a Mega 4.

The software runs in low, medium,

and high resolution. You have the

option of using a MIDI instrument

or just the internal monitor speaker.

Display graphics appear in low reso-

lution regardless of what monitor

you use. The color monitor is more

pleasant to the eyes, rather than

looking at black background on the

high resolution monitor.

Practical Music Theory

The Practical Music Theory course

offers 84 lessons divided into three

parts. Introductory lessons cover

the bass and treble clef staffs, notes,

timing, tics, slurs, repeat signs, flats,

sharps, and major and minor scales.

After learning these busies, you are

led into more complex musical con-

cepts such as a circle of fifths, chro-

matic scales, dynamics, triplets, syn-

copation, major and minor chords,

dominant seventh chords, triads,

and tempo markings. The last sec-
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tion focuses on harmonizing a

melody, composing ;i melody, trans-

positions, inversions, harmonics,

melodic minor, and augmented and

diminished chords. Three review

sections reinforce what you have

learned.

Music Achievement Series

The Music Achievement Series is the

first comprehensive publication of

computerized tests in music. It is

particularly useful for music educa-

tors in a classroom setting. With

these tests you can assess new stu-

dents' music ability levels, evaluate

music-program objectives, guide

student learning and study skills,

and evaluate pre-tcst or post-test

scores of students. The Atari ST

speeds the collection and analysis of

test scores, actually storing each stu-

dent's score as they complete a test.

Teachers can easily review student

scores and get computer printouts

of the test scores.

Each time one or more students

take these tests, the computer gen-

erates a new series of items in each

section. The computer randomizes

the testing program so that each stu-

dent or group of students has a new
and unique set of questions, en-

hanced by computer graphics. The

AT A GLANCE
Product: Practical Music Theory and

Music Achievement Series

Type: Music education

Company: Alfred Publishing Co.

16380 Roscoe Blvd.

P.O. Box 10003

Van Niys.CA 91410

(818) 891-5999

Price: PMT, $29995; MAS, $199.95

Requirements: 512K, any rez

Summary: Easy to use and

comprehensive.

testing procedure assists the teacher

to focus on areas of specific need.

There are three levels of tests or

quizzes within the Music Achieve-

ment Series, each covering specific-

lessons such as notation, rhythms,

terms, scales and chords. Starting

with level 1, you are tested on the

basic elements of music theory. Lev-

el 2 moves into the areas of major

key signatures, symbols and inter-

vals. The final level is for those seri-

ous about their musical studies. In-

cluded here are the chords, major

triads, V7 chords, transposition of

music keys, minor scales and har-

monizing bass notes of chords.

Teacher's Evaluation

As a composer, arranger and music

teacher, I feel the Practical Music

Theory package offers an excellent

course for the individual that has

never had any music training, as

well as for musicians that play by

ear and want to learn to read and

write music. My only concern is

when the program asks you to iden-

tify high and low pitches of musical

notes. The pitch sounds are played

before the program asks you the

question "Is the pitch higher or low-

er?" After a few questions of this

sort you catch on that the high and

low pitch sounds will be played be-

fore you begin to answer the ques-

tion.

The manuals in the two packages

are well done, but in the Music

Achievement Series testing manual

the ink used in the printing is not

dark enough. Overall the documen-

tation is clear and concise and writ-

ten with both the amateur and pro-

fessional in mind. The amateur will

find this program an easy introduc-

tion to music education, while the

professional will not feel restricted

by it.

This is the first appearance in

START of composer, arranger, mu-

sic teacher and ST enthusiast Larry

Magnetlo.

1
: -

C*r£s+tt/r-l~l-/f GraPhics Auto-Tracing
^UnX/UCVVC- for the Atari ST
• Load, modify or create raster graphics images and auto-trace them into GEM vector graphics.

Auto-tracing features; 1) straight lire identification, 2) curve smoothing, 3) curve fitting, and more.

i > Open IMG, Degas and MacPaint file formats. Save in IMG format.

Drawing features include polygons. stars(3-99 pls./sides), parabolas, bspline smoothing,

i Contour data files or screen areas; similar to altitude contours of a topo map.

» At least 1 Mbyte required. Works in Hi Rez and big screen monitors. Math Coprocessors supported.

NEW

Expose
A Desk Accessory

for ST
Desktop Publishers and

Graphic Artists

View and clip out graphic files from Expose' GEM window (includes a pen and eraser). \L_7
Caputure screens, show disk free space, system memory and view, edit system time/date.

With the Expose' notepad, load and save ascii files and send text directly to the main program.

Access the Atari ST extended ASCII character set and send a character string to an application.

Load and view Degas. Degas compressed, Tiny, Neochrome, IMG, GEM metafiles andMacPaint

files. Converts low and medium resolution to high resolution pictures.

Comes with special reference files f". IMG) for Symbols, Dingbat character to keyboard

configurations, and font family displays.

Also From Fractal Fantasy ~ 2D/3D Mandelbrot Fractals, Degas Format.

Maxwell Megstenders ~ Megas ST keyboard extension cords(6,8,12,25'). WaxWellCPU
2124 W. Centennial Dr
Louisville. CO 80027

13031666-7754
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GENWAVE
No-Nonsense Visual Sample Editing

BY ANDRE CYNK1N AND JAN PAUL MOORHEAD

Willi the release of its

GenWave package, In-

terval Music Sys-

tems (previously

known as Drumwarc)

is now among the major software

developers of sample-editor soft-

ware. Two generic sample editors are

included in the package: GenWave/

16, for 16-bit samplers such as the

Akai S1000, and GenWave/12, for

12-bit samplers like the Roland S-50.

Together the programs support over

20 different sampler instruments and

allow you to import and export raw

waveform data between any of the

supported samplers.

There are a few operational differ-

ences between the current versions

of GenWave/12 (version 1 .24) and

AT A GLANCE
Program: GenWave

Type: MIDI sample editor

Company: Interval Music Systems

12077 Wilshire Blvd. #515

Los Angeles, CA 90025

(213) 478-3956

Price: $349.00

Requirements: 1MB, high or medium rez

Summary: Makes editing easier with its

speed and automation.

The looping window from GenWave/ 1 6 in stereo mode. Note that

both stereo channels are affected simultaneously.

GenWave/16 (version 1.03). The

main distinction is that GenWave/16

offers stereo editing while Gen-

Wave/12 is mono. GenWave/16 cur-

rently has more features, but Inter-

val Music Systems plans to update

Gen\Vave/12 with many of them.

Since the user guide is based on

Gerrwave/16, we shall focus on it.

Specifics

GenWave uses a GEM Desktop menu

bar with six drop-down menus and

five specialized work screens. It

does not use standard GEM win-

dows. All displays are of fixed size

and cannot be repositioned, resized

or scrolled. It uses hardware copy

protection that plugs into the joy-

stick port. In addition to its native

format, GenWave can read and write

sound files that follow the sample

dump standard; unfortunately it

cannot read the more widely ac-

cepted Sound Designer format,

GenWave accepts up to eight

samples at a time; however, long

samples requiring significant
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amounts of memory cause the soft-

ware to restrict you to fewer buffers.

Only one sample (mono or stereo)

may be viewed at a time on screen.

An Undo finable option automatical-

ly backs up the active buffer into

the eighth buffer so GenWave can

undo most, but not all, voice-edit

operations. Since these operations

usually involve serious number

crunching with thousands of chang-

es in sample-file data, being able to

restore data without incurring

disk-access time is a big plus. If you

are editing long samples that use a

major part of RAM, you can disable

the Undo Enable feature and back

up your voice to disk.

The Virtual Keyboard

The Note Page has various defaults

and option choices, as well as lead-

ing to the on-screen MIDI keyboard.

This virtual keyboard can transmit

single notes, chords of up to four

notes, velocity information (fixed or

variable), aftertouch and modula-

tion-wheel info to your sampler to

assist in auditioning your edits.

The Wave Menu contains the

meat and potatoes of the program.

This takes you get to the Voice Info

Box, the Loop Page, the liQ Page

and the Envelope Page, plus the

Sample Rate Conversion and Pitch

Transpose Boxes.

You default to the Loop/Draw

Page when GenWave starts. Once

loaded, the entire sample waveform

is plotted across the bottom of the

screen in the overview window. You

may display the waveform in low or

high resolution. The largest portion

of the Loop Page holds the magnifi-

cation window. This has a zoom

feature and functions as both a

high-resolution display and drawing

area, and loop window. The

overview window holds two poin-

ters tracking above and below the

display which indicate start, end, or

loop points. The pointers determine

what part of the waveform appears

in the magnification window. You

can reposition a pointer by clicking

anywhere on its track and then fine

tune the position in single-sample in-

crements. Up to eight independent

loops can be created with GenWave.

Loop Options

Loops may he recalled or swapped

with new edits at the push of a but-

ton. GenWave offers four types of

crossfade curves — including alter-

nating or bidirectional loops — and

lets you select a crossfade width as a

percentage of the area between loop

start and endpoints. Looplock is an-

other good feature. When activated,

the endpoint maintains a fixed dis-

tance from the loop start point —
very useful for single-cycle loops on

pitched sounds. You can use your

mouse to redraw any part of the

SQ44-ST Cartridge Hard Drives

Starting at 779 complete!

All !.;(:'] systems come
-oaiiy ;iJ -i.;n wrin one
SyO :!;.;; 3Q555 >'-'1rr:>

removable cartridge

iir:vo ? vcar w^nv.ty <r
drive - 20Ms ijaJiOsoc
i - SCyOO cartridge lilted

win 44n:-;n[PD soil-

ware. I
!_! V VVI'Od [Of ?
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ou; oor.s. Ian. an.] -Nth
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CO Advantage '772
ICD Advantage*.... '782
SCSI Port SCSI ID Switch

UnderMonitor
I5"w x 3"h x 14

_
d 2 Slots
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SCSI Port SCSI ID Switch
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super quiet fan.
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J
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See us in Tokyo!

, .,- -r The great world of ATARI hard-
— ware & Software is even available in

Japan! See us in Tokyo for your ATARI needs.

Musical Instruments Also.

ATARI gyXfflMMrr.
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waveform in the magnifica-

tion window. A fade func-

tion creates ;i linear fade in/

out amplitude ramp.

The Envelope Page sup-

ports cut-and-paste editing,

gain changes (boosting or re-

duction), normalization,

waveform reversal, phase in-

version, drawn digital-ampli-

tude envelopes, stereo pann-

ing and pitch envelopes (up

to one octave up or down).

Whew! Here is where sam-

ples can be mixed and/or merged,

truncated or extended, boosted or

compressed. The waveform can be

played backwards or processed

through drawn waveform envelopes

of up to 640 stages. These editing

and processing operations open up

a myriad of sonic possibilities.

Fun With The Clipboard

The clipboard buffer on this page is

Al START magazine ire appreciate

erery subscriber we have. Please lei

us know bow we're titling anil bow ire

can improve our service.

If a problem arises with ytir START
sitbsaiplUtn. gather togerber tbefolkm'ing

things-, a recent mailing label, a copy ttf

your iiiruke or reueiral notice, and any

correspondenceyou have )vceiivdfrom us.

Call or urite us and ire'll lake aire oftbe

problem.

Write: Or Call:

START Customer Service (815) 7.i4-6.iQ9

P.O. Box 5tf5 betuven ~.;o.\M -

Mi. Mortis, 1161054 I0;jQ PM Central

Easy Way To Replace

a Damaged START Disk

SliliSCKIBliKS: JUKI plloni

(HIS) 734-6309. Monday-Friday,

I0:3n I'M Central Time. An opt.

ci in firm your!subscription and a

your new disk tone mailed,

M:\VSSTA.\D Hl'Yl.KS: V
disk ice STARTDIskKxehanfii

The digital EQ operating screen for GenWave.

the only part of the program which

requires disk access. A sample seg-

ment, specified by the start and end

points, can be copied to the clip-

board. Then the fun begins. You can

insert the section into a different lo-

cation in the sample, replacing the

former contents or pushing the data

back, or you can mix the two sig-

nals together in equal amounts, or

you can overwrite the whole buffer

with the clipboard data. You can

hear your edits with the note but-

ton, and GenWave will perform a

harmonic analysis of the sound with

the FFT module, activated at the

push of another button. This mod-

ule displays a nifty 3D graph of am-

plitude versus frequency versus

time. A shortcoming here is that the

display is static; you cannot reorient

its time axis. Sometimes this can

cause large attack transients to obs-

cure subsequent harmonic activity.

The F.Q Page of GenWave has a

cornucopia of options. Five types of

F.Q response are offered: high and

low shelf with a L2dB per octave

cutoff, bandpass and notch respons-

es with variable bandwidth, and

peak response with cut/boost and

bandwidth controls. You can select

a corner frequency for each re-

sponse and a wide range of band-

width choices. The FFT module is

handy here; knowing the frequency

content of a sound lets you make

best use of digital EQ, While adding

to the computation time (EQ opera-

tions take about twenty sec-

onds per one second of

sample), lowering the am-

plitude of your sample with

the leveling function helps

eliminate possible clipping

of a sound caused by boost-

ing frequencies.

Sample, Resample And

Transpose

Sample-rate conversion dig-

itally rcsamples a sound at a

different sample rate. Pri-

marily, it gets used to convert a

pitched sound to a different sample

rate (called resample) or to shift a

pitch at a given sample rate (known

as transpose). Included as an option

here, autofilter will equalize a sam-

ple before resampling at a lower

sample rate. It gently rolls off the

high frequencies to help prevent

aliasing at the new,, lower rate.

Another handsome feature of

GenWave is autosend. When select-

ed, this option automatically sends

to your sampler any changes you

make to the start, end and loop

points as you make them. This beats

having to send the whole edited

sample back to your instrument to

hear the new loop. Again, this de-

pends on your sampler; some in-

struments demand the entire sample-

be resent just to change loop points.

For people realty into automation

who want to run GenWave behind

their normal MIDI patch-bay config-

uration, there is autopaich. With au-

topatch and set-patch assignments

made, your MIDI patch bay is auto-

matically switched to allow

ST-to-sampler communication when
desired, and then reverts back to

your master keyboard-controller

patch configuration after the data

transfer is complete. Pretty deca-

dent, huh?

Stereo Editing

Another wonderful feature of Gen-

Wave is its ability to perform stereo
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editing. Sounds take on ;i

new life with the added di-

mension of .stereo. You can

do stereo panning, mixing,

flanging, chorusing and de-

lay effects that would send Ji

mi Hendrix back to the stu-

dio. You can combine two

mono samples to make a

stereo sample. To explore

maximum stereo imaging

and effects, load the same

long legato sound into both

the left and right buffers and

try manipulating them with subtle

pitebbend, stereo panning, time dis-

placement, or phase inversion ef-

fects. Send the left channel to a sam-

pler panned hard left and send the

right to another sampler panned

hard right. Put them on the same

MIDI channel and put on a pair of

headphones to check out fabulous

stereo-imaging effects. In stereo

mode both buffers must be of equal
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The FFT analysis display for a single sample

edits in the fastest and most

efficient way, thereby freeing

you to concentrate on . . .

your music." They succeed-

ed by designing a program

which minimizes disk-access

time and automates some

central features. They have

broken with several GEM
conventions, but this docs

not detract from the overall

user-friendliness of the pro-

gram. The package is

sweetened with the inclu-

Iength, or the shorter sound's buffer sion of MACCEL, Atari's Mouse Accel-

will be increased to match the longer erator. GenWave is a significant con-

one. Both channels arc affected

when you edit in stereo mode. You

can even draw panning assignments

with the mouse on the Envelope

Page.

Meeting Their Goal

Interval Music Systems states their

goal is "to allow you to realize your

tribution to sampling technology,

And remember, sampling may be the

only way to get James Brown to your

recording session.

Jan Paul Moorhead is a professional

musician andfrequent START con-

tributor. This is Andre Cynkin 's first

appearance in START.

BETA-CAD- V2.0
Why has it become the most popular

Computer Aided Design package?

BETA-CAD is easy to use, loaded with

features , and probably the least expensive

real CAD program that you can buy!
"

- Lawrence Kilmer, Atari Explorer, Sept-Oct 1989-

"BETA-CAD is a great program for

quick and easy CAD design and is highly

recommended, especially for engineers."

- Dave Edwards, CAD Consultant, Start, Jan. 1990-

New Release - Ver.2.0 - Call for upgrade
Features over 120 commands

Including - Templates / Symbols - Fillets -

Auto Dimensioning - Rotate - Duplicate- etc.

NOW FOR THE 1040 AND MEGA ST
Interactive tutorial included at no charge.
User support on GENIE fh /-v f~v Q0 VISA
ORDER NOW ONLY $ ^^ MASTER

CALL 1-800-326-9124
Info. 508-695-9175

May be purchased only from BETA-CAD.
BETA-CAD 31 MILLARD RD N.ATTLEBORO, MA 02760

Requires High Res. Monitor

ST REPLAY has always been the leading sampling system for the ATARI
ST range Of computers. Now REPLAY has come ol age! The ST REPLAY
cartridge has been producing the cleanest, sharpest sounding samples

since it was first released, ST FORMAT magazine said, "REPLAY is a

winner." Now REPLAY has the most advanced sojnd editor of any low

cost sampling system on any computer. ANYWHERE. REPLAY 3 not only

has Hie largest range ot sample editing facilities available anywhere, it also

features many advanced software functions which, if they

all, must be purchased separately at EXTRA cost on lesser systems.

REPLAYS S 169.95

REPLAY Professional

12 bit digitizing version $ 249.95

OUAHir-l Midi M.jsic Synthesizer S 59.95

MASTERSOUND II

Budget sound sampler $ 79.95

K IHichTron?
3201 DRUMMOND PLAZA
NEWARK. DE 19711

PHONE: 302-454-7946
DEALER/DISTRIBUTOR INQUIRIES INVITED

SEND FOR CATALOG
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CARDFILE

Indispensable Tool For The Paperless Offiee

BY JOHN NAGY

There
are many desk-accesso-

ry, rolodex-type address

books, both in the public

domain and as commercial

programs. But few offer as

much for the money as GT Soft-

ware's Cardfile.

Homebrew

GT is one of many small, independ-

ent software companies that feature

a limited line of homebrew com-

mercial software. CardFile, like sev-

eral other low-price applications

and utilities, began as shareware,

distributed freely and paid for by

those who found both the software

to be useful and their consciences

to be outspoken. Author Tyson Gill

AT A GLANCE
Product:

Type:

Company:

Price:

Requirements:

Summary:

CardFile version 2.0

Application

GT Software

12114 Kirton Ave.

Cleveland, OH 44135

(216) 252-8255

S34.95

512K, high and medium rez

With plenty of address-book

programs to choose from,

choose Ihis one.

Desk File Uiew Options

i'l CardFile v2,0 Bon Oct 15 1 15an |S

Card: 26 of 78 c

Tyson T, Gill

Owner

GT Software

1
A E Edit |.p

j

A
D Delete I, I

"i"F Filter I:

; File (ienu 1 |

Cleveland Ohio 44135-3612

kork Phone: (216) 252-8255

534,95 * S2 SSH ($4 ontside US-Can)

Print Heno 1 1

i
Dial Menu I

1

- Send * |

|

A C Calendar | i

A
P Puit |

Search: Gill

»ir

A typical CardFile entry

Says that his recent change from

shareware versions to commercial

versions, and now to a regular retail

distributor, has not yet reaped prof-

its, but that things are on a distinct

upswing.

And they should. CardFile (now

in version 2.0) comes in two ver-

sions on the disk, one as an accesso-

ry for convenient use anytime from

within GEM programs, and a ,PRG

version for use when memory is

short or your accessor}' list is long.

The accessory uses a minimum of

70K data space, somewhat large for

everyday use on even a 1MB ma-

chine. I have over 100 names and

addresses in my CardFile, and have

used only half of the basic 20K that

is the default buffer size. By resizing

the buffer upwards, up to 2,S00

cards can be added (though that

many could take between 500K. and

900K). Fourteen fixed fields are

available with the standard GEM da-

ta-entry functions, enhanced to in-

clude the insert or typeover func-

tions found in word processors.
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The CardFile calendar The CardFile reminder screen

Mighty Macros

It is the extras that make CardFile a

special choice for address books.

Macros can be made of any line by

holding shift and pressing a func-

tion key. That function key will

then insert the text from that line

whenever pressed. Great for redun-

dant city, state, zip-code or time en-

tries. More dramatic is the send

function (in the accessory version

only) that will automatically send

the currently selected address into

any GEM program that is also runn-

ing. This is ideal for word proces-

sors to instantly insert an address in-

to a letter. Independently, Cardfile

can print individual envelopes (even

with a return address!), phone lists,

or full address books, selectable for

chapters (by letter) or continuous.

Printer configurations can be made,

selected and loaded on the fly to

create different printing fonts or po-

sitions. The possibilities are quite

numerous and should suit most

needs and virtually any printer.

There is an autosave feature,

which gave me trouble. Because of a

bard-drive problem independent of »

GETA HARD DRIVE!

TOADDRIVES T0ADFIU44!
Toad * 1MB 28ms...

Toad 50MB 28ms ...

Toad 85MB 28ms..

Toad 81MB 24ms ...

Toad 100MB 21ms.

Toad 204MB 15ms.

Toad40SMB 11ms.

Skoebax or Uutler-th'-MQiiitorStyk

GUI'S Aniiliibk' ill 1111 Ixlni (o.v//

...S119

...5599

..56-19

...1889

.112.19

S2289

Toadfileii

Toadflle 44 Milium 1 3 Cms!....

Toadflle SSXI Double 44)

Toadflle 94 144+50MB HD)
Toadflle 74 I44+30MB HD)

Toadflle 129XI44+S5MBHDL.

Toadflle 44D ( Drive Mecli Only)

i:\lra ( arlride.es....

...SI" 1
)

.5999

ICDDRim
ICD 10MB 28ms

ICD 10MB 28ms

ICD 81MB 28ms

ICD 85MB 24ms

ICD 100MB 25ms.

.

ICD 204MB 15ms...

ICD 1O8MB 15ms...

c«o Complete Two \c

S569

S619

S679

S909

...S1289

.52129

Tadpole 21 MB 21ms...

Tadpole 42 MB 25ms. ...

' 103MB 25ms

...S189

...S4*

S699

Toad Computers cm us toadav
'

556 Baltimore Annapolis Blvd. MAIN #: (101 ) 544-6943

Severna Park. Maryland 2114(5 FAX: (101) 14-1-1 FAX

(800) 448-TOAD bbs : sod 144-6999

&/ Get Control Of Your ST!

»*«j £Ui! ww ,

~

,fW « .Mini.

.

..--;.

i

sua ma fid

IfraTE mvi UU
I: F: 6:

ewUng CW=>S nc:

...

SMEE" SET
.'<'

i

::,'

?e

• lulii dl M driven

scroll window and view (he

results of previous commands

•over 35 built-in commands
• user i.or'lkirdtiui: file

•
( liijosi' buffer size

• liuflcr is freed when window

• full Pf key support

• fast screen output

• hunch cither pii)i;:,inis

• supports I/O rcdiiviticii

• can run as either an accessory

<: pinv;id

' when run as a program, can bi

used to launch any program

• many commands accept

wildcards

1 'lon-CiNM version included for

reduced memory usage

• comes with Quick SI II demo

ill v.c.l ss Double Click

Se- twine's s''.iiiC'Ai!iv IK"

formatter

• runs on any ST, in any

resolution

• upgrades are oniy $3.00 plus

the original disk
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FREE

DISK!
That's right! With

your paid trial

subscription to

START

6 issues for only $39.95

or 32 issues for $79.95

We'll send you this

month's disk

absolutely FREE /

(a $12.95 value)

Call 800-234-7001

for your free disk today

ON DISK THIS MONTH!

A Folder Full of Tools

Disk Doctor

SimCity Loan

Absolute Zero

Cardfile Demo

CardFile, CardFile failed to load its

data. Since I had the autosave fea-

ture active, when 1 exited the pro-

gram, it overwrote the good file on

my hard disk with the corrupted

file it had in its buffer. If I had sim-

ply turned off my computer, this

wouldn't have happened, but I for-

got I had turned on the autosave

feature. If you're forgetful like me, I

don't recommend using this op-

tion.

Since it is a versatile phone

book, another natural function that

is a treat to have is the phone dial-

er. CardFile will make any .standard

modem dial the currently selected

card with a choice of configurable

prefixes. It's a snap to look up a

card, hit the dial button, and wait

to hear an answer from the modem
speaker before even picking up the

telephone handset.

Straightforward Search

The search function in CardFile

works just as it ought, straightfor-

ward and quickly. Always active

and on the screen, any keystrokes

go right to the search window; [Re-

turn| performs the search. While

CardFile searches only on the

last-name field, filters let you

search for partial or full matches in

any single or multiple fields. You

save a "filter card" made up of any

commonly needed selection crite-

ria, apply search to the card, then

filter to the list of correct cards.

The group entry is particularly use-

ful for creating categories and

sub-eatcgorics of cards, and select-

ing them as needed. While the

CardFile manual suggests such

groups as "ST club" and "Church", I

found it useful to use a letter code,

which allows a single card to carry

several codes. A particular person

may be a computer connection (C),

a co-worker (W), a very close

friend (A), family (F), a creditor ($),

and/or all of the above. I can enter

ACW and find all cards of people

who are a close friend, a computer

connection and a co-worker. Filters

can be either exact match or

any-field match, and the key in the

filter can be any part of the entry in

the field.

Marking Time

Integrated in CardFile is a calendar

that handles appointments quite

nicely. A reminder function is avail-

able that will announce, when the

program is first run or the accessory

boots, any appointments pending

today or tomorrow. I'd prefer to see

taggable reminders, as it is an all or

nothing setting in CardFile. Alarms

would be nice, too, since time han-

dling is already done well in the cal-

endar. Maybe in the next upgrade?

Moving from day to day in the cal-

endar is easy, and even better is a

one-click move to the next actual

appointment entry, forwards or

backwards from the currently dis-

played date. Keyboard equivalents

of most commands are prompted in

the dialogs and buttons, as they

should be for faster use as familiari-

ty grows.

CodeHead Clash

The program notes in the manual

and on the disk mention some prob-

lems with early versions of HoiWire

and MultiDesk from CodeHead soft-

ware, but that updates of the Code-

Head products have resolved them.

The send function also seems not to

work with Script, the graphic word

processor from Mcgamax.

CardFile is one of a handful of

address-book programs I have, but it

will be the one 1 use. Not one of the

others has impressed me enough to

type in the mountain of names and

phone numbers I had in the corner

of my desk. While I'd like a bit more

from the calendar, it's probably in-

viting enough to get me using it.

John Nagy is the editor of'Z'Net

Monthly.
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DISK INSTRUCTIONS

How To Get START Programs Up And Running
1) Ma*e a backup copy. Run STARTCPY. PRG (it's

on your START disk) and follow the instructions. You

will need to have a blank disk ready.

2) Write protect your original START disk. Move the

tab on the back of the disk so that you can see

through the hole in the disk case.

3) Store the original and use the backup hereafter

4) Most of the files are compressed so that we can

fit more programs on the disk. Programs with the

text ARC before the extension

(such as SAMPLEARC.PRG) must

be uncompressed before they can

be used. We use Double Click

Software's DC SEA utility to create

self-extracting archive (ARC) files.

To un-ARC a program, simply dou-

ble-click on the filename.

5) When the dialog box appears,

choose Extract.

6) When the file selector ap-

pears, choose a destination disk

(hard disk, RAM disk or floppy

disk) for the uncompressed files. If

you are not sure how to use your

file selector; refer to your ST manual or your replace-

ment file-selector documentation. Do not attempt to

use your START disk or backup copy as a destination

disk — there isn't enough room to hold the files.

Make sure the destination disk has enough space for

the uncompressed files, whose sizes are given below:

Folder DEMO
CARD_ARC.PRG-159K

Folder TOOLS

DSKDRARC.PRG-85K
FRCUDARC.PRG-3K
MGAMNARCPRG - 26K

RAMPLARC.PRG - 43K

STATSARC.PRG-4SK

CA.VIC ARC.PRG-8K
SIDE_TWO.PRG - NOT ARCED

ZEHO_ARC.PRG-B0K
CITY_ARC.PRG-3B1K
NVCBGARC.PRG-176K

FOLDRXXX.PRG-NOT ARCED

HdZELARC.PRG -41K
PNHEDARCPRG - 24K

SPEEDARC.PRG-3K
STEFXARC.PRG — 11K

LOAN AHCFRG-21K
STARTCPY.PRG-IMT ARCED

FOfJT_ARC.PRG - 9JK

The screen goes blank, then the files are listed

as they are extracted, and marked "OK" if the un-

compression is successful.

Problems
Problems with your START disk? It is possible that

the disk has been damaged in transit. To receive a

replacement copy, follow the procedure below.

Subscribers: Call Subscription Customer Ser-

vice at (815) 734-6309 on weekdays 7:30 a.m. to

10:30 p.m. Central Time. Your subscription will be

confirmed, and a replacement disk will be sent to

you.

Non-subscribers: Send your original START disk

to START Disk Replacement, 544 Second St., San

Francisco, CA 94107. A replacement disk will be

sent to you.

not applicable
512K 1MB Low

$p Notes

Merj High

Absolute Zero

Camera Control

Cardfile Demo

City Loan

City Icon Animation

City Icon Demo

Font Demo

ZERO_ARC.PRG

CAMC_ARC.PRG

CARD_ARC.PRG

LOAN_ARC.PRG

CITY_ARC.PRG

NYCBGARC.PRG

FOMT_ARC.PRG

8GK

8K r
156K E
21 K |
381 k r^
176k P^
94K

I

c
r

|

n Not compatible with TOS 1.6

M Requires CAD-3D 2.0 and Cyber Control

i ___ 1 Copyright 1990 by GT Software~
Requires SimCity

! Bj Requires CAD-3D 2.0

I | Requires Calamus

P.O. Box 45
Girard. Oh 44420
(2161-539-5623

Di mo disk a v. !,ll-; k-

fo 12.00 -r funded

w th any pu chase.

; complete graphics cataloguerl Can'r find the right picture7 Look
rrcatalogue of youj-artl Fully automatic and loaded for IMC Pl# PC

# NEO MAC formats. Now included: .GEM .NIC .ICE .SHP *

MUG SHOT! '39
ney say, but with MUG SHOT1 parts add up to a whole lo

ality. Extra data disks only i 1 9.95 so you'll never say, "C

is?" Loadable data files means infinite possibility

Dr. Bob's Handy Dandy Muliwiewer (Graphical. Do more than jr.

up your graphics. And do it three rimes faster. Loads fl saves IMG Degas
MAC NEO and more. Full store of editing tools. Do it better with MVGI

MVG Scanner Support Modules!
Use your hand scanner to scan directly into MVGI
Module for the Migraph™ Hand Scanner 1 1 9.95
Module for the Geniscan'" Handy Scanner 114.95

Call for availability on other scanner types..

* Computer Garden *
Wilkcs-Barre & Scranton's Favorite Computer Store

Abacus
STAssemPro $39
Alpha
Digisnunri Pro$129
Powerprint ST $29
SwilchDack $5?
Antic
CyberStudio $59
Cyber Control $39
Cyber Sculpt $60
Cyber Paint $50
Cyber texture $33
Cyber VCR $46
GFA Basic 3.0 $89
Phasar 4 $59
Speclrum512 $44
StAC $.ib

STOS $39
Slos Compiler $23
Atari
KMOSTFM SCall

Mega- 2 ST SCall

Mega-4 ST SCall

Mini tore SCall

Megaflle30 SCatl

Portldio

Slar.yl <!()*)()

Avatex
!7H)(!iu*-

2400ema
Modem cable $15

Beckemeyer
Hard Disk loots

Accelerator $25
Sentry $33
Toolkit $20
MT C-Shetl $85

1X12 Scanner $599

IXEF Scant $1099
ST Interlace $299
Codehead
G'Plus $23
Holwire $25
Hotwire Plus $39
Maxitile $23
MtDIMax $33
Multidesk $20
Utililies $23
Digital Vision
Computereyes $179
(JAW model: $109

FTL
Dungeonmslei $25

" Hint book $10
Dungeunmslr2£25

2$95
VIP Profess $85
LDW
LDW Power $95
IIegamy x
Laser C

jrDB $50

Oids $23

$CaU

n$XJ9

Sundog
Oribnif
hteodesk $35
Happy Com p.
Discovry Cart $159
Oplion2 $189
HP
Desk|el $579
DeskjelPJus $699
1CD Hard Drive
FA-ST 50 W $699
FA -ST 80 M £899
Intersect
Inlerlink $25
Revolver £33
ISD/Dltefc
Calamus $179

" Outline $169
Cat FonlEd. $65
DynaCADD $559
Masierpian $59

Migraph
Easy Draw £65
Easy Tools $33
Font Pack 1 $25
Hand Scanner $419
Pro. Draw Art $39
Scan Art $33
Supercharged
Easydraw $95
touch-up $119

Panasonic
1180 primer $189
119! primer $239
1124 prinler $319
Printer cable S15
Ribbons $10

Pruc.Solution
Cordless Mice $99
Drive Master £33
Monitor Master $40
Mouse Master $33

King's Quest $33
King's Qiics1?$33
King's Quesl 3$33
King's Quest 4 $39
LteaureSuii $25
LiesureSuil? $39
Liesure Suil 3 $39
Manhunter $33
Manhunter 2 $33
Police Quest £33
PoliceQuesl2£39
Space Quesl $33
Space Quesl 2 $33
Space Quesl 3 $33
Hinl books $9
Soft Logik
PageSlream £119

Sony Disks
All colors Specily 1

100 Bulk 3.5" £85
Suncom
Tac?Joyslick $10
Tac30

"

Tac50
:--iik!-.;i:k $6

a Key $70
Jy Board $38

Precision
SuprbasePer. £19
Proco
Procopy £30
Sierra
Black Cauldron S2G
Col Bequest £39
GotdRu:'

sOue $:--.ij

Supra
Modern 2400 $119

Cable £15

Timeworks
Desktop Puh, $79
Worriwriler $49
Trio Eng.
Digispec $35
Unispec £45
ST Control $55
Versaho ft
dBMan5? $179

WordPerfect
Wordperlecl $139

Order toll-free: 1-800-456-5689
For information call 1-717-288-6140. Mail orders: send check or
money order lo Computer Garden. West Side Mall. Edwardsville, PA 18704
Be sure to Include sufficient postage (Overpayments are promptly refunded).
PA customers add 6% tax Cash COD'a OK. 3% charge lor V1SA-MOAMEX.
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AT-SPEED

Full-Speed IBM Compatibility

BY GAVIN DOUGHTIE

I

am writing this review in Word-

Perfect 5-1, running under

MS-DOS on my Mega 4 ST. I'm

using AT-Specd, the new IBM

emulator from the makers of

PC-Speed for the ST. II has a Norton

SI rating of 6.7 — nearly seven

times faster than an IBM XT. I have

waited a long time for an emulator

this fast. I am not waiting anymore.

Atari users have wanted to run

IBM applications on their STs for

years, at first using slow software-

only emulators such as PC-Ditto I

(Norton SI of 0.3). More recently,

hardware-based emulators such as

Supercharger, PC-Speed and

PC-Ditto II have boosted IBM emu-

lation speed to around Norton SI

AT A GLANCE
Product: AT-Speed

Type: Hardware-based accelerator

board

Company: Talon Technologies

243 M. Highway 101 #11

Solaria Beach, CA 92075

(619)792-6511

Price: $399.00

Requirements: Any ST, STE or Mega

Summary: Fast, dependable and com-

patible with most software,

Talon's AT-Speed gives you the power
of 80286 IBM-emulation.

4.5- These emulators were based oil

CPUs similar to the 8088 chip found

in the original IBM PC. AT-Spced is

the first hardware emulator to use

the more powerful 802S6 CPU
found in the IBM AT.

Soldering Required

The AT-Speed hardware consists of a

clean-looking, surface-mount circuit

board slightly smaller than an ST

floppy disk. It holds an 80286 mi-

croprocessor and a few other chips,

and does not have room for a math

co-processor. Two 64-pin IC sockets

are provided to piggyback the

AT-Speed board onto the ST's 68000

CPU.

To install AT-Speed, you must sol-

der one of these sockets to the legs

of the ST's 68000. This is a straight-

forward job that shouldn't take a

good technician more than twenty

minutes. If you've never soldered

before, however, this isn't the time

to learn — hire somebody who has.

Otl 1040 STs you must also cut a

hole in the RF shield to make room

for the board.

The AT-Speed board plugs into

the IC connector once you've sol-

dered it to the 68000. This allows

you to remove AT-Spced from the

computer without having to dcsol-

der it. If you already use PC-Speed

you only need to unplug your PC-

Speed board and plug in AT-Speed,

Simple Software

The ST software for running

AT-Speed is simple —you first run

ATS_INST.PRG, a GFM-bascd install

program, to establish how your ST

system is set up. Saving your instal-

lation choices modifies the main

AT SPF.F.D program file. Dou-

ble-clicking on the installed

AT__SPEFD program boots the ST
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into DOS mode. A warm boot

([CtrI]-[Alt]-[Delete] or pressing the

ST's reset button) followed by [Esc],

exits DOS mode.

If you have two or more

megabytes of RAM in your ST, you

can configure the AT-Speed software

as a desk accessory. Thus, DOS can

be booted from within an applica-

tion on the ST. Exiting DOS will

then take you back to where you

left the application on the ST.

Handy if you need to switch

back and forth between

DOS and TOS applications.

Easy To Boot

Since the ST uses the same

hard-disk format as IBM-

compatible machines, both TOS and

DOS programs can reside on the

same hard disk partition. To make

the ST's hard drive auto-boot under

DOS, however, it is necessary to for-

mat a partition with the DOS "FOR-

MAT C:\ /S" command. Not only

does this erase all the files on the

drive (TOS as well as DOS), it also

rewrites the boot sector of the drive

with a DOS boot record. This

means that only one operating sys-

tem can be started from a given hard

disk partition.

Fortunately, AT-Speed's installa-

tion software allows a different par-

tition to be used for the DOS boot

partition. On my computer, the C:

partition holds the regular TOS boot

record used by the ST on startup.

The D: partition has been formatted

under DOS. By making D: my DOS
boot partition I am able to start DOS
from my hard disk without voiding

the TOS boot record on C:.

Hercules Trimmed

AT-Speed supports 80-column by

25-line text in color and mono-

chrome. It emulates CGA and Tandy

1000 graphics cards on color ST

monitors. On monochrome moni-

tors, AT-Speed emulates the Hercules

and Olivetti monochrome graphics

cards as well as two-color CGA. Her-

cules, long the standard for mono-

chrome graphics in the IBM world,

is 720 pixels wide — larger than the

ST's horizontal monochrome resolu-

tion of 640 pixels. Though AT-Spced

displays as much of a Hercules

screen as will fit on the ST's screen,

you have to scroll around the image.

However, AT-Speed supports a hard-

ware modification to the ST known

as HyperScreen. The HyperScreen

If you're tired of waiting

for speedy IBM emulation,

your wait is over.

modification increases the ST's

screen area, enabling Hercules imag-

es to be displayed without being cut

off.

If you arc unwilling to modify

your hardware any more than neces-

sary, AT-Speed also emulates the

Olivetti graphics card used on the

AT&T 6000. This card has a resolu-

tion of 640 by 400 pixels, exactly

the same as the ST's monochrome

display. Most major PC applications,

including Windows, GEM and Word-

Perfect, support the Olivetti card.

The Atari mouse is also supported,

as are the parallel and serial ports.

Weak Words

Documentation is the weakest fea-

ture of AT-Speed. The instructions

are obviously a quick translation of a

terse German manual. Though they

contain the information necessary

for an experienced PC user to install

and run AT-Speed, I recommend
purchasing a good book about DOS
if you are new to the IBM-compati-

ble universe.

Under MS-DOS 3.3 and higher,

S'F RAM above 1 megabyte appears

as extended RAM. This kind of

memory isn't useful to most DOS
applications. Instead, extended

memory must be turned into ex-

panded memory using an expanded

memory manager such as FXT-

MEMS.SYS from SOFTBYTE. Mak-

ing DOS work with more than 640K
of RAM is a full-time occupation for

many PC professionals. AT-Speed is

no better or worse than any other

286-based system at this.

Meets My Needs

I purchased AT-Speed to run Word-

Perfect 5.1, which works fine. Mi-

crosoft's Flight Simulator al-

so runs, complete with

sound, but since it doesn't

support the Olivetti graphics

card I am forced to run it in

either CGA two-color or the

cut-off Hercules modes. The

only application I have crashed is

the WordPerfect Office 3-0 Editor,

which sometimes scrambles the

screen. The application keeps runn-

ing, however, and I have been able

to save my work before restarting

A'l LSpeed, Since I haven't seen this

problem in any other program, it is

probably caused by a bug in the edi-

tor program itself rather than AT-

Speed .

Windows 3.0 runs on ST's equip-

ped with AT-Speed. It supports ex-

tended memory directly (you'll

need it), and has an Olivetti graph-

ics driver that works with the ST's

monochrome display. However,

Windows eats up mounds of disk

space, behaves sluggishly, is a night-

mare to install, and is difficult to use

— just like on a real AT.

Overall, AT-Speed fits my
DOS-emulation needs well. It is

quick, clean and compatible. It runs

the DOS applications I want to run.

Though there are faster DOS ma-

chines available, I couldn't have

come close to buying one for twice

what AT-Specd cost. If you're tired

of waiting for speedy IBM emula-

tion on your ST, your wait is over.

Gavin Dougbtie is a frequent con-

tributor to START.
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Programs on Disk!

I am a long-time 8-bit user, and

member of two users groups in the

San Francisco Bay Area, ABACUS
and the San Lcandro Computer

Club. I've been a subscriber to AN-

TIC (and its disk) for many years. I

heartily endorse ANTIC's decision

to be incorporated into START, even

though I have no immediate plans

to become an ST user. By its action

ANTIC can continue to serve the

8-bit community.

I will miss the ANTIC disks. I

recommend that you start publish-

ing a quarterly ANTIC disk, availa-

ble separately. I feel that $5 to $10

per disk would be a reasonable

amount to pay for this conven-

ience.

Bob Scholar

El Cerrito, CA

We're working on just such a disk,

and it should be ready by the time

you read this. This first disk will

contain all the 8-bit Ataripro-

gramsfrom the October 1990

through March 1991 issues of

START. If there's enough room, we'll

include some new Antic Music Pro-

cessor (AMP) songs as well. The disk

wilt be sold through Antic Software

for $9.95 plus SI. 50 shipping and
handling. Call our order line at

(800) 234-7001 to makeyour cred-

it-card order.

ATR8000 Help Wanted

I am a "new" ATR8000 owner (I

bought it secondhand a couple of

months ago) and I would like to say

I am really thrilled by the power it

offers to Atari users. I am using it

with two 360K drives. However, I

have several questions about this CP/

M machine from Atari.

Does anyone have a memory map
for the ATR? Is there a way to start

CP/M from DOS? I would like to

load an 80-coltimn emulator from

DOS and then invoke CP/M. On a re-

lated topic, I have a BIT3 card with

two cartridges (one left and one

right) to enable 80-column terminal

emulation with CP/M. I have no

documentation for the BIT3 card. I

can use 80 columns but only with

the carts. I believe that I should be

able to have 80 columns witli DOS,

BASIC and any other programs that

use the E: handler, but 1 cannot ena-

ble the card. I'm hoping some of

your readers can help. They can

write me at the address below.

Eric Anderson

20 Meadow Garden Lane

Dover, DE 19901-6524

Type-In Tip

Having been an Antic subscriber for

many years, I was pleased to see that

there will still be some support for

the 8-bit machines. I am disappoint-

ed that the programs are no longer

on disk, as my typing is somewhat

limited. Fortunately, I have more

time now that 1 have retired.

I would like to pass on a tip to

make typing the data lines with all

those numbers a bit easier. Prior to

typing, I get a highlighting pen and

highlight every other group of three

digits. It sure saves a lot of searching

for mistakes.

Edward C. Kozicki

Glen Mills, PA
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3257 KIFER ROAD
SANTA CLARA, CA 95051

408-749-1003

800-969-88 10 (Onion Only)

B&!"C For all } ourA tari computet needs. .

.

ComputerVisions
STORK HOURS

TUE - FRI 10am - 6pm
SAT- 10am -5pm

CLOSED SUN - MON

800/XL/XE SOFTWARE TITLES ON DISK

PROTECTOR II .

HAftlCR TVPE .

H0LTPL/I11 V 4.S5

80OXL COMPUTER
$95 64K

SI95 25AK

S295 1 MEG

850lNTbRI ;ACE
Sfc9.95

810 DISK DRIVE
SUPER SPECIAL

iNo Face Plate) $80.00

i i...i-. Simulator II

.
.
: v \i S3-J45

imtdion Sla;iim $79.95

*x Master Jr. $30.95

riI..ghtPen $19.95

Alan 1010 l*rogram KccuiJci

$39.95
INCLUDBS STATCS & CAPFTALS

1020color Primcr/Plollcr

$19.95 (M>-imw

** SUPER SPECIALS **

RJ:CONDmONnD MIKCllANniSi:

1050

DISK DRIVt

$135.(X)

S00|4HK>COMPI/TI,R

$59.95

600XL
COMPUTERS

39.95 16K

59.95 64K

400 16K COMPUTER
WITH PAC-MAN

$24.95

3- 1/4" DISKETTES
AS LOW AS 15 CENTS

10 FOB $2 93
100 FOR $25 00

1000 FOB SliOOO
MOST ARC UNNOTChED
AnTHO.0 SOFTWARE

3-1/2" DISKS
AS LOW AS 50 CENTS

10 FOR $5.00
DOUBLE SIDED WITH OLD DEMO

SOFTWARr



XL/XE

Atari 8-bit own-

ers have been us

tag RAMdisks more

extensively ever since

the advent of the 130-

XE, and the RAMdisk provided for

it with Atari DOS 2.5. I don't have a

130XE, but third-party firms have

offered RAMdisk upgrades for all

versions of the 8-bit Atari, up to

320K. However, since I operate on a

shoesiring budget, such an upgrade

was out of the picture for me.

One day, as I was flipping

through Ian Chadwick's book, Map-

ping the Atari, something in Appen-

dix 12 caught my eye: the 800XL,

65XB and 130XH computers all have

24K of extra memory that has the

same memory addresses as BASK;

and the operating system. Of this

RAM 2K is occupied by the GTIA,

POKEY, PIA and ANTIC chips, but

that still left 22K of RAM that could

be used for a 176-sector RAMdisk.

This memory is normally inac-

cessible — to use it, the operating

system must be shut off. (The com-

puter would crash if you simply

POKEd register $D301, the memory

RAMdisk
Handler

ADD A RAMDISK TO YOUR 800XL OR 65XE

Your Atari XL/XE has some hidden memory — and

this machine-language program takes advantage

of it to give your 800XL or 65XE the added

convenience of a RAMdisk. This BASIC

type-in program creates the machine

language RAMdisk program and

modifies DOS for you; it

requires an 800XL or

65XE computer and

Atari DOS 2.5.

control, to turn on the extended

RAM.) However, with a bit of assem-

bly-language programming, I was

able to modify DOS and set up a

small but useful RAMdisk for users

of the Atari 800X1. and 65XH.

Getting Started

Make sure you have a freshly for-

matted disk with Atari DOS 2.5 on

it. Ideally, you want a disk with on-

ly the DOS.SYS and DUP.SYS files

on it. Do not use your master DOS
2.5 disk — the RAMdisk program

modifies DOS and saves the modi-

fied version on the disk, and you

will not be able to recover the old

version if anything goes wrong.

Type in Listing 1, RAMDISK. BAS,

BY DOUGLAS HUNT

check it with TYPO II, and

be sure to save a copy to

disk before you RUN it. Also,

put your fresh disk in Drive 1

just before you RUN the program.

When you RUN the program, it will

give you a prompt to make sure you

want to continue. Press [RETURN]

and the program will create the

RAMDISK.COM file and save it tin

your disk. The program also POKEs

in al! the patches necessary to

change DOS, and saves the modified

DOS.SYS file on the disk.

Once the new files are on your

disk, turn your computer off, put

the disk with the modified DOS in

drive 1, and turn the computer on

again. A line onscreen notifies you

that it is "Initializing D8; for 800X17

65XE." Then the BASIC prompt ap-

pears, and you're ready to go as usu-

al — except that you now have a

new drive D8:, your RAMdisk.

This RAMdisk is designed specifi-

cally for the S00XL or 65XH, to lake

advantage of that extra, unused

memory. The RAMdisk Handler

works on 130XE computers, but you

would be better off using the larger »
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ATARI 8- BIT
SOFTWARE - PARTS AND BOOKS FOR
ATARI XL / XE & 800/400 COMPUTERS

1050 MECHANISM
Factory Iresh TANDON mechs
;i';ko cit'iciI: tc-iiivn- a En;,;:-. Un.;
art. conip r.-:0 wrh he fid Sx-coer
So !'c o 'po:or. rx,1 : e;c. J;.s: puc. i

r

i

no difl cu.t fi ignments or adjusl-
menrs required. '~50$47

POWER PACKS
:i(.- !jr SCS--430. 1050 $ 1 A50
: ; ::cxl. Sao, and

>~
551unils.Part5C0179l5.

XL/XE SUPPLY ,_-.„,
..... -;>.,. Ich 9OOXL60OXL * JKUU
sxi. t;xi. a x;. sa-rw. C-\J

KEYBOARDS
Easy inter -ial replncfimer...

130XB65XE $35.00
800 $40.00
800XL .... $29.50
400 $12.50

XL 40 PIN LSI CHIP SET
A Complete set o! 40 Pin Large Scale
Integrated Circuits tor your 800XL
ftfOXi o: 1200XL computer.

;

16
E

3 4 PIECE BOARD SET
Jdes Main Board. Power Supply

i

1 .: :.:.> an .
:•;;:. lo

800/400 MODULES
NEW PARTSCOMPLETE WITH ICS
CX85.? 'flK RA.V Module $9.50
800/400 CPU with GTIA

. $8.75
800 10K "B" OS MODULE $8.75
800 POWER BOARD . . . .$14.50

400 POWER BOARD $9.50

MISCELLANEOUS
iV.W R-'.<..?GRA:'F<r 129.95
.3' ; N SE'ilA.. LC CABLE $4.50

SPECIAL 3I/CCA3LE3 rGn yo.33
Aiil- JOYS" C* $7.95

PC!'/,': lir»i. AYi.R Ji;Yil 'ICK $'G.Q5
U.j. JO.,BLER $2750
.1O;R0AR:j ;,:-" "A'.-O KAdi $2?.Q5
pa;;.)i.: cost -.oilers ... 19.95
rev. ;-, basic hom c . . . $'5.00

RAMRC X. vvnRA'.'.Cs .... $27.50
SSC'Cf P-.'.'CCEW CABLE. . $14.50
550c P'if'H'NTEI!GA8LE. . $14.50

S-?.
- MGMTOR CAR..E . ... 19.95

PRIMER STEREACE $43.95
P:RCOS'SECTION $62.00
O .3,-'IN 'CCONN; CTOR . . $4.50

S0DXL Rl" '.'OLiULA/'On $9.50
rv.f-.. •: .c;; 1

,
1

!- .';:crv: ..-,

'.050 'RACK 7:-RG 5-NKOR
. .

$8.50
;:7'JI3 lOfiO l3;akC;oi-vc c I"

. $1D.5C

850 12pc IC set allf^r,-.)! ROM yahO
AS VfATIQN STAT CN $74.95
SUPRA 2400 BALC WOULM $134.95

BOOKS
Mapping the Atari fXL/XE) $24.

IvteprTj ::-i;A:,-ir; :
BOLT 4001 $-b.

CsjiiiPi. :.:.- F^tRcxxo. Atari $12.

Compute's Third Book ol Atari

(Includes a high quality type
Word Processor) $12.

First Book at Atari Graphics 3*2.

2nd Book ol Atari Graphics $12.

Gr;iu-!:c Rock Combo #1 S 2 $19.

i-?::ronic Cc-:i!(ju:of Prelects $9.

XL USI.RS HANDBOOK $21.

XL USERS HANDBOOK $21.

Assembly Language Guide $21.

USING M.WS-iOOVI.
. . . $19.

YOUR ATARI COMPUTER $17.

Programmers Ref. Guide $14.

HackerBook Tricks 8 Tips $5.

Write Your Own Games ... $5.
1 low to 6502 Program .... $5.

Lia: c IV:
:

':;o''c-.: Manual ... $5.

INS !):_ Al'ARI BASIC .... $5.

JOS 2.0 l-eie-ence Manual $7.

Tech. Ref. Notes lor 800/400 $19.

Basic Playground Workbook $5.

SAMS lierjai- manuals for 1050

800XL. 130XE, 800, 400 contain

schematics, parts lists, labelled

photographs, oscilloscope and
logic level readings. $.?•-. OTi Fact-

ATARIWRITER + PLUS
WITHSPELLCHECK
Complete Disk based package

.... $29.95

BOOKKEEPER & KEYPAD

^"e^siona^bodikBe
8

in'
$ 1Q 95

system and Hie har.dy CXS5
'iiinsrickfiypadforonelow /I DISK
pries. Packages Factory sealed 3E"f

VISICALC SPREADSHEET
i,n «6i no coTfji.urg power „
of your B bit Atari with Vis ic ale. $ "j G9b

Co!-(:i'u wuTtKro irom honw ' *"'

nn;ircss io I' Qit powered linan-

cial projections.Hundreds of uses. DISK

Super DataBase 1-2-3

<s$59
'

P:R: CONNECTION
Serial / Parallel interface tor connei

a Wide variety Ol standard R5232

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-551-9995

IN CALIF. OR OUTSIDE U.S.

CALL 415-352-3787

CARTRIDGES
For XL'sOtE'S 800/400

fevi ; :.

• DATASOFT DISKS-

MICROPROSE DISKS

INFOCOM DISKS-

DISK BARGAINS-

Disks-XL'a'XE'a'800

SSI QUALITY SIMULATIONS

-GRANTS TRAIL

EDUCATIONAL DISKS

AMERICAN TECHNA-VISION
I Mail Order: 15338 Inverness St., San Leandro, Ca. 94579

| Sales Office: 2098 Pike Ave., San Leandro, Ca. 94577
ns: NO MINIMUM ORDER. We accept money orders, personal checks or

I C.O.D.5. VISA, Master/Card okay. Credit cards restricted to orders over $'8.50. No

I personal checks on C.O.D. - Shipping; $4.75 shipping and handling on orders under

I $150.00. Add $3.75 for C.O.D. orders. In Canada or P.R. total $7.00 lor shipping

I and handling. Foreign shipping extra. Calif, residents include 7 1/4 % sales tax. All

| producls new and guaranteed. All safes final. Send S.A.S.E for free catalog.



RAMDISK

RAMdisk that comes standard with

DOS 2.5. The program might also

work on a 1200XL, but this has not

been tested. If you boot an Atari 400

or 800 with this disk, the program

will not try to initialize the RAMdisk.

Using Your RAMdisk

Among other benefits, a RAMdisk

makes getting to DOS from

BASK; quicker and easier

than ever. When the program

formats the RAMdisk, it also

copies DL1P.SYS onto it. By

changing the value in mem-
ory location S153F to $38,

the program tells the computer to

load DUP.SYS from the RAMdisk.

Now, whenever you go to DOS from

BASIC (just type DOS on an empty

line below the READY prompt, and

press [RETURN]) the DOS menu ap-

pears almost instantaneously — no

more long waits for DOS to load

from disk. If you tise DOS option A

to get a directory of D8:, you will

see that the RAMdisk has one file,

DURSYS, and 125 free sectors left

over.

To boot with the RAMdisk and an

external cartridge in place, you must

bold down [HELP] when you turn

the computer on. The resulting

RAMdisk will have only 103 free sec-

tors, but won't interfere with the

cartridge, as the larger RAMdisk

would. To use the RAMdisk with

programs that normally require you

to turn the computer on while hold-

ing down [OPTION], you should

now hold down both [OPTION] and

[HELP]. Hold down both [CON-

TROI.| and [HELP] while booting to

disable the RAMdisk.

You can use your RAMdisk much

like a regular disk drive, so much so

they are sometimes called "virtual"

drives. To save or load files from the

RAMdisk, just be sure to use D8: as

your drive designation. For example,

when your word processor asks for

a filename, use D8:MYFILE.TXT to

save your file to the RAMdisk. Be-

cause the RAMdisk is actually part of

the computer's memory, files load

and save with amazing speed —but if

you turn the computer off, you will

lose any files on the RAMdisk.

If you have only one disk drive,

having a RAMdisk can make copying

files much easier. Just use DOS op-

tion C to copy them to the RAMdisk

A RAMdisk makes getting to

DOS from BASIC quicker and

easier than ever.

(D8:), then switch disks and copy

the files to your new disk. Just keep

in mind that you only have 167 sec-

tors to work with, and that your

RAMdisk is not a permanent form of

storage. If you want to keep your

files, make sure you have copies on a

floppy before you power down.

Special Notes

The RAMdisk is not infallible, unfor-

tunately, and files you want to keep

should always be saved on floppies,

just in case. Also, you will notice

that the screen flashes wildly when-

ever you access the RAMdisk. This is

normal, and nothing to worry about,

but on rare occasions the machine

may crash while trying to access a

file, leaving the screen stuck in a cra-

zy character set. If this happens,

press [RESET]. If you were reading a

file, try reading it again. If you were

writing a file to the RAMdisk when

the crash occurred, consider it lost,

and don't try to do anything with it,

or you're likely to crash even more

permanently. Copy any other files

Products Mentioned

Mapping the Atari $16.95

COMPUTE! Publications

825 Seventh Ave

New York, NY 10019

(212)887-5928.

you want to save to floppy, and refor-

mat the RAMdisk.

With the 130XE RAMdisk, DOS
2.5 expects a file called MEM.SAV to

be in the RAMdisk if DUP.SYS is load-

ed from the RAMdisk. (The MEM.SAV

file saves the part of memory occu-

pied by BASIC programs, so they

won't be wiped out when you load

DUP.SYS.) Because of possible-

problems concerning MEM.SAV,

not to mention the amount of

space the file takes up, the

MEM.SAV routines have been

completely disabled by the XL/

XE RAMdisk Handler. Infre-

quently, you may get a warning that

a DOS operation may invalidate a

MEM.SAV file (which doesn't exist),

and you should simply type
j
Y] at

the prompt. If you want the

MEM.SAV file on your RAMdisk,

eliminate lines 240-350 from the BA-

SK; program in Listing 1, and RUN
the program as directed above. Now
you can use DOS option N to put the

MEM.SAV file on your RAMdisk.

How it Works

The extended RAM is in the 24K

block, addresses A000-SFFFF. The

2K area from SD()00-SD7ff is occu-

pied by the GTIA, POKEY, PIA and

ANTIC chips, and has no auxiliary

RAM substitute, leaving 22K of ex-

tended RAM. Memory location

SD301 controls which block of mem-

ory are active. Bit of SD301 con-

trols the operating system, SOO00-

SFFFF, not including the 2K of chips.

When bit is set to one, the normal

ROM OS is present, but when the bit

is reset, the auxiliary RAM is "bank

switched" in place of the operating

system. Bit 1 controls the BASIC car-

tridge, $A000-SBFFF. When the bit is

reset to zero, BASIC is active. When
bit 1 is set to 1, BASK; is shut off.

For the 130XE RAMdisk, DOS 2.5

has a general sector read and write

routine at address S076C. Part of this

routine checks for D8:, the RAMdisk.

If D8: has been specified, then the +
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COMPUTER SOFTWARE SERVICES
:P.O. BOX 17660, ROCHESTER, N.Y. 14617

"PHONE (716)586-5545

BRAND NEW ITEMS

$169"/ THE "SUPER E-BURNER!" $169"/
$19995 $199"

o Epror rxograi

::.(:;!;

to READ

BURNER'

allEprom

I is a software drive

PROGRAM prcms.'

I drive. Only SI6S

> 95 plus 56 S/h7l.

Ihe FASTEST.

t'-rouyh ' f.'ogl its speed is

iri t1n-.il.vi; ut;r(y Is ;:nnli;nls

:t:vt:t; v.lmli alews t'-rj ulii;i

i
! .'.'mi f.ANi.

$49" "HARD DRIVE PRO BACKUP!" $49"

ft ULTRA HIGH SPEED

$99"/ "XF551 3.5" CONVERSION!" $99"/

$13955 $139"

' J5 - CONVERSION kit \y you' i

or 3.5' disks currently being used b
h kit is Wgh gualllv

rdina 5 U4-1-
c 5OL0ERLESS J n

ly S99.05 P

ss BOTH mech

$49" "BLACK BOX ENHANCER"!© $49"

>ur BLACK BOX a.

r-.,- .1 .-,-. s.-ss.i n..-ii;,-ij n -6 <hadesof GREYI

honolcr wi'l prill CONTROL and INVERSE chorocte

Supp r< WVDOS u-.d SPARTA

.!!..' SECTOR EDITOR -.. ,:::;. ;l '.j paitilio-'S u

. :' ::[-i J. i DIRECTORIES ;.: SUBDIRECTORIES
-;:.. SFCTOtf COPIER .

ralic HEX/DEC- ;:
:

.
i
. DISASSEMBLER

. EDIT/SEARCH by 1 1 or 16 bit Plr

REPAIRS

SHIPPING! Add S5 for Shipping/Handling/ Ins

UPS BLUE LASLE (2nd DAY AIR) available for S3 extra pei shipment

CALL TODAY (716)580-5545 COMPUTER SOFTWARE SERVICES
- 5pm (EST) WEEKDAYS P.O. Box 1 7660

24 III,' :)B3 (716) 217-715?

BESTSELLERS

SUPER ARCHIVER

exaggeration, the SUPER A
PROGRAMMING/COPYING device available

• TRUE DOUBLE DENSITY PHANTOM SEC

• ULTRA-SPEED -end/write • ARCHIVER/HA
.FULLY AUTOMATIC COpyiNG

. TOGGLE HEX/DEC Dl

• BUILT-IN MAPPERi.ip

. displays/copies a

.. ilTLIJ

$99" The "SUPER ARCHIVER II"!© $99"

NOWI COPIES all ENHANCED DEN:

above). Allows ye... It* COPY
de-s.ly pi:;!e;t:li:jr. uti'it-.'iei (ii-.cludi'-g PHANIUM stun
Ccnploloy u;.loricli; co.T.pcl rre wl" n-,.; e;t-WW;TEP

ULTIMATE BACKUP. T>l?OGIvAMM NO . -I, SW«1 r.

S/H/ 1. NOTICE llvniitiKv.iil-, O-.i : i SI.PEB ARCHIVLK ..

upgrace- to a SUPER ARCHIVER II 'or only ;?5C5 plus S5

(disk only-no additional hardware tequired).

BIl-WRHLR-i
.- EA and SYN si

B -BIT-WRITER" 1

$79"

ciri-g eve.-

.lel.aho-; PLUG-IN cicu.l Poaic

ins. The 'SUPER ARCHIVER' wit

PROGRAMMING/COPYING :',

for Atari lDSC's EXACT DUPLICATES a

$69" ULTRA SPEED PLUS $69"

Imagine a unlversol XL/XL Gperniny Sysltvr so easy to use that

that every Hackor. Pictj-tiT-rinir .]: liomclisk owner will wonder
how they ever got along without M Uira Speed Plus puis

unPelievaPle speed ana convenience at your fingertips. Use
!!;"B', snr.M at on vour disks, bootIY DOS to

any drive < I -9) up

Density, octivt ) OS I

, , FEW I.

THE "RICHMANS"
30 Column Word Processor

. High speed Curse

SCREEN!

t:i-':jn;iL-L:<:':r'

e RICHMANS 80 Column

Rochester, N.Y. 14617

$199" The "BLACK BOX"!©

iwti swi-chos ;:

plugs directly

computes Cj
Blnck Bo<; ,.!.

L. 800XL. and I30X

ce to a SASI/SCSI bi

libe :oo-. ',:! Pl- o i. :iic :.- :•

:! ™r,ors l'.c- sAsi,-S(;s oi

::r hoo'-ini] ,ip trr.;< ccrrnrj

-.-Black Box :.

lies rales up lo TRUE 19.2K BAUD! A future u

tion ol up lo four '..' ,

,.;.- n-,<i..,n . i :i..;

j with Ihe system The drives will net

!S iv II be S„per Ar;:h.v(v v'cnipotible. and si

, O'.v

/ T.e-i'.o-,' oiS"'Lst;-r ti y. iry.'iroiv.-eq'i'er ::'or.

'ice ;;r I"-; Block Boxii SlWJito in,- bar. e ..

rV.k o' "AM (fo 1 r;rnlt'-^,;:;;l-;-! pus 53 for S:r

Dm BLACX BOX case- .:: fivuiliibo 'or S3°0S c

is a product Of Computer SofKvoo 5c-T;iCf!S

IV'S The "MULTIPLEXER"!" $199"

JS SysOps. becouse yc

HARD DRIVE S LIMITED SPECIALS



Fill in coupon and mail to:

START

Subscriptions:

P.O. Box 535

Ml. Morris, IL 61054

NEW ADDRESS

Name

Address

City

State/Zip

OLD ADDRESS

Name

Address

City _

State/Zip

routine branches from S0784 to

J1481, the RAMdisk sector read and

write routine. The RAMdisk routine

at $1481 generates a memory ad-

dress between $4000 and $7080

bused on the sector number, and de-

termines which of the four 16K

RAM banks the sector will occupy.

The routine transfers the 880 bytes

of data and returns.

To get DOS 2.5 to create my 22K

RAMdisk, I wrote a machine-lan-

guage program similar to the one at

5 14 H I . However, the routine was a

few bytes too long, and didn't fit at

51481. So, 1 assembled the routine

into the cassette buffer, at S03FD-

8047F, instead. (This naturally

caused problems with using car-

tridges, as discussed below.) I also

changed the "JSR $1481" (Jump to

SubRoutine at position SI 181) at

S0784 to "JSR $03FD* so the new

routine would he accessed.

The routine checks to see if a di-

rectory sector (360-368) has been

passed to the routine, and if one

has, then the sector is lowered to

the 171-179 ninge so the directory

will fit in the 22K of extended RAM.

The routine also ignores sectors

through 3 because sector is non-

existent on a floppy drive, and 1

through 3 are used only for boot in-

formation. Since you won't be boot-

ing from the RAMdisk, those four

are given no space on the RAMdisk.

When encountered, these sectors

cause the routine to simply return

to the main body of DOS without

doing anything.

If a sector falls in the range from

i through 179 the routine subtracts

four from the sector number. (This

is a strictly local change — the sec-

tor number passed to the routine is

still intact at the exit.) Then a mem-
ory address is generated based on

the modified sector number. The in-

terrupts are turned off at $D40E,

auxiliary memory is called up, and

$80 bytes are transferred. The ROM
is bank-switched back in, and the

interrupts are restarted.

Initializing the RAMdisk

Because of the odd configuration of

the RAMdisk, the DOS 2.5 disk-for-

matting commands weren't easily

modified to format the RAMdisk on

the 800XL and 65XF.. I wrote my
own routine at S1481, the old I30XF

RAMdisk sector read and write rou-

tine. The new formatting routine is

too long to fit entirely at S 1481, and

so continues at S12CB, where the

old bank-switching routine was lo-

cated. At S0B84, I patched in a call

to 81481. At $1481, the overwritten

code from $0B84 is replaced, and

then the routine checks to sec if D8:

is being accessed. If a floppy is be-

ing formatted, control is passed

back to the normal formal routine.

If the RAMdisk is being formatted,

the routine zeroes out the buffer

and creates a bitmap for sectors 4-

170 (167 free sectors). The routine

writes this bitmap, and eight zeroed

sectors for the directory.

In its usual mode, the RAMdisk

has 167 free sectors and can be for-

matted using DOS option I. In this

mode, however, it uses memory ad-

dresses $A00O-$BFFF as its first 6 l

sectors. These addresses are also

used when you boot with an exter-

nal cartridge, or if you boot without

BASIC. (If you boot holding down

[OPTION], the OS shuts BASIC off

and puts the display lists in this aux-

iliary RAM block.) To avoid the in-

evitable conflict over memory, the

second RAMdisk mode makes it im-

possible to access the first 64 sec-

tors, leaving 103 free sectors. As

mentioned above, just hold down

[HELP] while booting to get the

103-sector RAMdisk. In this mode,

the RAMdisk can be formatted by

DOS option P.

Listing on page 89

Douglas Hunt is a student at

Hopewell Valley Central High

School, in Pennington, NJ.
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Head 'Em Off!
Head For The Skies And Box In Your Opponent

BY LUCIUS KWOK

In
the not-too-

distant future,

aerial combat

has become

the latest craze. In this newest

sport, pilots fly jets through elabo-

rate mazes of force fields. As they

fly, the jets produce trails of deadly

exhaust, and to cross any trail

means instant death. The pilot who
survives longest wins, and to end

the competition quickly pilots try to

box in their opponents with their

smoke trails — but one wrong turn

can mean instant death.

Getting Started

Type in Listing 1, HEADOFF.8AS,

check ii with TYPO II, and SAVE a

copy to disk before you RUN it.

When you first RUN Head 'Em

Off, the title screen appears, with

the maze level noted at the bottom.

To change the level, press jSELEOT].

You can select to fly in all seven of

In this high-flying game for two players, you'll

need fast reflexes and sharp strategy to suc-

cessfully navigate the mazes — while trying to

box in your opponent with your jet trails. This

BASIC game works on all 8-bit Ataris with at

least 48K memory. Two joysticks required.

the arenas, one per round, or pick a

single arena by number. You can re-

turn to the title screen at any time

during a game by pressing [START],

To pla\-, plug in two joysticks and

press [START]. The first maze ap-

pears, seen from overhead. The

planes start flying immediately, leav-

ing colored trails of smoke behind

them, blue for player one, red for

player two. Use your joystick to con-

trol the direction of the jet, being

player gets seven

points. If ALL arenas

were chosen you

play one round in

each arena. That is the ultimate

challenge. Each maze requires a dif-

ferent strategy, in addition to quick

reflexes. With the more complex

mazes, like arena 3, the player who
gets to the center first can usually

trap the other. In open arenas, like

arena I, strategy becomes more sig-

nificant as you try to trap your op-

ponent while leaving yourself room

to maneuver.

Now that you know how to play

careful to avoid the maze walls, boun- this game, it's time to head for the

dary lines and smoke trails. Crossing skies and Head 'Em Off!

any of these obstacles, or making a Listing on page 92

180-degree turn, causes a fatal crash.

The jet that crashes is highlighted, Lucius Ktrok is a student at Central

and the other flyer gets a point for High School in Philadelphia, In bis

the round. In a tie, a coin is tossed to free time, be tikes to play handball

see who wins the round. In any sin- or role-playing games. This is bis

gle arena, play continues until one first appearance in ANTIC.
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TYPING SPECIAL ATARI CHARACTERS

The Atari Special Characters and

the keys you must type in order to

get them are shown below:

For [CONTROL] key combina-

tion, bold clown [CONTROL] while-

pressing the next key. For inverse

[CONTROL] [A] through

[CONTROL] [Z], press the [3]
key—or [A ] on the 400/800—then
release it before pressing the next

key. (Press [H] or [ A] again to turn

off inverse.) For [ESC] key combina-

tions, press [ESC] and then re/east'

it before pressing the next key.

Carefully study the chart above

and pay close attention to differ-

ences between lookalike characters

such as the slash key's [/] and the

[CONTROL] [F] symbol [0].

NORMAL VIDEO INVERSE VIDEO
FOR TYPE FOfi TYPE FOR TYPE
THIS THIS THIS THIS THIS THIS

S CTRL , S CTRL S ESC
IB CTRL A H CTRL T SHIFT

CTRL B B CTRL U DELETF
ffl CTRL C D CTRL V ESC

SI CTRL D ffl CTRL W SHIFT
INSERT

ESC
CTRL

fflCTRL E ffl CTRL X

12 CTRL F CTRL Y
S CTRL G ffl CTRL Z TAB
A CTRL H B ESC ESC FSC
LI CTRL I ffl ESC CTRL SHIFT
B CTRL J ffl ESC CTRL TAB
H CTRL K ffl ESC CTRL + D ,kCTRI .

E CTRL L ffl ESC CTRL J. CTRL ;

CTRL M ffl CTRL .
A SHI FT =

CTRL N ft CTRL ;
B ESC CTRL 2

CTRL X SHIFT - FSC

SB CTRL P H ESC SHIFT CTRL

ffl CTRL Q
H CTRL R

CLEAR
81 ESC DELETE
ffl ESC TAB

DELETE
ESC
CTRL
INSFRT

TYPO II AUTOMATIC PROOFREADER
TYPO II automatically proofreads Antic's type-in BASIC listings. Type in the listing below and SAVE a copy to disk

or cassette. Now type GOTO 32000. At the prompt, type in a single program line without the two-letter TYPO II

code at the beginning Then press [RETURN].

Your line will reappear at the bottom of the screen. If the TYPO II code does not match the code in the magazine,

then you've mistyped your line.

To call back a previously typed line, type [*], then the line number, then [RETURN]. When the completed line ap-

pears, press [RETURN] again. This is how TYPO II proofreads itself.

To LIST your program, press [BREAK] and type LIST, To return to TYPO II. type GOTO 32000. To remove TYPO
II from your program, type LIST *'D:FILENAME",0,31999, then [RETURN], then NEW, then ENTER "D:FILENAME ",

then [RETURN]. Now you can SAVE or LIST your program to disk or cassette.

32B00 REM TYPO II BY RNDY 8RRT0N
32010 REM UER- 1.0 FDR fiNTIC MRGRZINE
32020 CLR 'DIM L INES c 12 J 1 C L 05E J»2-CLD
5E W3
32030 OPEN txl, 4 , 0, "E": OPEN o3,5,0,"E"
32040 ? "*": POSITION 11,1:? "BOGKaWtflB"

32050 TRAP 32040 1 POSITION 2,3:? Type
32060 POSITION 1,4:? • ":INP0T «2;LINE
S:IF LINES = "" THEN POSITION 2,4:|_I5T B
= G0TQ 32060
32070 IF LINES tl , U- ,, »" THEN B-URL(LIN
ES(2,LEN(LINES))):P05ITION 2,4:LI5T B:
GOTO 32060
32080 POSITION 2,10:? "CONT"
32090 H=URL(LINESi:paSITI0N 1,3 t 7 " ";

NY I 32 IBB POKE B42,13:5T0P
CN I 32110 POKE 842, 12
ET I 32120 ? '•*

I POSITION 11,1:? •• KUiJUMPIHB
" i POSITION 2,15 = LIST B

CE 32130 C=0 1 0N5=C
QRJ32140 POSITION 2,16:INPUT «3;LINES:IF

LINESs"" THEN ? "LINE ";B;" DELETED":G
I0T0 32050

UU 32150 FOR D = l TO L EN ( LINES 3: C = C + 1 1 HNS =

flN5+<C*>fiSC(LINEScD,DJ)i:NEXT D
UJ 32160 C0DE = INT iOrJS'6765
JU 32170 C0DE = flN5- cC0DE*676»
EH 32160 HC0DE=INT cC0DE'26s
OH 3219B LC0DE=C0DE - tHC0DE«263 +65
HO 322B0 HC0DE-HC0DE+65
IE 32210 POSITION 0,16:? CHRS iHCODE> ; CHRS

1LCODE1
UG 3222B POSITION 2,13:? "If CODE does no

t Match press UISIUMi'iIM and edit line a
faoue .

" : GOTO 32B5B
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RAMDISK HANDLER
Add A RAMdisk To Your 800XL or 65XE Article on page 82

LISTING!
D8BAT
BY DO
ctJ 19
PHIC5
Inser
PRE55
E 764
PEEKc

DPE
AEA

i HOT
CLO

N «1
o a
o 11
5E «

CH-BAS - RAMDISK MAKER
UGLA5 HUNT
1, ANTIC PUBLISHING. INC
8
a COPY of 1)05 2-5 in dri

ISGnLTJDSH] to continue"
.255
7641=12 THEN 90

nsi RAMDISK. COM"
0, "Dl

:

RAMDI5K. COM"
CK=CK+A:IF flO-1 THEN PUT

125 IF CK046689 THEN 500
130 ? "Altering DU5 FORMAT routines"
135 B=5249:CK=9
140 READ A:CK-CK+A=IF A<>-1 THEN POKE
B, ft: B =B+1 = GOTO 140
145 IF CK0 9424 THEN 500

165
178
175

4B11
AD A

B + l = G
CK<

2948
AD A
8 + 1 = G

I 2 tlBE

QT 23(
UT 24(
MM 25(
ill 260
WX [ 270

ins

REM
RtM
REM
POK

ALL

t 1

CK=CK+A=IF fl<>-l THEN POKE
0T0 160
3198 THEN 500
CK = 8
CK=CK+A :1F
OTO 175

52 THEN 500

OCATE DRIVES 1,2 AND 6

2,131:? "Allocating Dl,2,8

-1 THEN POKE

Alter AU

HD
BUT MAKE IT INIT SCREEN FIRST
S17F4: JSR S1976-.. CALL
SCREEN INITIALIZATION-
DOS LOAD 5TART5 AT S17F7-

REM
REM M
HEM
REM
POKL
DOS c
REM
REM B
REM
REM
REM
REM
POKE 6132,32:P0Kfc 6133.118:P0KL 61

34,25
350 REM
360 REM
378 REM
380 REM
390 POKE 1924,32:PBKE 1925,253:P0KE 19
26,3=? "Altering RAMDISK I'O address"
400 ? "Writing DOS 2 .

5"
: OPEN »1, 8, 0, "D

CLOSE «1
"D05 2.5 Altered, RAMDI5K-

, DOS rewritten-"

2oi;

3 38
320
330

1 sDOS.SYS"
410
COM
420
S B
Rec

DATA StateMentS,

1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
1088
1090
1100
1110
1120
1130
1140
1150
1160

END
? :? s? "Error
heck- " : END
REM RAMDI5K.COM FILE...
DATA 255,255.253,3.127,4
DATA 8, 173, 11,3,240,26
DATA 201,2,176.18,173,10
DATA 3, 201, 104, 144, 11, 201
DATA 113,176,7,105,67,141
DATA 10,3,208,4.40,160
DATA 139,96,173.10,3,281
DATA 18 0, 176,24 5,201.4, 144
DATA 82,233,4, 74, 170. 169
DATA 0,106,168-138,24,105
DATA 168,281,288,144,3,24
DATA 105, 8, 133, 51, 132, 58
DATA 160, 127, 173. 4, 3,133
DATA 67,173,5,3.133,68
DATA 169,0,141, 14, 212, 173
DATA 1,211, 73, 3, 141.

1

1170 DATA
1180 DATA
1190 DATA
1200 DATA
1210 DATA
1220 DATA
1230 DATA
1248 DATA
1250 DATA
1260 DATA
1270 DATA
1280 DATA
1290 DATA
1308 DATA
1310 DATA
1320 DATA
1330 DATA
1348 DATA
1358 DATA
1360 DATA
1370 DATA
1380 DATA
1398 DATA
1488 DATA
1418 DATA
1420 DATA
1430 DATA
1440 DATA
1450 DATA
1468 DATA
1470 DATA
1480 DATA
1490 DATA
1500 DATA
1S10 DATA
1520 DATA
1530 DATA
1540 DATA
1550 DATA
1560 DATA
1570 DATA
1580 DATA
1590 DATA
1608 DATA
1610 DATA
1620 DATA
1630 DATA
1640 DATA
1650 DATA
1668 DATA
1678 DATA
1680 DATA
1690 DATA
1700 DATA
1710 DATA
1720 DATA
1730 DATA
1740 DATA
1750 DATA
1760 DATA
1770 DATA
1780 DATA
1790 DATA
1800 DATA
1810 REM D
1820 DATA
1838 DATA
1840 DATA
1858 DATA
I860 DATA
1870 DATA
1880 DATA
1890 DATA
1900 DATA
1910 DATA
1920 DATA
1930 DATA

211 .40, 144, 9, 177, 67
145, 50, 136,16,249,48
7, 177, 58, 145, 67, 136
16,249, 173.1,211, 73
3 . 141, 1, 211, 169 , 255
141,14, 212,48.1.40
160, 1,96,19, 281, 255
255, 0.80,67,81,32
177,80,173,10,7,9
128. 141 .10.7.32. 156
80. 162. 32. 169 . 3. 157
66,3, 169, 53, 157, 68
3, 169, 81,157, 69,

3

169 , 4, 157 , 74 , 3, 169
0, 157. 75.3,32,86
228,16,4.32- 156,80
96, 162,48 . 169, 3, 157
66,3,169,42,157,68
3,169,81, 157,69,3
169, 8, 157, 74, 3, 169
0, 157 ,75,3,32,86
228, 162, 32, 169, 7,157
66,3, 169, 0, 157, 68
3,169,96,157,69,

3

169, 6,157,72,3,169
20,157, 73,3,32,86
228, 16,4,32, 156, 88
96, 162,48,169,11, 157
66, 3, 169, 0,157, 68
3,169,96, 157,69,3
169,6,157,72, 3,169
20. 157. 73,3.32,86
228,169, 56,141, 63,21
16 9,12 5, 32, 17 6,242,162
32, 169.12,157,66,3
32, 86, 228, 162,48,169
12, 157, 66, 3, 32, 86
228,96.174, 7,228,224
24 2, 298, 39, 174, 22 0,

2

224, 145, 240, 32, 162,39
134, 2 5,162,8,134,204
189,3, 81, 32,176,242
166,2 04,232,134,2 04, 198
205,208,241,173,220,2
201 . 17, 208, 9, 240,

3

104, 104, 96,169.253,208
2,169, 254,162,48,157
66,3, 169 , 64, 157, 68
3, 169, 81, 157,69,3
169,8, 157,74, 3,157
75, 3,32, 86,228,96
125,29,29,29,29,32
32,73,110,105,116,105
97. 108,105, 122, 105, 118
183, 32, 68, 56.58, 32
182, 111, 114, 32, 56,48
48.88,76,47,54, 53
88, 69,32.68, 56,58
68.65,88,46, 83, 89
83, 155,68,49,58, 68
65,80,46,83,89, 83
155. 68, 56,58, 155, 224
2,225,2,0,80
-1
05 PATCH AT $1481
165 , 33, 201, 8, 240,

1

96, 104, 104, 160, 127. 169
0, 145, 69, 136, 16, 251
200,169.2.145, 69, 160
3, 138, 106. 144, 6, 169
103, 162, 18,288,4. 169
167, 162, 10, 145, 69, 136
136, 145. 69.138,168,169
15, 145, 69, 169,255,200
145, 69, 192, 31, 144, 249
169,224,145,69,160,184
169, 1.56.32, 108,

7
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ANTIC SOFTWARE PRESENTS-

START MAGAZINE'S

THE GRAB B
8 BIT SOFTWARE >

or Choose any

for $49-^1

NEW PRODUCTS
BUY NOW -

LIMITED QUANTITIES

lOwy^

(jtEW^ OROPZONE - Interj

""^i^^ apart again, now is

irplanetary relations have fallen

; the time for action, "...possibly

the best Atari game ever" Page 6 Mag -

m-mion - $19.95 (counts as two selections)

SOLAR STAR - All you have to do is shoot the

disrupters, take the crystals, and run. But you
knew it wouldn't be easy!! - (THIM2) - $19.95

(counts as two selections)

CHIPMUNK ATARI DISK COPIER - Gives you the

bility to backup your software for archival reasons

without spending big money. - (TH1G03J - $19.95

(counts its two selections)

SEASTALKER There is something down in the ocean,

something terrifying, and you have to face it, because

only you can save the Aquadome. (TH0025! - $17.95

s two selections)

,
DESK TOP PERFORMANCE STUDIO - Turn vour
computer into a live performance instrument and
multimodal studio - trillion) - $19.95

(counts as two selections)

l
THE X-10 POWERMANAGER - Use your computer to

run the power of your home or apartment. Saves money
and time. (TH0Q29) - $24.95

(counts as two selections)

CjiEWj

SPECIAL OFFER
(ACT NOW -VERYJJMITED QUANTITIES)

XEP80 INTEIUffijTMO^^ last ANTIC
offers you th(UsWciLw© ^eUa^lay Controller &

SALE PRICE $39.95!

ENTERTAINMENT

ASTROLOGY - Create beautiful charts for your U
friends. Imaginative gifts, always popular. (AP(
$15.95

ATARIORACLE - The computer OUJI board. Pred

future, answers all questions, picks LOTTO nun
(AP0138) $15.95

BLUE TEAM BRIDGE - Tournament level. Play al

i yo r bidding-, , pi. aph
(AP0178) $15.95

CRIBBAGE and SEVEN CARD STUD - Two great card

games. The poker players don't cheat, but they bluff.

(APO!73> $15.95

SUMMER GAMES - You are an Olynpic athlete

ipeting in eight key events at the Summer Games.
Includes trnck,swimming, diving, and more.

(TH6001) $19.95

MATH ENCOUNTER - Learn the basics of addition,

subtraction, multiplication, and division while you
Craft through the enemy squadron

(TH6002) $19.95

SUCCESS WITH MATH - An easy to use private

tutorial for grade levels 7 to 11. Comprehensive,
self-paced motivator for that problem subject.

(TH6003) $19.95

KLONDIKE SOLITAIRE AND SEVENS (FAN TAN)
Two classic strategy card games. Hours of

recreation. (AP0174) S15.95

COLOSSUS CHESS 3.0 - The best Atari chess game
for the serious player, beginner or Grand-Master.
(AP0161) $15.95

PUZZLER - Infinite jigsaw puzzles, use vour own
pictures. Set difficulty level for any age group.

(APO150) $12.95

DRAGON'S QUEST - A wonderful illustrated ad-

venture game for vour entire family. Fast and fan-

tastical. (AP0139) $15.95

KING TUT'S TOMB and CONSTRUCTION SET -

48 dangerous, multi-screen tombs, or construct

your own. (AP0149) $15.95

CHOP SUEY - Joystick-busting, action-packed,

martial arts excitment. One of our all-time best

sellers. (AP0162) $15.95

WEAKON - Battle in innerspace, the thrilling, dan-
gerous world of speeding sub-atomic particles.

(AP0122) $15.95

XTAL (CRYSTAL) - Command a star cruiser!

Detailed effects are everywhere. More than a

game: an epic. (AP0158) $15.95

ORDER NOW
TOLL-FREE
800-234-7001



PRODUCTIVITY

CREATIVE PROCESS 1.8 - An indispensable outline

processor. (AP0151).. $19. 95

DEEP BLUE C COMPLIER AND MATHLIB - The all

purpose language and math library. (AP0188)..$19.95

FLOATING POINT PACKAGE AND EXTENDED D.D.T.
(EXDDT) - A powerful combo for assembly language.
(AP0189L.S19.95

INTERLISP/65 2.5 A Subset of the standard "INTERLISP"
dialect of LISP. (AP0191).. $19.95

RAMBRANDT - The ultimate paint software on two disks.

(AP0157)..$19.95

SPELL MAGIC - Check documents generated by other wort
processing programs, and in context with the document
display feature. (AP0144)..$19.95

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

LIMITED TIME OFFER!

BACKTALK1.2 - The
droid with the macr

i becomes a communications
nmand feature. (AP0154L. $19.95

CHAMELEON CRT TERMINAL EMULATOR 4.03 - One
terminal becomes five in a matter of minutes. Requires
48K RAM. IAPOH3)..$19. 95

JASIC VIEW - A must for all programmers
(APO!92)..$19.95

nplete disk editor for

dves. (AP01451..S5.95
; and

-Input and edit music.

isic. (AP0147).. $15.95

lities. Re-

DISK SCANNER -

double density dr

ENHANCED POKEY PLAYER -

Tutorial included. Requii

THE ENHANCEMENT DISKS - B/Graph's
quires Atari Basic. (APO190). .$19.95

ENVISION - Create stand-alone pictures or produce Basic

and Assembler Source Codes. Requires Atari Basic, MAC/
65, SynAssembler, Epson-compatible printer.

(AP0185)..$S19.95

PICTURE PLUS 3.0 AND LISTER PLUS 1.5 - The complete
graphic utility set. Requires 48K RAM and Atari Basic.

(AP0179L. $19. 95

PRINTER DRIVER CONSTRUCTION SET - Make Atari

Writer compatible with every printer. Requires Atari-

Writer. (AP013H..SI9.95

Buy Now!
SPACE BASE -

RAM. (APO!4i

SPEEDREAD+ - Learn toread tasler with less effort.

Requires 48K RAM. (AP0164)..$19. 95

Phone Orders - Toll free number,

(800) 234-7001

Mail Order
To order by mail, complete order form
and return with payment to The Grab
Bag, 544 Second Street, San Francisco,

CA 94107.

Payment by check, money order,

MasterCard, VISA, or American
Express

Payment must accompany all mail

orders. Include shipping and handling

charges of $3.50 per order of 1 to 10

disks.

:ro-screens on most plotters.SCREEN PLOT- Print c.

<AP0135>..$5.95

SHERLOCK 1050 - Restore crashed disks with the trace

option feature. (APOT55).. $19.95

SOLID OBJECT MODULE - Create 3D objects easily.

Requires 48K RAM and RAMbrandt. <AP0182)..$15.95

EDUCATION
MAPWARE - Add maps to your programs. 9000 pairs of

coordinates available. Requires Atari Basic

(AP01341. .$19. 95

MEMOREASE+ - L

(AP0163). .519. 95

efficiently and i

I ADDRESS

_

|
CITY

I ZIP CODE _

ORDER FORM

STATE/COUNTY

PHONE NO.

DESCRIPTION

Total



ANTIC SOFTWARE LIBRARY

1940 DATA 169, 1, 141,4, 3. 169
1950 DATA 20, 141, 5, 3, 76,203
1960 DATA 18, 0,0, 14, 10,7
1980 DATA -1
1990 REM DOS PATCH AT S12CB
2000 DATA 169,7, 141, 15, 19,169
2010 DATA 0,168,153,1,20,200
2020 DATA 16,250,173,15,19,24
2030 DATA 185,105,168,169,1,56

2040 DATA 32,108,7,206,15,19
2050 DATA 16,238,96.96,125.78
2060 DATA -1
2078 REM D05 PATCH AT S0884
208B DATA 17 0,165,70,141,5,3
2098 DATA 165,69,141,4,3,32
2188 DATA 129,20,234,234,234,
2110 DATA 1

HEAD 'EM OFF
Head For The Skies And Box In Your Opponent Article on page 87

LISTING 1

-vpoi roc

2 REM Head 'En Off
3 REM by Lucius Kwok
4 REM CCU991, ANTIC PUBLISHING, INC
5 14=1 1 GOTO 400
10 GRAPHICS S:P0KE 710,12:POKE 709,60:
POKE 708,146'IF U>? THEN U=l
20 ? »6;"S" :CDL0R 3:PL0T 0,0?DRAUTQ 79
,0:DRAWTO 79,40:DRAUTO 0,40:DRAUTO 0,0

30 RESTORE U*10+S90 I RE AD L = F0R 1 = 1 TO
L = READ X, V,

D

40 PLOT X,Y=DRAUTO X + 10*D , V + 9** cl - D >

50 FOR 5 = 14 TO STEP -HSOUND 0.20.8,
5

:

NEXT 5 I NEXT I
60 0X1=11 :0Y1=39

:

0X2=69:0Y2-1
70 Xl=ll:Vl=39iX2=69:V2=l:X3=0JX4=0!Y3
=-i: Y4=1=COLL=0:POKE 752,1
80 50=5TICKt0):IF 50<15 THEN Y3=f50=13
> - i50=14> :X3=t50=7J-cS0=ll>
85 51 = 5TICKtli:IF 5K15 THEN Y4= (51 = 13
>-t51=14> :X4=t51=7)-c51=ll>
90 ? , "M Head'eH Off!' 1 :? =7 "51 Blue"
."Round"," Red":50UND , 13 , 10, 4

: SOUND
1,13,8,4 : POKE 7? ,0
100 LOCATE X1+X3. Y1+Y3.Z1 I LOCATE X2 + X4
,Y2+Y4,Z2:IF Z1>0 OR Z2>0 OR X1=X2 AND
Y1=Y2 THEN C0LL=1

105 IF PEEK<532?9»=6 THEN 400
110 IF CDLL=1 THEN 300
115 X1=X1+X3: Y1=Y1+Y3
120 X2=X2+X4 : Y2=Y2+Y4
125 COLOR UPLOT OX 1 , 0Y1 : COLOR 2=PL0T
0X2, 0Y2
138 COLOR 3=PLQT Xl,Yi:PLOT X2,Y2=0X1=
Xl:DX2=X2:0Yl=Yl;0Y2=Y2
140 ? >: ";SC2," ";RD," ";SCl;"ffl"
150 S8=STICK<0) : IF tS0=13> + c50=14 ) + f50
=7>+e50=ll> THEN Y3=(50=13)-fS0=14>:X3
= t50 = 7) - f50 = llJ
160 S1=5TICKC1> : IF cSl= 1 3> + cSl=14> + €51
=?»+<51=ll> THEN Y4= fSl-13> - <51=14> = X4
= t51 = 7 J - r51 = ll>
170 GOTO 100
290 rem mranRi.-iBrfimmnrimHBBM
299 rem [Hr^HBiiiERraBraFirnnrimHM
300 SOUND 1,8,0,0:PDKE 710,0=FOR 1=15
TO STEP -0

.
2

' POKE 712.X* SOUND 0.60,8
,I:NEXT I
310 POKE 710, 12 : IF ALL THEN U=W+1
320 IF Zl AND Z2 THEN 370
330 IF Zl THEN SC1=SC1+1 I F OR 5=1 TO 10
: FOR I=-15 TO 15 : POKE 708,I+144=NEXT I
'NEXT 5:PDKE 708,146
340 IF Z2 THEN SC2=SC2+1 i FOR 5=1 TO 10
= FOR 1=15 TO 1S = P0KE 709 , 1 + 64 I NEX T I:
NEXT S I POKE 709, 68
350 IF 5C2>6 OR 5C1>6 OR U>7 THEN 700
360 COLL=0=RD=HD+l:GOTO 28
370 ? 'fHmnnilRmFiPiH tWho wins roundi":?
"HlPiiris is Reds, Tans tl Blues"
380 GD5UB 580 ' 1*1*1 i IF RNDc0i>0.5 THEN
? ."HEADS- RedS":5Cl=SCl+i:G0T0 390

385 ? ,"TAIL5- Blues" =5C2=5C2+1

90 FOR 1=13 TO STEP -0.05=5OUND 0,2
0,12,I:NEXT I :I =l*l:I = l A l:GOTO 350
99 REM DHnnSBSRLlEELTJn
00 GRAPHIC5 1 8 : POKE 710,12:PDKE 709,6
=POKE 708,150:POKE 711,196:IF SC1>HI
HEN HI=SC1
05 G0SU8 500:RD=1=IF 5C2>HI THEN HI=S

ION 4,4:? »6; [rM:lli]yUli»ii!dlsf h-
ION 4,5:? »6;" : P
6 : ? t*6 ; "^iltfJimiHRSIBIEDBDB"

ION 0,0:? «6;" BLUE r
77,8
ION 4,1:? «6 ; 5C2

:

POSITION 15,

IF

410 POSIT
415 POSIT
OSITION
420 POSIT
ed" :PQKE
425 POSIT
l: ? »6;5C
430 POSIT
U<8 THEN
440 POSIT
450 ALL
»6; "ALL
470 IF PE
G05UB 500
480 IF PE
498 SC1=0
500 50UND
l:50UND
598 REM I

608 DATA
610 DATA
5, 0,55,5
9,1,40,15
6 2 A f A
,10,0,15,
35,30,1,4
6 2 5 DATA
6 3 DATA
8,0,13,22
8, 1,57,22
640 DATA
30,1,40,3
0.18.8,60
650 DATA
8, 35 , 22,
3,0,40,17,0
660 DATA 4,40,8.0,40,10,8,40.20,0-48,3
0,
700 ? , "GdHe Ower"
710 H 5C1>6 THEN 810
720 ? *>, The Blues have wan I!"
7 30 RESTORE 790:FOR X=l TO 7
740 READ Nl
7 50 FOR 1=14 TO STEP -1-4
7 60 SOUND 0,AB5<N11,10,I*<N1>0>
7 80 NEXT I : N E X T X»I=1A1»BO?0 480
?9i) DATA 121,96,121.81,121,0,121
810 ? " The Reds take over !!"
820 REST ORE 880: FUR x = l TO 7
8 3 M t A U N

1

840 FUR 1=14 TO STEP 1-4
8 50 SOUND 0,AB5<Nl»,10,l*tNl>0>
860 NEXT 1 1 NE XT X : I = 1 - 1
870 GUTU 408
88 DAI A ^43,0, 243, 0,243, 204, 243

ION 5,9:? t»6; "arena I

? »6;U;"
ION 4,11:? «6 ; "BKiliaHH EGeilBH"
:IF W=8 THEN POSITION 14,9:?
ALL = 1
EK<53279>=5 THEN H =W« (U < 8 J +1 I

EK<53279>=6 THEN 18
=5C2=8!GOT0 430
1,8,0, BiFOR 1=15 TO STEP -

.SB* 18. I I NEXT I : RETURN
iijfFiHFBnmraBmsrariiFrEBM
2,48,15, 0,35,20,1
10,15,5,1,15,5,0,15,35,1,15,2

5,0, 55,35,1, 65,25,0, 35,1

14, lb, 10, 1,25, 10. 1,35, 18. 1,45
10,0,15,20,0,15,38.8,35,28,0,
5,30,1,55,30,1, 65,28,0
65,10,0,65,0,0
11, 13, 30,0,13,22, 0.67, 1,0, 67,
1,57.18,1,1,18,1,4,18,1,13,1
1,68.22,1
8,40,0,0,30.10.1,40,10,1,38.

!. 1,40, 30, 8, 10, 20, 1,10, 20, 0,7
20,1
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BASIC Color Selector

By Bob Spiewctk

Choosing the right colors for ;i screen for a BASIC pro-

gram can be ;i real hassle. The usual approach is to RUN
the program, and view the screen. Then, if the colors

still need tweaking, you have to stop the program, as-

sign new colors using SETCOLOR or POKE commands,

and RUN the program again. And again, and again. ...

By adding the following routine to your program,

you can adjust the colors while viewing your screen.

Type it in and LIST a copy to disk. Then type NEW and

LOAD your program. Make sure that you have no lines

in your program numbered 25000 or above. Then EN-

TER this routine from disk, and it will be merged with

your program.

Now you need to add a temporary statement to your

program. Right after the program prints your screen, in-

sert the statement GOSUB 25000. (You might want to

put this on a separate line to make it easier to remove

later.) Now when you RUN your program, it will draw

the screen as usual, then go to the color selector rou-

tine.

Use the [ARROW] keys (without [CONTROL|) to ad-

just the hue and luminance while you watch the chang-

es onscreen. To work with another color register, press

the spacebar.

When you have the color combination you want,

press [ESCAPE]. All the POKEs you need will appear on

the screen, with room for a line number at left. Add the

line number you want and press [RETURN], and this

new line will be added to your program. (Make sure you

pick an appropriate point in the program to set the

colors. Don't use the number of an existing line unless

you want to replace it with this new information.)

Once you're done, be sure to remove the GO-

SUB 25000 statement, and the Color Selector routine,

from your program.

25000 REM P0KECHL0R bv Bab 5piewak
25001 REM (CJ1991. ANTIC PUBLISHING. INC
25002 SBR=708 :5BC-0: DIM 5U¥(S)
25004 5BG=PEEKcfl7> = IF 5BG>16 THEN 5BG=
5BG16
25006 IF SBG = THEN 5BFLRG=1:G0TU 2501
8
25008 GRAPHICS SBG+32
25010 POKE 752,

1

25012 5BY=PEEKt764> :PDKE 764.255
25014 IF 5BY=33 THEN 5BR=5BR+1=IF SBR>
712 THEN SBR=70B
25816 SBC=PEEK(SBR>
25018 IF 5BY=14 THEN 5BC=5BC+16
25020 IF 5BY=15 THEN 5BC=SBC16
25022 IF SBV-7 THEN 5BC=5BC-2
25024 IF SBY = 6 THEN 5BC=SBC+2
25026 IF 5BC>=256 THEN 5BC=5BC-256
2502B IF 5BC<0 THEN 5BC=256+SBC
25030 POKE 5BR.5BC
25032 IF SBY=2B THEN GOTO 25046

25054 ?
hat ui 1 I

25056 ?
an anc "
25B5B ?
sei ected
25060 7
IT IN"

25062 ?

25034 IF 5BFLAG=1 THEN P05ITI0N 2,22=G
[ITU 25038
25036 POKE 656.3=P0KE 657.0
25038 5BREG=5BR-788
25040 PRINT "COLOR REGISTER "J5BREG;"
POKE ";5BR;" UALBE "; SBC; " " :

25042 FOR SBC0UNT=1 TO 25:NEXT SBC0UNT

25044 GOTO 25012
25046 FOR 5BLQ0P=?
25048 5BY C5BL00P -7
25050 NEXT 5BL00P
25052 GRAPHICS

Choose a line number t

betopie part of your prosr

will POKE the colors you

for your screen, AND TYPE

HERE, then press RETURN"
25064 ? "

25066 ? "

25068 ? "

25070 ? " "

25072 ? "."
25074 ?
25076 ? "-"
25078 POSITION 8,13
25080 FOR 5BLOQP-708 TO 712
25082 ? "POKE "; 5BL00P; ",";5BY CSBL00P

"

708) ;

25084 IF 5BL00PO712 THEN ? " = ";
25086 NEXT 5UL00P
25088 END

Print POKEs
ByJeffrey A. Summers, MD

When using a BASIC program, you may find yourself

wanting a printout of your program's output. There's no

problem if the program is designed to print your results,

or you can at least redirect your output to "P:" instead

of saving to a disk. However, if the program simply uses

PRINT statements, you may be forced to rewrite large

portions of the program to get that printout.

One shortcut you can take is to enter the statement

POKE 838,202:POKH 839,254 before running the

program. Make sure you type both POKEs on one line

(with no line number) as shown, and then press [RE-

TURN],

The READY prompt should now appear on your

printer, not on the screen. All output that would nor-

mally go through channel (the usual screen editor

channel) will now be directed to the printer. What you

type will still appear on the screen, but the computer re-

sponds on the printer. Watching the printout instead of

the screen, you can operate most programs and get the

printouts you need. With programs that use special

graphics, however, you're likely to get a lot of garbage

from your printer, and maybe some unexpected form

feeds and nasty noises.

To return to the regular onscreen mode, press |RE-

SET] or enter

POKE 838,175:POKE 839,242

START The Atari Guide



Back Issues

SALE
Complete Your Atari "Toolkit"

INCREDIBLE SAVINGS
How To Order:

Simply tell us If you want special offer

A, B, C, or D corresponding to the

following selections:

A - 1 back issue Antic magazine and Disk.

B - "GRAB BAG" special offer 12 Back issues

Antic and Disk

C - Complete Antic Library ( '83 to '891

D Additional Antic library (88 and '89)

Availability Untiled sec oppositepage ofBack issue Antic

magazine and disks

ORDER # ISSUE

1. April 1983: Games- 3-D Maze. Voyer

2. May 1983: Telecomputing-Microicls, Tele Chess

3. June 1983: Databases-Stargazine, Dancin'Man

4. August 1983: Graphics-3-D Fuji. Keystoke Artist

5. September 1983: Education-P/M Tutor

6. October 1983: Spoils Games-AutoCassette

7. November 1983: Sound & Music-Air Raid,

Casting Charaters

8. December 1983: Buyer's Guide-

AUTORUN.SYS, Automate Player/Missiles

9. January 1984: Printers-Pocket Calendars,

Screen dump
10. April 1984: Games-Risky Rescue, Math Wizard

11. August 1984: Disk Drives-] [orseplay, Recall

12. November 1984: Computer Adventures-Adventuri

Island, Advent X-5

13. December 1984: Buyer's Guide-Infobits

Biflclromp

14. February 1985: Finances-Home loan Analyzer,

Drum Bass Synth

15. April 1985: Computer Frontiers-Dot Matrix

Digitizer, Speech Editor New Super Ataris-Son of

Infobits, Arena Racer

Prices
A - Any 1 available Hack issue of Antic

magazine and Disk per issue $7.00

Plusshipping and handling (per issue) $1 .<>o

B - "GRAB BAG" special offer any 12 available

Hack issues of Antic magazine and Disks S49.95

Plus shpping and handling $9.00

C- Complete library S129.95

Plus shipping and handling $20.00

D - Additional library $49.95

Plus shipping and handling $10.00

ORDER # ISSUE

16. May 1985: New Super Alaris; 68000 Mighty 512K

Atari "Brain" - GEM New "Color Mac" Atari Power

17. June 1985: Computer Arts-View 3-D. The Musician

18. July 1985: Computer Challenges-Miniature Golf,

Guess That Song

19. August 1985: Telecommunications-Atari Toons,

Pro*Term

20. September 1985: Power Programming-One-Pass

Disk Copy 130. Crickets

21. October 1985: Mind Tools-Graph 3D. GEM Color

Cascade

22. November 1985: New Communicarions-TYPO II

Double Feature, 130 XF Memory Management

23. December 1985: Shoppers guide-DISKIO Plus,

Box-In

24. January 1986: Atari Products are Hack-Appoint

ment Calendar. Dungeion Masters Apprentice

25. March 1986: Practical Application-Lunar Lander

Constructor. Lie Detector

26. April 1986: Computer Malhcmalic-Fraotal Zoom,
3-D Fractals

27. May 1986; -tth Anniversary-Digital Gardener,

Molecular Weight Calculator



ORDER # ISSUE ORDER #

28. June 1986: Summer Computing-Weather Wizard,

Bomb Squad

29. July 1986: Computer Arts-Amazing Card Shuffler,

Grafcon/ST

30. August 1986; Online Ctonimunicatioris-Ultrafont,

Floppy Filer

31. September 1986: Weather-WEFAX Decoder (8-

Bit/ST, BASIC Tracer

32. October 1986: Hard Disks-Video Stretch, TYPO ST

33. November 1986: Personal Finance-Budget data

BASE, V-Graph

34. December 1986: Shoppers Guide-Stepper Motors,

Nuclear Waste Dump
35. January 1987: Talking Atari-Talking Typewriter.

Rebound

36. February 1987: Word Proessing-SP Fogger,

Electric Charlie!

37. March 1987: Dviak Keyboard, Multi-AUTORUN

38. April 1987: -Designer Labels, Taxman

39. May 1987: 5th Anniversaiy-A-Rogue, Poker Slot

Machine

40. June 1987: Animation-Verbot Commander, Citadel

41. July 1987: Print Anything-Ghost Writer. Your

New Worth

42. August 1987: Atari Muscle-Sidewary Spreadsheet, Di

mond Dave

43. September 1987: Work/Play-Mighty Mailer,

Maximillian B.

44. November 1987: Pralical AppUcations-Critical-Path

Projects, WYSIWYG Cassettes

45. Jaunuary 1988: Sixth Annual Shoppers Guide-GFA

Basic Converter-Best Type-in Database

46. February 1988: ST Scan Reviewed-Animation

Moviemaker- Transputer

47. March 1988: 2nd Generation video game machines-

Graphic Adventure Creator

48. April 1988: Video Desktop Atari- XL/XE

Virtuoso Animator-ST Cyber

49. May 1988: Sixth Anniversary- 3rd Annual Antic

Awards Word Perfect ST

50. June 1988: Power Up XF Game System-Casio/ST

Midi Special

51. July 1988: Newsroom Atari-New CompuServe

Commands- Write in Campaign

52. August 1988: X-10 Control-XE Game System-

Cartridge Classics

53. September 1988: Atari Goes Hollywood-Video Title

Shop-PC vs. ST&C64
54. October 1988: Pour 8-Bit Breakthroughs

55. November 1988: 8-Bit Memory Upgrades-8-Bil Paw
Tools-Iightspeed C

56. Decemberl988: Super 8-Bit Contest Winners-

Newsroom 'Printshop Converter

57. January 1989: 8-bit Treasure Guide-VCR Tape Calc-

Oki-LO Paint Shop

58. February 1989: Antic Index-Equivalance Program

ming-Kaleidoscope Light Show

59. March 1989: Dos Champion-Electronic Billboard-

'Planetfill' Adventure

60. April 1989= Write your own Adventure Programs-

Income Tax Spreadsheet

61. May 1989: Seventh Anniversary-Video Cassette

Labeler Talking Programs

62. June 1989: Diamond CartridgefST juniorl-Animaled

Print Shop Icons

63- July 1989: Atari Glyphics-Ancient Egypt Calander-

Red Squares-VCRTimer

64. August 1989: "Mapping the Atari" Relurns-Cus

tomer List Database-New Games
65- September 1989: Joystick Test Lab-Super RAMdisk-

5CF35 Kit Doubles Disk Drive

66. Oct/Nov 1989: Money Magic Budgetizer-Hand

Held Game System-Bottleneck Breaker

67. Dec/Jan 1989: Antic Sinewave Maker-Ataiiwriter

80-3 Bonus Programs

ORDER FORM
Selection A-B-C-D (circle 1)

List Selections*

A-l issue of Antic magazine w.

Disk $7.00 (shipping &bctndlinper

issue SI. 00)

B-Any 1 2 issues of Antic magazine

w/Disk $49.95 (shipping S
handttng-$900)

C-Completc available Antic

library $129.95 (sbippingand

handling $15.00)

D- Additional library $49.95

(Shipping & handling S 10.00)

i CliL-ck Enclosed visa j MasterCard

-emn aiW S 1.00 per ti

An**c



START CLASSIFIEDS
ATARI ST SECTION

Select your Desk Aces & Auto Prg's

with ease. Gel UtilAtarian to make it a

snap. Simply the best: Send $25.95 to;

2-BIT Software, 5824 Bee Ridge Rd.,

Suite L44, Sarasota, FL34233. Order

Today! Free box of screen wipes with

purchase while supplies Inst.

CardFile is an accessory which

maintains your 'Rolodex', schedules

appointments, prints envelopes and

lists, dials the phone, and talks to your

word processor. It has many unique

and powerful features not found in

any other program. Check with your

local dealer or order directly from: GT
Software 12114 Kirton Avenue,

Cleveland, Ohio 44135-3612 for only

$34.95 plus S2S&H.

GENERATION GAP PLUS The

genealogy program for ST computers.
Includes -GEDOCM, Automatic

linking. Descendant chart, Family

group sheets, Pedigree chart, and

much more! $49-95 Flying Pigs

Software, P.O. Box 688, Si. George. LT
84771.801/628-5713.

FOR SALE! Rarely used! SLM804 Laser

Printer $995, UltraScript font set $395,

MOM 14ms hard drive $895, Spectre

GCR/Roms $250. 8 1 3/874 -8855.

HrstGraph for the ST! Create pres-

entation-quality graphs and charts for

business, science and education.

Stacking, curve-fitting, three-dimen-

sional graphs, errorbars . . . and much
more! Export Graphs as .GEM, .IMG

or DEGAS! Illustrated 90-page manual.

$49.95 plus S5 shipping to RPM Soft-

ware, 228 Ellis Avenue, Toronto, On-

tario. M6S 2X2 or CALL 1 16/763-4865.

NEURAL NETWORK STIMULATIONS
FOR THE ST: see our ad in this issue p.

79, or write for free info: Apprentice

Software, Box 41277, Indianapolis, IN

4624 I .

PAPERLESS ACCOUNTANT.
Best Checkbook. Credit Card and Sav-

ings Account Manager for ST. I^isy to use

and set up. Demo versions on GEnie,

CompuServe, and DELP1 EK50 Transac-

tionMax.)NewReportModuleforregis-

tered owners, $12.95. Why pay more?

Paperless Accountant, 323 Osage, Park

Forest, IL 60466.

PageStream Font Source! EPS Clip-Art

collections, your Atari ST DTP supply!

Write call for a CATALOG. Computer
Safari. 606 \V. Cross St, Woodland, CA
95695916/666-1813.

Why pay exorbitant prices for your

software? BUDGIE UK products are now
available in North America! For complete

Information write ST- PLUG, 1670 Heron

Road, Box 22026, Ottawa, Ontario, Can-

ada KIV 0C2. See our ad. p. 106 of this

PROTECT YOUR KEYBOARD
while computing with a soft water/dusl

proof "type-on" KEYSKIN. Now ST cus-

tom rrrade( Indicatemodel), S21 L'Seach.

includes free PD disk. Send check or

money orders to: COMPUTER SUPPLY
HOUSE 1112 Second Street Kenai. AK
99611-7210.

video backgrounds Enhance your

video presentation with Pro Fills. I L0 full

color IFF brush patterns and texture. 30

custom palettes included. To order send

S29.9t plus SI, 50 shipping to:JFK Graph-

ics. L21Q3S. Brookhurst, Ste. E-125, Gar-

den Grove, CA 92642-3065.

INFESTATION: An atmospheric experi-

ence into the unknown. Super-fast solid

3D VectorGraphics. Live and breathe the

emot ions of K:il Solar as you move around

the AlienWorld in your mission to locate

and destroy the hostile threat,

1-800 234-7001,

Software Owners
We apologize to Individuals who paid

more than $29.95 for their Softcase Sys-

tems. You now have a credit on file (price

paid minus $29.95). This credit is only

good toward purchase of other Realm

products. Thanks for your support!

Does your Atari look like a mess?

Wires everywhere? Monitors stacked on

boxes? Build your own monitor periph-

eral stand with my plans. Save $SS, Send

St.05 forplans with diagrams and hints to:

JOACQIM, 15 Agliplay Drive, Amhurst,

Nil 051)31-2131.

The Home Entertainment Manage-

ment System catalogs your library of al-

bums, CD's. Y( M tapes , etc. I sing DAT-

ADESK, the modular database. More

modules to come. Call 213/434-5751 for

GRAMSLAM grammar checker
Checks documents against over 1000

misused, overused and wordy phrases.

Runs as program or accessory. SI 5.00.

PhilComeauSoftware,43RueterSt.,Ne-

pean. Ontario. Canada K2J .5/0.

TIRED OF GETTING ZAPPED?
Eliminate harmful static from your

monitorand entire system, Ouranti-

static cloths work! Safe, re-useable,

Guaranteed 1 Send $3.00 for 2 in: AKB
Design, Box 466, l.akewood, CA
90714-0466.

HI' DESKJET OWNERS: Large collec-

tion of freeware and shareware on disk

including STscreendumptotheDeskjet.

SendSlO.OO to: Deskjet Collection, R.R.

= 1. I'. O. box 22. Churchill. Ontario.

Canada, i.OL iko.

PUBLIC DOMAIN SOITWAKE.
Tlie best! Over1000 disks. Special; Disk
Catalog S 1 .00 or $3.99 + $3.00 shipping

for I'D Disk. Disk Catalog. Free Disk

Coupon & Super Service t add $2.90 for

each additionaldisk).Choose froraSheei

.^.2 Spread sheet (#669/670) Turtle 3.0

111) Backup (=7031. ST Writer Elite 3.8

(#673). Spectrum Nude Pictures (#364

367).PDC,Dept.STRC.4320-196thSW,

Suite 140, Lynwood, w"A 98036, 1-800-

255-8220 1 2-1 hrs. i Questions? Call 206

7 15-5980.

ATARI 8-BIT SECTION

800/XL/XE GAMES. Entertainment

Excellence. Hundreds of Original

Commercial Quality Games. Price

Range 75c-S5.i)l). Send SASH for

Catalogue: Frank 1 Mike. 1805 Prince-

Con, Merrick. NY 11566.

800/XL/XE Software.

Hundreds oftop quality programs from

Sl.00-S9.00. Send SASE for descriptive

list to: Dataluish. 6-it F. Clinton, Aiwa-

ter.CA 95301.

+ •* + + •
BrandNEW ~ Spectacular tyy 1 ATARI
XL/XE Commercial GAMES!!! Plus

BESTPublicDomainThemeDisks for8-

Bil and ST!! SI Discount CATALOG
(specify systemlsl) S2. SOFTWARE
IN FlNITY.6t2F.asi Waring Avenue, State

College.PA 16801.



START CLASSIFIEDS
ANTIC 8-BIT SECTION

CONTINUED

******
Atari 800 XL Home Computer, 1050

Dual Density Disc Drive, 1027 letter

quality printer. S250.00 or best offer.

Call 415/775-5363.

******
Thousands and Thousands of software

titles for ATARI 8-bit and ST, IBM and

Amiga. Write East Hartford Computer.

202 Robert St., Hast Hartford CT 06108

for your FREE CATALOG!

Atari 8-bit BBSs: A.C.E.C. (614) 471-

8559 300/1200/2400 baud. 856 down-
loads available on first call. Pandora

614/471-9209 300/1200 baud. 1,100

downloads available on first call.

******
Want to get ahead in the ST Market?

Subscribe to START MAGAZINE. Ask

about our special group subscription

rates for User Groups and Atari Organi-

zations.

*••**•
StarTrek cartridge for ALL Atari 8 bits!

Limited quantities! Send $15 to:

A. Campbell, PO Box 539, Boring, OR
97009-0539.

• * • * *
SPECIAL ATARI 8-BIT SOFTWARE.
New Variety disk and large catalog

$3.00. Phantom's Atari 8-Bit P.D.S. Box

331 Levisa Rd., MouthCard, KY 41548.

******
JOYSTICK WARRIORS Suit up for ac-

tion/adventure on your 800/XL/XE. The
next generation of 8-bit games. For more

information write: Aerion Software Ltd.,

P.O. Box 1222, Riverdale Station, New
York, NY 10471-1222.

******
AMERICAN TECHNA-VISION.
Spectacular Software Values, Books, Car-

tridges, Keyboards, Disks-XL's/XEV800.

No Minimum Order. Call Toll Free 1-800-

551-9995. In California or outside U.S. call

415/352-3787.

WHO SHOULD RUN AN AD IN START CLASSIFIEDS?

Why just about everybody who has on ST; User Groups, Store Owners, Hardware Vendors,

Software Publishers, Writers, Programmers, 3'st'ibutors, Disk Duplicators, Game Merchants,

Graphic Artists, Bankers, Lawyers, Doctors

WHAT CAN I SELL IN START CLASSIFIEDS?

Ram Chips, Games, Books, Drives, Monitors, Computers, Services, Programs, The Kitchen Sink,

Used Cars If you wont to sell something you've come to the right place, we'll show your od

to 60,000 ST users who may be trying to find your product RIGHT NOW!

THAT SOUNDS GREAT! HOW DO I GET MY AD IN START?

just fill out the coupon below and SEND TO:

START CLASSIFIED 544 Second St. San Francisco, Co. 94107

Name Company

Address Phone

Citv 5taie/Zio

Mastercard/Visa Exot ration Dale

Signature

_ Enclosed is my paymenl lor $

L_

RATE: $2.00 PER WORD—twenty (20) word minimum..

STARS: Add $10.00 for one (1] line of six (6) stars al (op of ad.

TERMS-, Prepayment is required. Check, Money Order, Visa . MasterCard, or American Expre:

accepted. Make check payable to Antic Publishing.

FORMS: Ads are subject lo publishers approval and MUST BE TYPED.
GENERAL INFORMATION: Advertisers using Post Office Box numbers in their ads must suppl

permanent address and telephone numbers. Ad will appear in the next available issue site: rec

DEADLINE: 1 5th of Ihs month, 3 months preceding desired cover date.

ar copy this coupon, attach to typewritten copy and send with remittance.

.J

Advertisers Index
PAGE NO.

AMERICAN TECHNA-VISION 83

ANDY'S MUSIC 71

ANTIC GRAB BAG 90-91

ANTIC LIBRARY 94-95

ANTIC SOFTWARE PHASAR IBC

ANTIC'S 3D DESIGN LIBRARY 15

ATY COMPUTER 98

B S C COMPUTER VISIONS 81

BETA-CAD 73

BRE SOFTWARE 49

CARTER GRAPHICS 8, COMPUTERS 71

COMPUTABILITY 4-5

COMPUTER GARDEN 77

COMPUTER SOFTWARE SERVICES 85

D & P COMPUTERS 55

DELPHI 43

DR. T'S MUSIC SOFTWARE 41

GRIBNIF 3

INTRINSIC SOFTWARE 75

MAXWELL CPU 69

MICHTRON 73

MICOM SOFTWARE 98

MICROW 65

MICROCUBE CORP 98

NICE S, SOFTWARE 45

PUBLIC DOMAIN CORP 47

RIO COMPUTERS 9, 11, 13

SAN JOSE COMPUTERS 16-17

SPECTRUM HOLOBYTE BC

START GRAB BAG 50-51

START LIBRARY 66-67

ST-PLUG 98

TALON TECHNOLOGIES IFC

TOAD COMPUTERS 75

WIZ! WORKS 77

ZUBAIR INTERFACES 39

This list I: provided os a cojrlesy lo our odverliseis. START

Advertising Sales

415/957-0886
Director, Advertising Sales

DENNY RILEY

544 Second Streel

Son Francisco, CA94107
Western Region

Advertising Sales Representative

JOHN FELLNER

Central Region

Advertising Sales Representative

SUSAN FORD
Eastern Region

Advertising Sales Representative

MARK HANNA
Shoppers Guide

Clossifieds

MIKE STANTON

Next Advertising Deadline:
August/SepteTiber Issue

Insertion orders: May 22, 1991;

Ad copy: May 29, 1991;

On sole August 1199]



ANTIC SOFTWARE
SAYS

DONTSTART FROM SCRAr

ANTIC'S 3D DESIGN LIBRARY

Future Microbot

Human Architecture

Interior Dinosaur

Woodlands Space

City Icons Vol. 1 - (NYC)

Vintage Aircraft Vol. 1
-

(Early Aircraft)

call toll free
1-800-234-7001

HI
OPPORTUNITY

QUALITY SOFTWARE AT BUDGET PRICES'

GAMES, APPLICATIONS, DEMOS, UTILITIES,
MUSIC, DISK MAGS

- OVER 80 TITLES -

This populor European saftwire Is now dlstrbuled h

ST-PLUG
I 670 Heron Road, Box 22026,
Ottawa, Ontario

Canada KIV0C2 BBS (613) 731-2779

ATY Computer
Authouzod Atari Do illor

520STFM
I040STFM
104OSTE
Mega2
Mts;iJ ,;

Laser printer

Portfolio

Stacy 1

Stacy 4

M«];ifilB :i(i

Megnlile44

85MB hard rj

SyQuest 44 I

dnue' cartrl

Df:V(? on y

85MB 525
85MB 3 5"

TT03OS
Complete DTP system includes-
Mega4, Megafile30. monochrome monitor.

Laser printer and Calamus $2900
icradi gardadd 381

AT Speed $399. AT Ox:*; $3<-K! I 'and scanner wild

TouchUp £379. JRI memory board S;09. Imeg SIMM
$69. I Keys $B9. multisync monitor $429. AdSpecd
$269. Fax/Modem $158, 4096 color board $79.
Best Trackball $54. power supply £BO. and more

Up to 30% discount on all softw
prices subjust to change withuui notic

Hours: Mon Fri 3:30 to 7p.m. Sat 12 to 5p

FLY RIGHT WITH MICROFLYTE

-st continuously variable |oysi'c!< ':< Hit! it a,~j'ii'or Tnls unique joystick allows you

ltrol Fight Simulator by Subloglc using a proportional control stick Instead of IhB

a. Essential for tha ATARI ST ploll Now Available Irom MicroCuba lor only 1119.95

(4.50 shipping & handling). Call or write lor more Information:

-7157, MlcroCube Corporation, PO B Eamgasaaaa
MICOM Software

HOW DO YOU REACH OVER

50,000 ATARI USERS EVERY MONTH?
You don't have to be a marketing

genius to know the fast, easy,

and effective way to advertise.

Showcase your products in the

new START SHOPPERS GUIDE

It's that simple!-Our readers are

smart shoppers that turn to the

SHOPPERS GUIDE for their

computer product needs.

THIS COULD BE
YOUR AD

(Actual Size: 2 1/8" x 1 1/2")

ask for a Half Vertical

THIS COULD BE
YOUR AD

(Actual Size: 3 3/8" x 1 1/2")

ask for a Horizontal

THIS COULD BE
YOUR AD

(Actual Size: 2 1/8" x 3")

ask for a Vertical

It couldn't be easier...

contact your SHOPPERS GUIDE
Sales Representative, Mike Stanton, at 41 5/957-0886
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PHA^R

YOUR
FINANCIAL
SOLUTION!

PHASA
Take Control of Your Financial Future!

Introducing PHA$AH 4.0; a completely re-

designed and improved version ol Ihe home

accounting program that reviewers and users

have consistently found to be the easiest to use

and most powerful money manager £

NEW FEATURES
• 999 expense/income categories

• 500 accounts (VISA/checking etc.)

• Up to 1 500 transactions per month
• Set up and analyze finances quickly with

new budgeting system

Artificial intelligence parser predicts

input, minimizes typing.

Improved interface with multiple

scrolling windows
Print checks the way you want

• Never miss a payment with automatic

payment reminder alarm

Get the jab done tast-Completely

re-coded tor increased transaction and
processing speed

PHASAR 4.0 gives you the tools you need to

plan and track your finances to ensure that you

get the most benefit from your hard-earned

PHASAR 4.0 helps with your taxes too:

shows your lax liability at any time and takes

the hassle out ol preparing your tax return at

year-end.

PHAJAR 4.0 even has a built-in date and time

organizer to help you keep track of critical

TRANSACTIONS
PHASAR's new and improved interlace gives

you complete mouse control of financial op-

erations. Easily step through account and
ledger windows to complete your transactions

with a click ol the mouse. Plus

• Create up to 200

Automatically transfer funds between

Split - category transactions

On-line calculator

• Instant cor

Amiga", Atari ST or IBM version $8995

Amiga and Atari ST version requires 1 meg
of memory, and double sided drives.

Available at your favorite store or order

Toll Free by phone: (800) 234-7001

Additional features include

REPORT, ANALYSIS and TAX
modules.

PHASAR 3.0 Owners: Upgrade to 4.0 for

only $39.95

YES! Rush My Order U.S. ft. P.!

»
>jnMr

• HD0HE5S •

•
flHII/rulmiRV *

• ZIPCODl Bumyrun •

„,««.. «"""" "«' »"» :

•
J """

. Total

: £\ craMteirtMQ

*™ So(™i ,„..,„. .

Send to: Antic Software, 544 Second Street, San Francisco Ca. 34107
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RISE TO THE CHALLENGE

You're a war-hardened F-16 fighter pilot

supplementing ground forces in an enemy-

infested hot spot. Your mission: annihilate

enemy tanks, trucks, MiGs, Hinds, pontoon

bridges, and supply lines—fast!

12 NEW MISSIONS
These new heart-

pounding missions are

FALCON MISSION DISK II

ORIGINAL FALCON™ PROGRAM REQUIRED
TO RUN FALCON MISSION DISKS.

guaranteed to test the

skill of even the most

seasoned Falcon pilot.

Wield new weapons
and equipment. Air-

to-air radar-guided

missiles, high-speed

anti-radiation

missiles, and radar

jammers. Achieve

tank superiority, and
you'll earn the Medal
of Honor.

Operation: Firefight.

The challenge

continues...

Lock missiles and fire.
Maverick turns enemy
lank into instant scrap.

Down oncoming Hind
'copters before they

destroy your tank platoon.

Spectrum Holotfyte
A Division of Sphere, Inc.

2061 Ctolengir Drive. Almeds. CA 94501 I41S) 5Z2-0/07

Actual screens s rikeEl1989, Operation- Firelight 01990 SPHERE. INC

s ion Disk, Falcon Missior

SpEcltum Hc-loBylE a elrademarksol Sphere. I cottier pCHfoetS are Irartemarks M itierr respective hoi

AVAILABLE FOR AMIGA' AND ATARI' ST™

PHONE ORDERS: TOLL FREE (800) 234-7001


